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ABSTRACT 
This work describes a project that investigates the use of software 
metrics based on measurement of source code in industrial software 
development. 
Literature is examined relating to considerations of quality in 
industry; to software engineering; to emergent technologies in the 
software industry including the object-oriented paradigm and 
software patterns; to software product and process metrics; and to 
cultural factors affecting workplaces in the software industry. It 
then expounds theoretical and practical work aimed at specifying, 
designing and implementing a source code analyzer for use in a 
typical industrial project setting. There is an explanation of the 
design and outcomes of a questionnaire survey, conducted over the 
Internet, of developers with an interest in using metrics 
techniques to analyse source code. Finally, there is a description 
of a controlled experiment which attempts to detect a benefit from 
use of source code metrics as information to support a simple 
software engineering task. 
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1.1 
Introduction 
Background 
software metrics have been proposed as potential tools in the endeavour 
to improve the quality of computer software, and to help in the control 
of software projects. The research described in this document focuses on 
the use of metrics in the industrial software development situation. The 
project concentrates particularly on that class of metrics that can be 
automatically calculated from software source code, and on the context of 
use and usefulness of features of an automated tool for gathering of 
source code metrics. 
While the literature research in Chapter 2 shows that there has been a 
fair amount of discussion on different source-based metrics, the writings 
contain relatively little evidence on the value or otherwise of these 
techniques in an industrial software engineering setting. The research 
questions for the current project are formulated with the intent of 
focussing investigations in this under-researched area. 
1.2 Research questions 
The research questions as defined in the project proposal were as 
follows: 
• Can we implement tools to measure the selected metrics in an 
economical way, and gather data using those tools without negative 
impacts on the development process? 
• Do the metrics meet the theoretical requirements for software metrics 
proposed in the literature? 
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• Are the metric results of practical value in an industrial software 
development setting? 
• How can we design the interface through which metric tools report back 
results to improve the quality outcomes of the development process? 
• How general are the lessons learned in this study? Can they be 
applied in situations involving other metrics, or to organizations 
which have different operational contexts? 
1.3 Outline of this document 
Following this introduction, chapter 2 of .this thesis consists of a 
review of literature in a' number of areas relevant to the practical work 
undertaken. The review considers: 
• literature on the topic of software engineering; 
• general management literature on quality management; 
• literature specifically relating quality management to software 
development; and 
• literature concerning both software metrics in general and particular 
proposed measures. 
Literature on a variety of proposed metrics is explored, but emphasis is 
placed on metrics which can be conveniently measured by automated means 
(usually by running some kind of analyzer program over a body of source 
code in a programming language) These source code related metrics 
include measures of size, such as the number of lines of code, and 
measures which purportedly relate to source code quality, including some 
which relate to aspects of structuredness, readability, 
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understandability, and the use of the object-oriented programming 
paradigm. 
Following the literature survey, chapter 3 amplifies and extends some of 
the theoretical issues raised in the literature. This chapter seeks to 
define the theoretical basis of the work undertaken in the practical 
development section of the research project. In particular, there is a 
description of the basis on which a number of metrics from the literature 
were selected for implementation in an automatic measurement tool. The 
chapter also includes discussion of the relationship between the 
definitions of the metrics implemented and the basis of calculation 
applied for each such metric. Descriptions are presented of a small 
number of metrics which, while based on work described in the literature, 
demonstrate significant novel modifications proposed to generate metrics 
that are tailored to reflect quality factors of increasing importance in 
object-oriented projects. 
Chapter 4 describes the technology used to implement the metric analyzer 
tool, including an informal description of the initial structural design 
and historical material on the facilities which were added or changed in 
the course of field testing the tool. 
Chapter 5 describes the design and administration of a survey of opinions 
on software metrics issues completed by a number of software engineering 
practitioners. The survey questionnaire is designed to obtain the 
following data: 
12 
• 
factual information about the respondent (years of experience, areas 
of responsibility at work, specific languages/tools/methodologies in 
use); 
• attitudinal information about the respondent's preferred ways of 
working; 
• information about the respondent's working environment; 
• the respondent's opinions about the interpretation and value of 
different groups of metrics; and 
• the respondent's opinions on specific features of the analyzer tool 
and the novel measures presented. , 
Chapter 6 presents the outcomes of the survey described in the previous 
chapter. 
Chapter 7 presents the design and outcomes of an experiment, which 
attempts to detect an effect from the use of metrics information in a 
simulated software engineering task. 
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by revisiting the main findings of the 
theoretical, development, survey and experiment stages of the research, 
and raising issues which are likely to be fruitful areas for future 
study. 
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2 Review of the literature 
2.1 Context 
The introduction of quality management ideas into the software industry 
reflects the interaction of a number of streams of managerial theory, 
__ .;___ 
some specific to the software industry itself, and others applying to a 
broader range of activities. These different streams can probably be 
categorized as coming from two separate initial sources. The first is 
the relatively recent discipline of Software Engineering, which consists 
of ideas about the software industry developed since the early 1970s. 
The other is general quality management theory, which has its roots in 
work done in Japanese industry since the Second World War. Although the 
----general stream of quality thinking is older, its popularity outside Japan 
is more recent, and it is only in the last ten years or so that it has 
been commonly discussed in the literature of software management. 
2.2 Software engineering 
The development of the discipline of Software Engineering began with the 
realization, by leading figures in the computing industry around the late 
1960s that existing methods of management were not providing successful 
control of software projects. 
The uncontrolled or ill-controlled state of industrial software 
activities from which the early software engineering pioneers were 
seeking to escape was frequently referred to as "the software crisis". 
F.P. Brooks' book The mythical man-month (1975) is the classic 
description of a large software project out of control. 
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writers in the software engineering area have proposed a number of 
changes to the way software is developed and used to make these processes 
more manageable. One of the most important early writers in the area is 
Barry Boehm, whose major contribution is a body of work on the prediction 
of resource requirements for projects of varying sizes, which is known as 
~e Constructive Cost Model, or COCOMO (Boehm, 1981). 
When practitioners including Boehm began to gather and interpret data on 
the software development processes in their organizations, two important 
observations were recorded: 
• that the repair of defects consumes 50% of the total labour resources 
expended in the life cycle of a typical software project (Boehm & 
Papaccio, 1990); and 
• that small defects (particularly if they are introduced early in the 
product life cycle) could cause large costs to the organization if 
they were not eliminated as soon as possible after their introduction 
(Ward, 1991) . 
These empirical observations have led to a realisation that one way of 
reducing the lifetime cost of a project might be to focus more resources 
on achieving high-quality results in the earlier phases of the life 
cycle. Changes which have been suggested include: 
• use of inspection or review techniques to eliminate defects at an 
early stage, as proposed by Fagan (1976) and Yourdon (1979a); 
• use of top-down structured analysis, design and implementation 
methods, often proposed in the context of a prescribed documentation 
methodology such as Jackson Structured Development (King, 1988), 
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Structured Analysis/Structured Design (Yourdon, 1979b), or Structured 
systems Analysis and Design Method (Longworth, 1989); and 
• use of object-oriented techniques in analysis design and 
implementation (these will be covered more fully in the next section) . 
-_2_.3 The object-oriented paradigm 
In the course of the 1980s and early 1990s, the object-oriented paradigm 
emerged and attracted increasing support throughout the software 
engineering profession. This technology originated from developments in 
new computer languages, particularly the language Smalltalk (Goldberg & 
Robson, 1983) . 
The object-oriented paradigm proposes the use of hierarchically-related 
abstract data types to implement a system as a collection of highly 
independent subsystems. These interact with one another through small, 
carefully designed, interfaces. Each subsystem is unable to access 
implementation details of other subsystems. The management of visibility 
in this way is called 'information hiding' and is said to yield designs 
which have lower degrees of coupling between different subsystems. Lower 
coupling is said to translate into greater ability to implement the 
separated systems independently of one another. It also reduces 
maintenance effort as the implications of modifications to any part of 
the implementation are less likely to cascade through other parts of the 
system requiring widely distributed changes. 
The object-oriented paradigm also provides for the definition of new 
classes of objects that inherit much of their behaviour from previously 
defined classes. Inheritance is said to favour re-use of standardized 
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software components. Ledbetter and Cox (1990) refer to such re-usable 
components (using their favoured language Objective-C) as Software- ICs. 
This name reflects the hope that just as integrated circuits (ICs) have 
revolutionized electronic hardware design by providing a wide range of 
off-the-shelf subsystems that can be assembled for new applications, 
----similar benefits can be obtained in software by applying re-usable 
object-oriented software components. 
Frederick Brooks quotes Mark Sherman's observation that information 
hiding and hierarchical typing are, in fact, mutually orthogonal language 
features (Brooks, 1990, p. 19). Wegner (1987} · provides an extensive 
review of the options raised by the object-oriented paradigm from the 
point of view of the language designer, listing objects, classes, 
inheritance, data abstraction, strong typing, concurrency and persistence 
as features which may need to be supported (either in the language or in 
libraries) . The interest of these observations in the current study is 
that they may provide hints as to the attributes of the source code of 
object-oriented programs that we may wish to measure. 
In the course of the 1990s, object-oriented concepts became part of 
mainstream language technology, and there is now a range of languages and 
products which offer features to support object-orientation as an 
increment to mature mass-use languages. Objective C, as mentioned above 
is an example of this, but probably the most important example is the 
language C++ (Stroustrup, 1988), which added facilities for user defined 
types and polymorphism to the successful language C. Since its initial 
appearance in the early 1980s, C++ has undergone considerable evolution, 
including the introduction of exception handling and parameterized types, 
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which are described in The annotated C++ reference manual (Ellis & 
stroustrup, 1990), and which are now widely supported in compilers and 
other language-related tools. 
In 1998 an ISO standard for the language was published as ISO/IEC 
----
standard 14882-1998. The standard adds a number of syntactic features 
into the language, but is upwardly compatible with previous versions of 
the language (as defined by the specifications released by Stroustrup's 
group at AT&T who were responsible for the original development) . The 
history of the language, together with the reasoning behind many of the 
steps in its evolution is described by its principal designer in 
(Stroustrup, 1994). 
With the increasing use in mainstream soft~are development of languages 
that are able to support the object-oriented paradigm, there has been an 
emergence of methodologies for analysis, design and implementation of 
projects based on these new ideas. Two of the most widely practiced such 
methodologies are the Booch methodology (Booch, 1994) and the Object 
Modelling Technique (or OMT) methodology proposed by James Rumbaugh and 
others (Rumbaugh, Blaha, Premerlani, Eddy & Lorenson, 1991). A third 
influential methodology is called Objectory, pioneered by Ivar Jacobson, 
which includes the concept of Use Case modelling (Jacobson, Christerson, 
Jonsson & Overgaard, 1992). Booch, Rumbaugh and Jacobson are all now 
associated with the software tool vendor Rational Corporation, and are 
working on harmonizing their approaches. A draft description of a 
proposed Unified Notation for Object-Oriented Development has been 
published (Booch & Rumbaugh, 1995). 
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2.4 Design patterns 
An interesting emerging area of research leading on from object-oriented 
development is the pattern language movement. Languages such as 
smalltalk and C++ provide encapsulation by class and inheritance as the 
------p~imary language-sponsored means of modularization. There are, however, 
large numbers of useful re-usable abstractions which cannot be 
effectively expressed in the form of a single class. Grady Booch 
observes: 
It is important to note that the class - as defined by most 
programming languages is a necessary but insufficient 
vehicle for decomposition. Sometimes abstractions are so 
complex that they cannot be conveniently expressed in a 
single class declaration. 
For example, at a sufficiently high level of abstraction, a 
GUI framework, a database, and an entire inventory system are 
all conceptually individual objects, none of which can be 
expressed as a single class. Instead, it is far better to 
capture these abstractions as a cluster of classes whose 
instances collaborate to provide the desired structure and 
behaviour. Stroustrup calls such a structure a component. 
(Booch, 1994, p. 104). 
Booch' s methodology introduces the term 'class category' to denote a 
component of a software design containing either a cluster of cooperating 
classes, or at the higher levels a cluster of nested class categories. 
James Coplien, who was one of the earliest users of C++ within AT&T 
(Stroustrup, 1994, p. 66), was responsible for a book called 'Advanced 
C++ Styles and Idioms' which discusses a wide variety of these clustered 
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abstractions (Coplien, 1992). Many of the techniques he presents have 
--
~ 
names, including: 
• orthodox canonical class form (ibid., p. 38); 
• envelope and letter classes (ibid., p. 70); 
---.--handle and body classes (ibid., p. 62); and 
• functors (ibid., p. 165). 
Coplien has since gone on to become one of the leading lights of the 
pat tern language community of software theory. The pattern community 
builds on ideas presented in the literature of architecture and planning 
in the 1960s by Christopher Alexander (Coplien & Schmidt, 1996, p. xi). 
While Coplien' s earlier book predates the pattern movement in computer 
science and does not use the term, the advanced techniques he describes 
fit well into the formalism of patterns. Each technique has a name, 
identifies a set of recurring problems, and defines a structure that 
provides a generic re-usable solution to those problems. 
A landmark in the development of software pattern thought was the 
publication of the book Design patterns: elements of re-usable object-
oriented software (Gamma, Helm, Johnson & Vlissides, 1995). This book 
presents a catalogue of widely occurring patterns. 
Robert C. Martin is a software practitioner and author who has written on 
topics relating to design at the class category level. His work includes 
a description of the process of examining the design of a large suite of 
programs looking for evidence of recurring patterns: 
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After we had become familiar with the concept of patterns, we 
decided to reexamine the design and implementation of the 
first program and framework to see if we could describe any 
patterns. Not surprisingly, we found quite a few. In fact, 
in one form or another, every pattern in Gamma et al. 's 
'Design Patterns' was used in our application, yet in very ad 
hoc and vague ways . Had we known about these patterns to 
begin with, I believe we would have spent less time searching 
for solutions and would have created our designs with more 
discipline and structure. 
(Martin, 1996, p. 366). 
Given the current interest in patterns, there is some interest in using 
metrics to automate the process of pattern identification in existing 
software (Kim & Boldyreff, 1997). 
2.5 Quality 
In parallel with the development of software engineering practices, the 
past ten years have seen the increasing application by large corporations 
of various flavours of quality management. Gillies (1992, p. 129) 
identifies W. Edwards Deming, Joseph Juran and Philip Crosby as key 
'gurus' whose teachings on quality are influential across a wide range of 
companies. 
The models of quality presented by the different thinkers (and other 
contributors in the same area) are by no means identical. One common 
thread present in most if not all of their prescriptions is the pervasive 
use of measurements and numerical process monitoring to achieve 
consistency in the process and to help identify and eliminate the root 
causes of defects (ibid., pp. 132-33). Other common prescriptions 
include: 
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• the need for quality management to be instituted on a company-wide 
basis, with leadership from top management (Juran, 1988, pp. 244-246); 
and 
• the need for a cyclical model of the improvement process which 
incorporates feedback from information being gathered in the present 
into the planning process for the future (Gillies, 1992, p. 135). 
Deming emphasizes the proposition that data gathered for the purpose of 
process improvement should not be available for purposes related to 
assessment of the performance of staff, as this is likely to lead to 
manipulation of the data gathering process to yield politically 
acceptable results (Deming, 1986, p. 264). This concern mirrors ideas 
expressed by several of the software engineering writers who propose 
review or walkthrough methods: e.g. Fagan (1976, p. 197). 
The spread of quality management ideas is presently beginning to impact 
upon companies who have not voluntarily adopted them. This is 
particularly due to the increasing requirement of large purchasers of 
equipment and services (particularly in the government sector) to demand 
that suppliers have a quality management system in place and accredited 
by a third party, often to standards of the ISO 9000 series (Gillies, 
1992 I p, 170) , 
Recent literature in the software engineering field is beginning to work 
toward a synthesis of the ideas of quality management with those of 
software engineering. The work by Gillies (1992), is a broad survey of 
the interaction of the two fields of endeavour. This book summarizes work 
by various writers including Gilb, Boehm and McCall who attempt to answer 
the question "What do we mean by quality in software?" These writers 
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typically propose hierarchical models of quality, with high-level 
concepts like maintainability, utility and efficiency broken down into 
lower level attributes like structuredness, 
containedness (ibid., p. 21-27). 
accuracy, and self-
Gilb' s work (1988) proposes that a multidimensional model of quality 
should be created as part of the specification for each project. This 
model should include explicit objective measures of each attribute, and 
that it should be refined over time throughout the project by 
consultation with the project customer, in a process referred to as 
evolutionary delivery. Other writers have also endorsed similar models 
of the software life-cycle, which are variously referred to as 
An early taxonomy of maturity was proposed by Meilir Page-Jones. This 
scheme, known as the 'ages of software', classifies the maturity of a 
particular development environment as indicated in the stages listed 
below: 
Some groups operate in the age of anarchy, developing 
software without the benefit of any systematic approaches or 
even codified wisdom. Everything rests on the skill of the 
individual. The age of folklore is classified by a culture of 
collective wisdom, accumulated knowledge that is often 
embodied in stories about successes or failures or rules of 
thumb extracted from past experiences. The age of methods is 
based in systematic, although not necessarily formal, 
approaches to software development that go beyond folklore. 
The age of metrics is based on measures for evaluating 
quality and productivity and organized feedback for improving 
the development process based on measurement. Finally, we 
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reach the age of engineering, in which software development 
becomes a true engineering discipline, a process under 
continuous improvement using methods which are not based in 
folklore or armchair speculation but on theory validated 
through study and research, in which design decisions and 
trade-offs are systematic and derived from models and metrics 
that embody the results of a growing body of knowledge. 
(Constantine, 1995, p. 51). 
Another influential writer is Watts S. Humphrey, who is responsible for 
work on the software process maturity framework known as the Capability 
Maturity Model, sometimes abbreviated CMM (Humphrey, 1989, p.6; Humphrey, 
1990). This model characterizes organizational software development 
processes into five levels: 
-
=:::: • initial (referred to by some writers as 'chaos'); 
• repeatable; 
• defined; 
• managed; and 
• optimizing. 
Humphrey claims that improvement of the software process must go through 
these phases, and that attempts to skip one or more phases are likely to 
be met with failure (Humphrey, 1989, pp. 5-6). The Humphrey's CMM 
framework has become an orthodoxy of the software industry, although 
there is some dissent over the proposition that maturity can only develop 
by progressing through the levels one at a time. For example, Robert L. 
Glass, discussing research reported by Stan Rifkin in the early 1990s 
writes: 
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2.6 
They seem to have achieved a process level of 4 or 5 without 
ever having passed through level 3 . That is, they measure 
and use feedback, but have not invoked a defined process for 
developing software. (Glass, 1994, p. 9). 
Software metrics 
From the earliest days of the software engineering discipline there has 
been wide agreement of the need to measure software processes and 
t products as a pre-condition for establishing control over development 
activities. 
One of the first and simplest softwar~ product metrics is the number of 
lines of source code (Conte, Dunsmore & Shen, 1986, p. 34). While there 
are a number of conflicting definitions of a line of code (or of the very 
similar measure 'delivered source instructions'), there are a few 
features of this attribute which make its early appearance in the field 
unsurprising. These features are, firstly, that automated tools to 
measure lines of code are easily implemented; and, secondly, that the 
results of the measurement (given a specific definition) are intuitively 
meaningful to personnel involved with software. The second of these 
features has the desirable consequence that experienced staff on a 
project are likely to be able to produce reasonable estimates of the 
amount of code required before the code is written (Humphrey, 1989, p. 
20). 
Other examples of seminal early product metrics include Halstead's 
,Software Science, described in Conte et al. (1986, pp. 36-42), and 
McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity (McCabe, 1976). Boehm's COCOMO model of 
the software development process (Boehm, 1981) is a good example of a 
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collection of metrics relating to processes and resources designed to aid 
in the prediction of schedule requirements of large projects. 
Measurement theory categorizes measures in general (including software 
metrics) as being divisible into direct and indirect measures: 
Direct measurement of an attribute is a measure which does 
not depend on the measurement of any other attribute. 
Indirect measurement of an attribute is measurement which 
involves the measurement of one or more other attributes. 
(Fenton, 1991, p. 18). 
Lines of code and Halstead's token counts are good examples of direct 
measures. McCabe's cyclomatic number can be viewed as a direct measure of 
the number of independent paths through the procedural logic of a 
subprogram, but it is more commonly viewed. as an indirect measure of 
maintainability, and particularly of testability (McCabe, 1976, p. 318). 
Another commonly described categorization of software metrics is into 
product and process metrics (Conte, et al, 1986, p.19). Product metrics 
are measurements which are applied to one or other of the products 
created in the process, including source code, the final executable 
program, analysis or design documentation. Process metrics are used to 
characterize the development process itself; and may measure features 
like human effort expended over the whole process or any particular 
phase, number of defects found, or cost to fix defects. 
Various writers have tackled the issue of desirable qualities of a 
software metric. Conte et al (ibid., pp. 21-22) list simplicity, 
validity, robustness, prescriptiveness, and analyzability, but note that 
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these attributes are not all easily defined objectively. Fenton (1991) 
emphasizes the use of the representational theory of measurement and 
empirical validation of proposed metrics. The framework suggested by 
weyuker (1988) for evaluation of metrics relating to software complexity, 
suggests nine desirable properties, including: 
• that different programs can conceivably yield the same value for the 
complexity measure; 
• that different implementations of an identically specified function 
are capable of yielding different complexity values; and 
• that a program composed from two .interacting subprograms should yield 
a higher com.plexity measure than the sum of the measures of the 
subprograms individually. 
The literature includes a large number of product metrics based on 
analysis of source code, presumably because the implementation of such 
metrics is easily automatable. As well as McCabe's and Halstead's work 
mentioned above, there are contributions including Ej iogu' s tree 
methodology (Ejiogu, 1991), Ada package metrics (Gannon, Katz & Basili, 
1986), module coupling metrics (Offutt, Harrold & Kolte, 1993), and 
coupling measures for C++ (Rajaraman & Lyu, 1992). 
Some metrics are also proposed as applicable to designs rather than 
implementation source code, but are similar in style and lend themselves 
to implementation by parsing source code. This group includes the 
metrics suite suggested by Chidamber and Kemerer (1991), as well as those 
proposed by Chen and Lu (1993), both of which cover attributes relating 
to the object-oriented paradigm. 
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One criticism of metril:~, which are calculated (I."OIQ source cod" is that 
they only bec011"' latt! stuge in,, pl."oject'u li!t!-cycle, and 
at·e, the~·efore, of litl:le valuo 1n the crueii11 early phaues of iJ project 
when initi,ll plann111g 111 taking place. To (ill thlU need, the function 
points mt>t.-ic has been proposed (Albrecht & Ga([ney, 1983). 
Although function points ,1re denved from tho:: sp"cif1cation fo:- a 
project, and h-..nc" al."e ;wcnlable earlier, they require some subjecti•Je 
judgement to count. For this reason to he cl."eatlOn o! autorr.ated tools to 
gather the metric is problematical, firstly because of the ~uf•jectivity 
of the counting p:-ocess, and secondly because of the lack of a widely 
used formal language for the expression of specifications. An eXperiment 
which found a :-easonable degree of consistenct in function point counts 
between trained personnel is presented in Kerr.erel." (1993), while a 
criticism of the original function points work together with proposed 
modifications appears in Symons (1990). 
It has been noted that the accepted models of soft~l«re quality tend to be 
multidimensional and hie:-archical. It follows from this that no single 
met±'ic is E!Ver likely to be presentable as a single expression of 
softwa::-e quality. To make metrics useful in a practical industry 
setting, it is necessal."y to identify the significant quality attributes 
of the current project., which can then be used to deriv"l or select useful 
metrics. This pL·ocess is formalized in the goal/question/metric 
paradigm, proposed by Basili and Rombach (19BB). Gilb's evolutionary 
development (193B) employs similar ideas, but is much wider, organizing 
the entire development process around the identification, specification 
and pursuit of numerically specified quality attributes. 
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2.7 CUltural context of software development 
One of the goals of the current study was to investigate the intr,rilction 
between personill, cultural and organizational factors and the use of 
softw.:~re metrics based on source code analysia. The early chaptem of 
Robert L. GlaBs's Software Creativi_!y (Glass, 1995), describe various 
perspectives on the tension between the requirement for personal freedom 
implied by the intellectual challenge of soft•,.,rare design and 
construction, and the requirement for corporate discipline implied by the 
economic organization of the software industry. He observes: 
Companies seem to have a corporate culture that emphasizes 
either of the following: 
Management, with the goal being to control in order to 
improve. 
Technologists, with the goal being to experiment in order to 
improve. 
(ibid., p. e) 
and later: 
[In a study published by the Software Engineering Institute, 
SEI document CMU/SEI-91-TR-16] . , , Rifkin and Cox: came to the 
conclusion that some companies are management cont~:ol d~:i ven 
and others technologist/experimentation driven Rifkin 
and Cox: clearly found that the companies which emphasi~ed 
technology and experimentation were the leaders in the 
successful use of metrics . 
• • . They [the technologist ddven companies] tend to have 
achieved SE! process level of 4 or 5 (very good) without ever 
having passed through level 3. That is, they measure and use 
feedback to improve their software process without ever 
having invoked a defined process J 
'part of how we do business'. 
" 
Measurement is 
;_) 
(ibid., pp. 8-9). 
Glass links the conclusions of the Rifldn-Co~ study to a simultaneously 
published study of software practices by DeGrace and Stahl, which 
identified two c«nonir:al software cultures, labelling them 'Greek' and 
'Roman' by analogy with the ethos, strengths and weaknesses of those two 
ancient civilizations: 
In ancient Greece, an individual would act as an agent in his 
own behalf. or combine with other people to act together as a 
team. In a Greek work environment, you bring your tools to 
work with you, you do your stuff, and then you pack up your 
tools and take them home. You are an individual 
independent ccntractor. You «re not owned body and mind. 
You are merely providing a service for compensation. 
In Rome, one's first duty was to the group, clan, class or 
faction upon which one depended for status. Known as 
•gr«vitas', this meant sacrificing oneself for the good of 
the organization, 3nd giving up one's individuality and 
identifying closely with the group. In "' Roman environment, 
you go to work, the company hands you your tools, and then 
holds you and your mind hostage until you sever yam· 
relationship with the organization. You «re not an 
individual: you are owned by the organization body and mind, 
twenty four hours a day. There are substantial rewards for 
this, however. The organization provides you with security, 
money and power. 
(ibid., p. 4). 
While the Rifkin/Cox study sees whole companies as belonging on one side 
or the other of the divide, the DeGri!ce{Stahl work acknowledges that it 
is likely that both cultures often coexist within the same organization: 
r j 
... In our opinion, the appropriate roles are that the Romans 
provide a working context in which the Greeks get to do their 
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otuff and express th~ir ~~sults in formal terms for th~ 
Romans. 
(ibid.' p.6) 
The De Grace/Stahl work is citsd by Glasa a'J presenting a catalog of 
differences that can be used to distinguish between Greek and Roman 
culture. This catalog is reproduced as Table 1. 
T<~ble 1: Greek ,md Roman culture 
Greece (or the Greek wayl Roman (or the Roman way) 
Organizes things Organizes people 
:Informal Formal 
Writes 
"" 
progr"""' Manages tile projects 
Motivated by the problem at hand Motivated by group goals 
Usee stmctured stuff Usee STRUCTtJRED STUFF 
Minimum documentation Maximum DocWI!antation 
Works on a h~ scale Worka beyond hUDian acal.e 
Works alone or in small groupe Works in large organizations 
Uses things •• tools Usee people •• tools 
Democratic: Imperial 
Empirical/inductive Anal.ytical/deducti ve 
Intuitive Logical 
Cl.aes based on merit Class basad on function 
Engineer /Scientist Manager 
Subotance 
'•= 
Does things Plane things or goes to meetings 
(ibid.' p. 5) . 
The relevance of literature in this area to the current research project 
is related to the recognition in the research questions tl1at the 
measurement techniques being investigated do not operate in a vacl"""· 
Source code based software metrics are proposed as useful measures to~ 
" 
deployment in workplaces where soft war" <mginer:ra an; ~;mployed to petJ arm 
develop•nent, and their effectiveness mJy be flffected by i!JtJUCJJ relating 
to the varying environments in di[(,rent !J!!cl• workplaGGR, The Greek/Roman 
cultut·al dichotonr1· discussGd by Glass has been solect"d as thr; pnmary 
framework for descrlbing workplace diffcrem;eu in the practitioner surve{ 
that forms part of the current project. 
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3 Theoretical considerations 
3.1 Background 
This section will discuss the theoretical consideration!! which apply to 
various parts of the project including: 
• selection of ~ set of metrics which can usefully be applied in a given 
industrial setting; 
• development of new metrics characterizing desirable features of modern 
programming style (principally aspects of the object-oriented 
paradigm) ; and 
• considerations relating to measurement theory approaches to the 
validation of software code metrics. 
3.2 Selection of measures for implementation 
The intention of this project was to investigate the practical use of 
software code metrics in an industrial software development environment. 
In order to obtain realistic information about the context in which the 
metrics are used, it was planned that an industry partner would be 
recruited, through whom the researcher would be able to work with a 
project team. 
Some difficulty was experienced in finding a suitable industry partlii'r,,_ 
". ·-·::-:-
After a period of attempting informal contacts with perceived li~e,~y 
candidate companies (of whom there were relatively few in the 
geographically isolated market of Perth, Western Australia), the 
researcher and supervisor agreed to approach the researcher's full time 
employer. The employer agreed that the researcher should be allowed to 
work with a p~oject teilm building a large n•.:ol t1me ~YRlem ill C••· The 
size of the te<~nl Vilried fl·om 8 to 16 over tlm 12 month period o[ this 
phase of the rcse.Jrch, and [or .:oll ot thia time the reeearcher was a 
member of the team. 
The presence of the researcher as a member o[ the subject team was far 
from ideal: it presented a likely mechanism for the magnification of the 
danger that the evaluation survey would be positively biased in order to 
please the researcher. It was for this reason that some aspects of the 
original project plan were modified at this stage. It was decided that 
the project team would be treated as an example test site only, and that 
the main deployment and evaluation exercises would be performed via the 
Internet, with users who had no face-to-face contact with the researcher. 
The researcher had access to the project team over a period of more than' 
twelve months, and was able to undertake the following activities: 
• observation of the team's progress and of issues which appeared to 
impact on progress and product quality; 
• discussion, particularly with the principal members of the team, of 
the value or otherwise of various proposed metrics; and 
• field experiments with the metric analyzer on source code developed by 
the team. 
Although the members of the project team were broadly supportive of and 
interested in the research topic, and gave generously of their time to 
discuss metrics issues and review test versions of the analyzer software, 
these activities were neither formal nor structured. It would be fair to 
say that the feedback obtained could be characterised as being closer to 
'polite encour<~gement' Lhan '<~ssertive guid<~nce'. While evury Htt.,.opt 
was made to enable the team to participate in the selection of nlf:Lrics 
for investigation, the llecisions taken in this area wen~ <~ll mad•; by the 
reseat-cher, albeit witll " conscious effort to address the requln:mo:mts of 
the proJect, as opposed to any personal agenda. 
3.3 Goal/Question/Metric Analysis 
The literature review chapter briefly mentioned the goal/questlon/metric 
par<~digm, and the related issue of quality models for software projects. 
The premise of goal/question/metric (or GQM) is that the most appropriate 
framework for application of metrics is in the context of an analysis 
that contains the following steps: 
• Identification of •goals' which are abstract attributes that the 
person undertaking the ana.lysis regards as desirable in a software 
process or product. Goals are usua.lly abstra.ct nouns, e.g. 
testability, structuredness, portability, maintainability. 
• Posing of •questions• which express, as an interrogative sentence in a 
humar. langua.ge, the dichotomy between the presence and the absence of 
the goal a.ttribute. An example question would be 'Has the system been 
decomposed into understandable procedural modules?'. 
• Defining of 'metrics• which are procedures, formulae or algorithms 
that may be presented as evidence in reply to the question. Example 
metrics might include mean number of non-comment lines of code per 
function, mean number of parameters per functioi;·, etc. 
The outcome of the GQM analysis is a three-layer network of goals, 
questions and metrics, The network contains forward feeding links 
representing the outcomes of the GQM analysis itself in terms of 
(( 
pt·occeding fmm vaguely defined goal attributell through n,vealing 
questions to identifying uneful w:trica. It also contains backward 
feeding links shm•ing the relationship of the mcasur"mr:nts m.J.de back 
through the <Jilestions that they answer to the hlgh-level goal at".tributes. 
Among the forward linkn, each goal may give rise to more, than Clne 
question, and each question may 1n turn suggest more than one metric. 
For the reverse links, each metric may contribute to the anm•ror of more 
than one question, but each question is likely to be clOsely bound to a 
single goal. 
The questions generated have a pivotal role in the GQM process. The 
answers to the questions will tend to have a relative, rather than an 
absolute, form. For example, in response to the example question 'Has 
the system been decomposed into understandable procedural modules?', 
rather than a simple 'yes' or 'no' response one might expect a response 
that gave some kind of ranking to the decomposition of different systems 
or different parts of the same system. Based on this ranking the person 
responsible for managing the development effort might do any of the 
following things: 
• estimate resource" required for future development or for maintenance 
based upon past experience of the relationship of measurement outcomes 
to ongoing resource requirements; 
• identify some systems or components with unfavourable ranking outcomes 
for review or rework; 
• lay down standards for acceptance of systems or components at 
particular life-cycle milestones based on ranking thresholds; and/or 
• do nothing. 
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3.3.1 Goal poloction 
For th<: current project, the go<~lfl were selected based on " hierarchical 
model of software Cevelopment quality propoaed by Boehm, as prea<,nted by 
Gillies (1992, p. 25). The baee model is illustrated in Figure 1: ( 
Sdfl"••nl>lnc~nc" 
P<>rubility 
J 
Effidoncy 
As-i• Utility 
To,tobolity 
Sdf D<>mpll''"'"" 
M•intairubility Undonmmlobihly 
Lc~obohl) 
Augmomabilil)' 
Figure 1: aoehm's Model of Quality 
Of the low-level quality attributes mentioned in this diagram, the 
following wer:e selected as being at least partially reflected by some 
aspect of product source code: aelf-containedness; self-descriptiveness; 
structuredness; conciseness; legibility; and augmentability. 
3B 
The quality model illustrated in Pi9Llre 1 '-'las origin-lily dcv"lopr:d in the 
period before tlle widespr<lad acceptance of the obj<!CI.-oriunt<!rl paradigm 
as ·' significant software technology. In the context of the pres<"nt 
investtgation, it was decided to add low-level qw1l1ty attribute goala to 
r~~lect the fact that the reference team was using oh]ect-otiented 
techniques and tools in both the design and implementation of its system. 
The added atttibutes were: abstractness; reusability; and buildability. 
3.3.2 Question developmont 
For each of the low-level quality attributes listed in the preceding 
section, one ot more questions were posed which are intended to express 
the way the attribute in question is seen as contributing to the quality 
goals of the project. The questions were mostly posed in relation to the 
attributes of the individual modules which make up the system under 
development, although a few are applicable to the system as a whole . 
Each question was assigned an identifier to indicate the quality 
attribute from which it was derived. 
3.3. 2.1 Questions relating to self-containedness 
• SELFCONTl 
How much use must be made of other modules to exercise the public 
interface(s) of a module? 
• SELFCONT2 
How much use must be made of other modules to provide the 
implementation of a module? 
SELFCONTJ 
How many other modules contribute behaviour to the interface of the 
current module (i.e. via inheritance)? 
Ft-om the Initial quality model diagram we see that Uoehm "xpm:ts s•:lf-
contil.inedncss to contnbute lo the hiqher lnv"l q.,,,)ity attrihutcll 
portability nnJ relic<hllil-y. Th· r<:<UJOfw for thi~ ar" str<JJ')nt!•,n<~nl: 
to the extent to wt:>ch a modl!)<· IS wot s<,lf-'"•"t"In>;d, ''- il·•H "" Inh•:r<mt 
dependency for ItS uvailabllitY and corroec:t opo:r«tiun r,n th•: il'/ailc.lc.Illty 
and correct operation of one o1· r:-.ore otht<:r m<Jdules. Ti.•: dcpo:,nd•:nt n-.odule 
may be rendered Incorrect or unava:labl•-' by a chang<o 1<1 th•: il"/a;_labi!ity 
or behaviour cf the dcpendee. 
The desirability of self-containedness does not imply that modules should 
be completely self-contained, but rather that the numbers and degrees of 
dependencies between modules should be monitored as a source of project 
risk. Some kinds of dependencies create risks of worse consequence than 
others. If a dependency is localized in the implementation of a module, 
we can be reasonably sure that rework required due to a change in the 
dependee can [theoretically) also be localized to the impleme.ntatiOn. If 
a dependency is expressed in the public interface of a module, then 
change to the dependee may well cascade through the current rr.odule into 
any or all of the modules that depend upon it. 
The risks associated with dependencies also vary with the closeness of 
the relationship between the two modules in terms of the overall system's 
structure, and with the dependee's expected stability. If the dependent 
and dependee class are being developed by the same developer and 
implement closely related areas of the overall problem domain, it is 
likely that changes to the dependee module will be made with special 
attention to th11ir impact on the dependent module. Dependencies that 
reach into different partitions of the overall system are more likely to 
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impot"t unple.1sant •mrpr UleS, p.lrt leu 1 ar I y if the dependw, i IJ ownr,d by a 
different prog,-,,.,n,•r. On the othet h<U:d, rnodulu11 that aru 'IJidely used 
fl;:,x:blllty ,,..,"L1b\., to tl.c· f'!'-''J!·"""'! n,spomnb!r, for lhr: dnpr:ndee, 
espec:ally tf ·~ :,; ::~Lil unde.- ""~''''" d•,v<:lop<r.~nt. 
].3 .2.2 QuestiOIIS relating co self-descriptivenes.s 
• SELFDESCl 
Does the source code for the component contain an appropriate amount 
of meaningful corr.zr.ent.? 
Widespread use of comments has been recommended practice for programmers 
since the development of the earlit.'st programming languages. While it is 
difficult to envisage automation of measurement that ~akes into 
consideration the meaningfulness of comments, it is straightforward to 
detect their pt·esence, quantity and distribution. It is not possible to 
lay down firm rules about the quantity of comment required to describe 
adequately a given quantity of code. However, as a rule of thumb, we 
might eXpect that in a body of source code with a healthy pattern of 
commenting the distribution of comments between files or functions would 
be proportionate to some measure of the quantity of code (possibly 
weighted to account for intricacy of decision structure). 
3.3 ,2.3 Questions relating to structuredness 
• STRUCTl 
Which functions are implemented with more than a single entry or exit 
point? 
• STRUCT2 
How many loop constructs are coded with premature exit behaviour? 
• S'rRUc:J'J 
Which classes or functions contain abnormally complex logic? 
• STRUC1'4 
Which classes or functions contain abnormally lengthy source code? 
STRUCfS 
How many test executicns of a function are required to provide a 
particular level of code test coverage? 
The practice of structured programming is also widely recommended. There 
are two related, but distinct, attributes that are presented as 
alternative models of structuredness: 
• thll mathematically rigorous model, which sees structuredness as 
relating to the exclusive use by the programmer of structured language 
constructs, also known as the Eohm-Jacopini constructs, first 
described in Bohm and Jacopini (1966) 1 and 
• the rather vague proposition that functions should b~ d~cnmposed into 
'manageabli.J'• units of decision complexity. 
/I 
I' 
first tw~\.questions relate to the rigorous Tho notion of structuredness, 
and represent the main deviations from a coding style that require:> 
exclusive use of pure constructs of either sequence, selection cc 
iteration (the Eohm-Jacopini constructs). In C++, the Bohm-Jacopini 
constructs are typically expressed as follows: 
sequence is expressed in the organi2ation of code into functions 
containing a mix of decision and non-decision statements; 
• selection is expressed using the 'if/else' or 'switch/case/default' 
structures 1 and 
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• iteration is expressed using 'while', 'dof',;hile' and 'for' structuree. 
The following constructs are generally regarded as not being consistent 
with structured programming: 
• cutting short execution of a function with a 'return' statement 
anywhere except at the end of the function; 
any unconditional jump (i.e. use of the 'goto' keyword in C++); 
• entering an iteration construct at any place except the start (there 
is no legal way to do this in C++); 
• exiting an iteration construct from any point except the start (this 
can be done with the C++ keyword 'break' used in a loop construct); or 
• cutting short a single iteration within an iteration construct (this 
can be done with the C++ keyword •continue'). 
Questions STRUcr3 and STRUC"f4 are based on the vague view of 
structuredness. They represent attempts to set and calibrate rules of 
thumb for acceptable levels of different kinds of source code content at 
the class and function level. The use of the adverb 'abnomally' in each 
of these questions implies that practical conversion of the question into 
a metric in the next phase of the a.."Jalysis will involve some kind of 
threshold at which the attributes concerned ilre seen as becoming 
unacceptable. 
Question STRUC"f5 also relates to this vague view of structuredness, but 
focuses on the effect of atructuredness on the much more concrete notion 
of testability. As the number of decision points in il function 
increases, so J~es the number of separate unit test c<~ses which must be 
exercised if the developer is to be justifiably confident that illl 
possible behilviours of the f~nction ilre appropriilte. Broadly, each 
individual decision point repremmts a small risk to the project that may 
be managed by testing. The more decision pointfl, the more testing ia 
required for the development team to discover inappropriate behaviours. 
If thorough unit testing is not done, the mccmw decision points increase 
the risk that the under-tested components will contribute to Lailurea in 
integration testing or, worse still, in production operation of the 
system. 
',., 
3.3.2. 4 Questions relating to conciseness ·~· 
• CONCISEl 
Which classes or functions contain an abnormally large amoWlt of 
source code text? 
This question considers the contribution of volume of source code to 
risks associated with runtime performance, maintainability, ~d 
modifiability. 
3-3-2.5 Questions relating to leg.1bility 
• LEGIBl 
How much source code does the programmer need to examine to understand 
the semantics of a module's interface? 
• LEGIB2 
How much source code does the programmer need to examine to understand 
the operation of a module' a implementation? 
The work practices of the industry team included use of code inspection 
or review techniques as described in section 2.2. The ease or difficulty 
with which a component can be read and understood is obviously an 
important contributing factor to the coat-benefit relationship for code 
reviews, and hence to overall project outcomes. WhHe queotions in other 
sections of this chapter cover the effect o[ source code bloat in 
increasing the reading workload on a developer, the current two 
questions <>re designed to focus on the increase in cognitive load on the 
developer triggered by the couplings involved in a component's interface 
and implementation. 
3. 3 .2. 6 
1\.UGMENTl 
Questions relating to augmentability 
How much developer time needs to be expended to accommodate typical 
changes required to extend the system? 
AUGMENT2 
How much software build and test time needs to be expended to 
accommodate typical changes required to extend the system? 
Both of these questions above are posed in terms of a 'typical' change. 
It is intended that the kind of change considered typical would be 
provision of a new variation on existing functionality. For example, a 
typical change to a personnel system based on a relational database might 
be the addition of a new data entry screen or report. In the case of the 
induotry team aasociated with the current project, building a real-time 
control system, a typical change might be adding support for sending 
commands to or receiving data from a new claos of control device. 
one of the major advantages claimed for the object-oriented paradigm is 
its supposed support for an incremental style of development. Projects 
based on earlier developmo!nt techniques would usually have a schedule 
including a 'big-bang' integration phase just before system testing. 
High level object-oriented development1; methodologies such as the Booch 
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methodology tend to propose <Hl iterativr: development cycle with 
continuoua integration of new functionality, aml periodic releaaes 
intended to act as stable benchmarks for futuro development' 
Rather th<~n setting aside 
' 
aingle period of formal 
integration toward the eno of 
'"" 
li[e cycle, 
'"' 
object-
oriented life cycle tends <o integrate the parts of its 
software (and po,;sibly 
"' 
hardware) 
"' 
more regular 
intervals. This practice thus spreads 
'"' 
inte3ration risk 
more evenly through the life cycle rather thar. back-loading 
the development process, where there is less room to maneuver 
if things go wrong, 
(Booch, 1996, p. 75). 
Another benefit claimed for object-oriented development is the -Supposed 
ease with which previously developed components may be reused to extend 
the system. Where reusable components are identified, their ease of use 
can be assessed in terms of the amount 1bf work involved in applying them 
to implement such an extension. In C++ this attribute might be measured 
in terms of the number of pure virtual functions which need to be 
implemented to inherit from an abstract base class. The benefit of 
reusability can be seen as depending on the ratio of the amount of code 
involved in fulfilling the requirements of the framework to the amount of 
code that would be needed to implement the desired extension without 
reuse. 
J. 3.2. 7 
ABSTRAr.Tl 
Questions relating to abstractness 
Itow likely is it to be able to make changes to the implementation of a 
service offered by a module interface without requiring corresponding 
changes in the clients who use the service? 
ABSTRACT2 
How easy is it to change the internill representation of a module's 
st;~te? 
These questions ure posed to (.lupport the measurement of effectiveness of 
the separation of the interface from the implementation of a component. 
When <1 supplier module changes its internal rapresentation or the way it 
implements one or more of its functions, there is a compatibility issue 
between source code and products based on the old and new fonns of the 
supplier. Carroll and Ellis (1995, pp. 158-166) define the following 
hierarchy of compatibility over such a change: 
Process compatibility 
New versions of software must be dynamically loaded and become active 
without stopping the parent process. 
• Run compatibility 
Executables that implement the client module remain valid but need to 
be restarted. 
• Link compatibility 
Executables that implement the client need to be relinked. 
• source compatibility 
Modul<:~ that implement the client need to be recompiled, but do not 
require any changes. 
The different. kinds of compatibility are listed in order of decreasing 
desirability, with changes which maintain process and binary 
compatibility causing the least diswption and risk, while link and 
compile compatibility imply the expenditure of increasing amounts of CI?U 
time to incorporate the change into an integrated system build. Beyond 
these different kinds of compatibility, there are a number of different 
levels of incompatibility, which cannot be remedied without effort by a 
human developer to change some pi!rt of the client module. 
decreilsing desirability, these are: 
• Implementation incompatibility 
In order of 
The source code which implements the client module requires rework to \·i 
accorm10date the supplier changes. 
• Interface incompatibility 
The source code which defines the interface of the client module 
requires rework as well as the client's implementation. 
• Contract incompatibility 
The changes to the supplier compromise the ability of the client to 
fulfill its responsibilities in the overall system design, requiring 
rework eo design itself aod possible reassignment of 
responsibilities. 
The consequences to a client of a change in the representation of, or 
services provided by, a supplier depend (evidently) on the na~ure of the 
change itself, and also on the nature of the relationship. In C++, where 
the typical ,module is a class, the relationships supported can be 
categorized a~ follows: 
• inheritance 
The client module is a subclass of the supplier. J) 
• containment 
The client module has an instance of the supplier as part of its 
state. 
• parameter passing 
The client module receives an instance of the supplier module as a 
formal parameter to one or more member functions. 
global ilCCeBS 
One or, 1nore member functions of the client module access global 
instances or static member functi .. ns of the supplier module. 
local inst'lntiation 
One or more member functions of the client module create local 
instance variables of the supplier module. 
Of the relationships listed, inheritance, containment and parameter 
passing relationships are eXpressed in the source code of the interface 
of a class and so give rise to the greatest risk of change propagation. 
All of these kinds of relationships ciln be categorized according to the 
most visible pilrt of the interface where the relationship is referenced. 
This categorization is of value as the access control rules of the 
language help to protect client classes from source code incompatibility 
by preventing the client source code mentioning methods or data defined 
in the restricted parts of the supplier class definition. 
The access control rules of C++ divide the member data and functions of a 
class into three groups, 
• the private part, which is only accessible to the clilss itself and 
other classes <lnd functions which are declared to have a friendship 
relationship with the classt 
• the protected part which is accessible to the class itself and also to 
its subclasses; and 
• the public part which is available to an}' client. 
Comparable object"oriented languages tend to hUV'-' 11imiliJI:" ar.oC(:Sf> control 
rulea. In particular, the detinitiou of scparute private und public 
interfaces to modules is an expression at fo.mdamental concept!! of the 
object-oriented paradigm. The protected ac<:ess control c;~tegory was 
introduced into C++ as a result of the observation by the language's 
designers that programmers in early versions o! ~he language frequently 
used the C++ 'friend' keyword to grant ;~ccess to the private interface of 
a class to its subclasses jStroustrup, 1994, p. 301). This usage 
suggested that clientll by inheritance frequently required access to a 
wider interface than other clients of a supplier class. 
Not all languages used for object-oriented programming support the notion 
of a protected part of the interface. There is no reason why other 
languages might not provide further access control categories beyond the 
three provided in C++. For example, Java supports a fourth level of 
protection, sometimes called 'friendly', which is the default access 
control policy applied when none of the access control keywords (private, 
protected or public) are specified. Methods and attributes "'hich have 
this protection level are directly accessible from code defined in the 
same package as the supplier, but not from outside the package. 
Given that we expect object-oriented programming languages to provide a 
syntax for defining one or more restricted interfaces for different 
categories of client, the content and extent of the different interfaces 
defined for a module have an evident impact on the risk of change 
propagation from supplier to client. In a system with N datatypes, the 
number of potential supplier-client intedaces is equal to N*jN-1)/2. 
Each such relationship could belong to uny of the following categories: 
• no interface at all 
The potential client has no coupling at all with the potential 
supplier. 
opaque interface 
The potential client is aware of the supplier module' 11 existence and 
is capable of remerr.bering the identity of an instance of the supplier, 
but has no knowledge of the supplier's behaviour or representation. 
• abstract interface 
The potential client iG aware of some group of operations which the 
supplier supports but has no l-nowledge of its representation. 
• partial concrete interface 
The potential client knows about some part of the internal 
representation of the supplier (and may also know of some of the 
supplier's operations). 
• complete knowledge 
The potential client knows the complete internal representation of the 
supplier (knowledge of the supplier's operations is now irrelevant as 
the supplier 1 • .:1 longer has any secrets and the client can directly 
apply any transformation it wishes to the supplier's state). 
These categories are listed in order of likely increasing risk with 
regard to change propagation. We can categorize the kinds of changes 
that a supplier module might underso as follows: 
implementation 
A change is made to the internal representation of the type or to one 
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,._, 
or more of the algorithms used to implement it!l operatiOn!!. 
• interface 
A change is made to some part of the type's externally visible 
interface (this implies that some part of the implem(mtation will 
change) . 
• contract 
There is a change to the high-level responsibilities the type provides 
to the system (this implies that the interface and implementation will 
bath change). 
We can tabulate the range of propagation consequences for each of these 
kinds of change for potential clients according to this client interface 
taxonomy: 
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client interface 
·=· 
Opaque 
Abstract 
Table 2: Effect of abstraction on change 
propagation 
Implementation Interface change 
change 
Change cannot possibly propagate 
Change cannot possibly propagate 
Change cannot Change may 
poaaibly propagate to 
propagate client• a 
implGil\entation, 
Wllikely to affect 
client's interface 
Contract change 
Change may 
propagate. 
Contract change 
to client is 
" possibility 
Partial concrete Change may propagate, may affect client'll interface, 
iroplemantation and contract 
complete 
knowledge 
The most desirable outcomes, the restriction of the change to the 
supplier, are found in the top left comer of the table. As we move 
downwards and to the right, consequences become more and more serious. 
It is possible for a supplier to have multiple interfaces of the abstract 
or partial concrete categories with different subsets of the supplier's 
operations and data members visible. 
Under the categori~ation of Table 2, the public: and protected interfi:lces 
of a C++ class might be either abstract or pal:"tial concrete interfaces 
according to whether any data members are exposed in the particular 
interface. 
In the "'pecific case of C++, excluding client classes that have the 
privileged access to the supplier granted by the 'friend' keyword, we 
would expect: 
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• that changes which are confined to the private part of a r.::l;uw's 
interface would be at le<lst compile compatible with all clienta; and 
• that those which are confined to the protected part would' b•• compile 
compatible with client!i by rel<~tionnhips oth•Jr than inheritailce. 
Another useful categoriz<ltion which <lpplieg to containme,nt and par<lm!!ter 
passing relationships lbut not to inheritance, in C•• at least) is 
between relationships where the supplier is specified by value v"rsus 
those where the supplier ls specified by reference li . .,. using either the 
C++ pointer or reference syntax). While this may seem a minor 
distinction from the developer's point of view, containment or passing by 
value both req'.lire the compiler to see the definition of the supplier 
class before the client's for the client to be compilable. 
number of implications: 
This has a 
• In the case of a containment relationship, a change to the int!"!rnal 
representation of the supplier class is implicitly a change to the 
internal representation of the client. 
• In the case of a parameter passing relationship, every invocation of 
the function which receives or returns the client causes implicit 
execution of the assignment operator or copy or conversion 
constructors of the supplier class. 
• Code in whir.h two classes both have inheritance, containment or 
parameter passing relationships by value to the other is absolutely 
uncompilable, as neither definition is compilable before the other. 
Because of the first two points above, a change to the definition of a 
supplier mentioned by value can not be expected to have compatibility 
better than cotTrpile compatibility with respect to any component which 
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includes the client's interface definition. 'J'hiB prwniae ir• trow whether 
or not the impleu,entaticn p<ut of the component directly rcfera to the 
supplier, thus cont<>Inmenl and p<>ssing by value are major contributors to 
the risk o( cascading recompil<>tion requiremr"nts. 1 f the same 
relationships were estilbl illhed by reterenc" (and no relationships b't 
value with the same class QXISt,dl, the definition of the client would be 
made compilable by il simple fonoard declaration of th"' supplier class. 
The implementation of the cller.t would still be likely to require 
inclusion of the supplier's definition, and would thus b<: restricted to 
compile compatibility with respect to supplier changes. Other components 
which include the client definition would now be likely to be link 
compatible. 
Wll •. le use of indirection in containment and parameter passing 
relationships has definite advantages in terms of cascade of change 
requirements from a supplier to its immediate and indirect clients, the 
use of indirection is not without some dangers. Firstly, the elimination 
of the implicit copy operation means that the implementntion of the 
client operation has access to the same instance of the supplier type 
that the calling context sees, and the operation becomes capable of 
causing unel<pected side effects by modifying the passed object. 
Secondly, particularly when the supplier class is the return type of an 
operation, return by reference implies that the return value must be an 
object which exists independently of the execution context of the 
operation, i.e. a class member variable, global variable or a static 
local variable. The fact thilt the operation needs to use a location 
which has a lifetime longer than the current invocation raises the 
possibility of side-effects, and may also prevent the operation being re· 
entrant or thread safe. 
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For the latter reason some relationshipf' need to be specified by value, 
which interacts with the third point raised above to create a danger o[ 
contract incompatibility. The f!Xiotencc of a relationship betw~cn two 
classes by value in one direction excludes the possibility of a 
relationship by value in the opposite direction, either directly or 
indirectly through a cycle of relationships of any length. One of the 
advantages proposed for the object-oriented paradigm is the ability to 
support iterative development. A requirement for an operation which 
needs to return a supplier class by value discovered late in the 
evolution can cause just such a cycle and may necessitate substantial 
rework to the architecture of the system. 
3.3.2. 8 Questions related to reusability 
• REUSE! 
How many other mo::lules reuse the -',;·urrent module by inheritance? 
REUSE2 
llow many modules reuse the current module by means other than 
inheritance? 
Another frequently referred-to benefit of object-oriented style is its 
support for re-use of software componcmts within and between projects. J 
Re-usability is seen as a quality goal for tWo reasons: 
• Cumponents that have been created and used previously may have been 
exercised and tested in their previous instances of use to an extent 
where many potential problems with them have been discovered and fixed 
!whether this benefit is real or not depends on the history of the 
component i . 
• Components which lack the attribute of re-usability are also likely to 
b<= fairly hard to subject to rigorous unit testing. 
Ths two questions above really measure the extent of re-use rather than 
re-usability itself, but this may be a reasonable indirect indicator. 
Some of the early questions relating to attributes like self-
containedness and augmentability also have an effect in re-use, as the 
absence of either of these desirable attributes will mal:e re-use herder 
to achieve. 
3.3.2.9 
. ~'"? 
Questions relai.ed to buildability 0 ·.> ' 
• BUILDl 
To how many other modules' interface does the current module's 
interface have dependencies? 
• BUILD2 
To how many other modules' existence does the current module's 
interface have a dependency? 
• BUILD3 
How many other modules' interfaces have a dependency on the current 
module's interface? 
These questions are designed to characterize the cascading effect of 
recompilation.reguirements spread by inter-module dependency. 
As noted in section 3.3.2.7, the (directional) relationship between two 
modules in a system can be categorized according to how much knowledge 
each module has of the other. The more knowledge shared, the more likely 
that a change in one module will invalidate the object code built from 
the other module (assuming separate compilation of the modules) The 
magnitude of this effect will depend .'l~;j some· extent on choices made by 
:1\ 
the language designem and implementor-a. For example the Java language 
uses implicit indirection for most relationships, which rGduces the 
effect of representation changes at least, C++, with its traditional 
emphasis on minimi;;ing unavoidable drains on run-tim"' performance, does 
not employ this kind of technique, and cascading recompilation 
requirements are a common experience of developers using the language for 
large scale. projects. Thus, buildability is again closely dep~ndent on 
earlier mentioned attributes like self-containedness and abstractness. 
3.3.3 Metric eelecticn 
While the questions laid out in the preceding sections were derived from 
the distinct base quality attributes listed, it can be seen that there 
are a number of recurring issues, including: 
• the volume of writing/reading/thinking a programer has to do to 
create, extend or exploit project source code; 
• the number and level of dependencies between modules; and 
• the separation between a module's interface and its implementation. 
A number of metrics were chosen for implementation based on the goals and 
questions described. The metrics implemented were grouped into three 
categories. The categories chosen were intended to assist in presenting 
the metrics as illustrations of different coherent views of the project's 
source code. The three groups of metrics are listed below, together with 
a brief description of the view of the source code which each is intended 
to support. 
• Procedural metrics 
This group of metrics is organized a~ound a view of the software in 
which the individual pwcedure or subprogram iB the moBt signHicant 
unit. ThiB is quite a low-level view or source code, cmphaaizinq the 
amount of software that has been written and alBa lts organization at 
the subprogram level of detail. 
Structural metrics 
This group of metrics is oriented to a view of software as a complex 
of intoracting modules. The focus in this group of metrics is very 
much on the network of relationships between the modules, rather than 
the modules themselves. 
This view represents a higher level conception of a software systE:m 
than the procedural view. The focus on relationships means that the 
measures determined in this view can be seen as attributes of the 
system as a whole rather than of the system's individu"1 components. 
Object-oriented metrics 
This application of the object-oriented paradigm to software design 
and construction is an issue of wide concern at the present time. 
Chidamber and Kemerer (1991, 1994) have proposed a suite of measures 
as an initial basis for measurement of object-oriented projects. 
This group of metrics was included in recognition of the present 
interest in object-oriented programming, and of the fact that the 
Chidamber and Kemerer suite of metrics is the moat widely discussed 
set of metrics specifically related to the object-oriented paradigm in 
the literature to date. These metrics adopt a higher level view of a 
software system than the procedural metrics, but are focused on the 
modules (classes) of the system themselves, rather than their 
relationships, so they can be seen as being less holistic than the 
structu~al measures. 
·.: .. 
" 
Each of these groups io discussed in more detail in subsections 3.3.3.1 
to 3.3.3.3. The metrics in each group are categorbwd according to 
whether they arc obtained directly by analysis of the source code (i.e., 
usually some kind of count), or by applying a formula to other metrics. 
We will use the term 'primary metric' to dnnote metrics which are 
obtained directly from the source code and 'derived metric' to denote 
metrics which are derived by applying some kind of formula to the outcome 
of other metrics, For each of the matrics discussed, an abbreviated name 
or 'tag• is presented, together with an informal description of the basis 
of calculation of the metric. The exact algorithms used for the 
calculation of the different metrics in the implementation of the 
analyzer are discussed in the following chapter. 
3.3 .3 .1 Procedural metrics 
The procedural metrics group includes the following primary metrics: 
• LOC 
Lines of code 1 
. """ 
McCabe's cyclomatic number 1 and 
• COM 
Lines of comments, 
In addition to these, the following derived metrics are calculated< 
• c_c 
Lines of code per line of comment; and 
• M_C 
McCabe's cyclomatic number per line of comment. 
Each of these tneasures can be n.pa~ted at thl."ee level!! of de~ai 1: at the 
level of the individual function, at the level of the clasa, ami for the 
system as a whale (the analy<:el." vicwe the system as the act of soul."ce 
code submitted for a single J."Un). 
These metrics are inteuded to provide answen! to the questions in the 
al."eas of self -deacript i veness, legibility, conciseness 
structuredness. The 
dil"ect J."elationship 
Mccabe cyclomatic number also has a particularly 
to the testability of a component, although 
testability was not identified as one of the quality model attributes to 
tl."ack (in retl."oSpect, this omission may well have been a mistake) . 
Note that the two derived metrics al."e ratios. In the terminology of 
physics these are intensive properties rather than extensive propel"ties, 
i.e. they are expected to vary within the same range whethel" measured 
over small or large quantities of the test material (in this case souJ."ce 
code). Intensive properties are particularly useful when trying to 
establish numeric standal."ds for quality, because it is possible to lay 
down cl"iteria that do not depend on estimation of the size of the 
pl."oduct. It is not uncommon to find software development Ol."ganizations 
w' th informal or formal guidelines laying down the expected l."atio of 
comment to code. 'lhese guidelines al."e often couched in the form of what 
we are referring to here as L_C (i.e. LOC/COM). We al."e also presenting 
M_C as a similar ratio which offers a W(>ighting more suited to checking 
that the comments are distributed proportionately to the logica1. 
complexity of the source code, rather than its textual length. 
J.J, 3. 2 Structural metrics 
The structural metrics group in built upon foundationa suggeated by llenry 
and K<1fura (1981, 19B41, aa part of their information flow measurement 
system, with extensions which are intended to highlight particular 
questions relating to the application of object·oriented technology to 
development. 
The basic components of this group include the following primary met rica' 
. " 
Fan-in; and 
• ro 
Fan-out. 
Fan-in and fan-out are discussed in a number of places as metrics of a 
module of a software system. Henry and K<lfura adopt definitions of these 
metrics which focus on the flow of information between modules. The fan-
in of a module is the number of other modules which are capable of 
causing information to flow into a module. For example, the fan-in count 
would include external modules which perform direct write access to the 
reference module' a data; external modules which invoke operations 
belonging to the reference module which cause its state to change; and 
external modules which the reference module invokes which return data to 
the reference module. Similarly, the fan-out is the count of other 
modules which are capable of causing information to flow out of the 
reference module. Examples of this are external modules that read the 
reference mo,iule' s data; external modules upon which the reference module 
invokes state-changing operations; and external modules that invoke 
operations of the reference module which return results. 
In addition to these primary metrics, the Henry and K<Jfura fr<Jmework 
proposes a single derived metric, which ie called JF4. IF4 ill calculated 
<~ccordl ng to the formula' 
IF4 ( FI • FO ) ' 
Where FI <1nd FO signify fan-in and fan-out as defined above. 
FI and FO are both self-evidently measurements of coupling between 
modules, differing only in the direction of the dependency rel<~tionehip. 
The justification for multiplying and then squaring them tends to be 
described in terms of a conscious attempt to develop " metric that 
favours particular patterns of coupling. Shepperd and Ince (1993, pp 
41-50), present a detailed criticism of the various formulations of the 
IF4 measure by its original proponents. 
Despite raising questions about the theoretical basis of the measure, 
Shepperd and Ince report " r<~nge of empirical studies in which it has 
been found to be of possible value in prediction of maintenance trouble 
spots within large systems. 
The information flow complex of metrics predates the current wave of 
object-oriented tools, techniques and languages, but the view of 
architectur'll quality of software is at least consistent with some of the 
proposed benefits of those tools. It was decided to supplement the 
'classical' FI, FO and IF4 measures with two sets of parallel measures 
intended to emphasize the use of different aspects of the object-oriented 
paradigm to reduce the architectural risks inherent in large systems. As 
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discussed in section 3.3.2.7, C++ offers two important ways of reducing 
coupling via relationships: 
• the use of indirection in containment and parameter relationships 
reduces the flow of knowledge between suppliers and first and n-th 
order clients through the compilation process; and 
• the use of access control specifiers reduces the flow of this 
knowledge through the source code itself. 
For each of these two kinds of language supplied constraints, a parallel 
set of the information flow measures was derived giving us: 
• Fiv, FOv, IF4v 
the fan-in, fan-out and IF4 of a module taking into account only 
relationships in parts of the module which are externally visible 
(public or protected parts of a C++ class definition); and 
• Fie, FOe, IF4c 
the fan-in, fan-out and IF4 of a module taking into account only 
relationships which create a dependency requiring the supplier's 
definition to be seen by the compiler before the client's definition 
can be compiled (the letter 'c' is a mnemonic for the property of 
'concreteness' which can be seen as the opposite of the abstractness 
of the relationships which are filtered out of this view) . 
This group of metrics, as augmented, is intended to answer questions 
relating to 
buildability. 
the system. 
self-containedness, augmentability, reusability, and 
The metrics are reported at the level of the module and 
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While both o( tho modified mouuure sels relate to quantifi<.:utlon o( the 
risks <lBEoci~tcd with inter-module coupling, they focus on dif[r,rent 
aspects of these risks. Freon Uw observaLions in section 3.3.2.7, it ie 
evident that 110t ~11 relationships create the same degree of nal:. 
Relationships which are concealed from clients by the access control 
mechanisms of the language are unlikely to require code rework in those 
clients (although the change may imply that the clients have to be 
recompiled). Thus, the modified measures with respect to visibility are 
intended to relate to the danger of change propagation in the forms of 
interface, implementation or contract incompatibility. 
similarly, relationships which can be characterized Un the source code 
of the client interface at least) as opaque are likely to survive changes 
to the client representation ."Without requiring widespread recompilation, 
i.e. direct and indirect client modules are likely to be link compatible. 
The modified set of structural measures filtered on concreteness 
emphasizes the risk to project success posed by relationships which are 
not opaque, and hence are likely to cause supplier changes to require 
w~deepread reccmpilation of direct and indirect client modules. 
3.3.3.3 Metrics suite for objtO!ct-oriented design 
This group of metrics consists of the following metrice: 
. "'" 
Weighted methode per class; 
mT 
Dept!! of inheritance tree; 
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,, 
Number of children; 
. '"' 
Coupling between objects; and 
"' 
Response for r.lass. 
These metrics have been p~oposed by Chidamber and Kemerer (1991, 1994) 
primarily as a basis for measuring the scale of object-oriented projects, 
much as LOC and MVG are seen as appropriate tools for different views of 
the scale of software built under earlier paradignm. This group of 
metrics for implementation was selected because the work of these authors 
represented the most widely discussed group of source code metrics 
relating specifically to object-oriented paradigm at the time of the 
project. It was realized that data being gathered to report the other 
metrics selected would enable the calculation of four of the five met rice 
in the group, hence these metrice were implemented. No specific 
relationships were identified between the metrics in this group and the 
quality model attributes. 
3.3.3. 4 Summary of the relatio!lshipa between selected metrics and 
the quality model attributes 
The following table sununarizes the relationship between the quality model 
attributes and the individual u.etrics selected for implementation. 
3.4 
Table 3: Relationshi;lll br;tween MHtrica 
and Q:Jality ModHI Attributefl 
Theoretical bases of validation 
Before performing theoretical validation, it in necessary to define a 
framework within which that validation can take place. In particular we 
need to arrive at an operational definition of validity in this context. 
It would be convenient to know an algorithm that can be applied to the 
definition of each measure, the outcome of which was a single figure of 
merit relating the metric with its value in the software engineering 
process. Sadly, the value with which we are trying to correlate is 
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itself intangible, and it is di!flcult to conceive a meaning for any such 
numerical scale. 
M alternative strategy is to validate by proving a link between a 
measure and attt"ibutes which demonstrntc the application of some [arm of 
ilpproved technique, which we accept on trust (for the purposes of the 
current discussion) is expected to improve practical outcomes. The sorts 
of techniques of which we are likely to approve will of course be drawn 
from the mainstream of the software engineering discipline and might 
include such items as: 
modularization of code 
low inter-module coupling 
• high intra-module cohesion 
• restrictions on the length/complexity of functions 
• minimization of violations of the strong typing system 
application of structured design/programming 
application of object-oriented programming/design 
appropriate use of design patterns 
• appropriate use of modern language technology including: 
• 
• 
separate compilation; 
infolTtlation hiding; 
access control; and 
inheritance. 
The list above is not intended to be exhaustive, but it does illustrate a 
range of techniques which intuitively might be susceptible to some form 
of indirect or direct measurement. The list is not restricted to 
techniques for which the current project implemented measures, so some 
items above will not be discussed further. 
" 
The consider<1t:ion of v<1lldity of selected maLricu ie being performed as a 
pt·elude to implementation of •I tool to c~pture those rnetrice. Al thia 
point, the metrics we at·e cons1denng exist as only in(ormal d<'ucriptiona 
in the llteratum, and lin the case o( Lhe novel 'Jariations proposed on 
the infonnation flow metric) 1n section 3.3.3.2 of the current thesis. 
Ideally, we would proceed to formal unambiguous definitions of the 
metrics before perfornung any validation. In the context of the current 
project, it was re..:ognized that the implementation phase was likely to 
involve pragmatic decisions to define the final form of metrics in such a 
way as to make data capture easier (or indeed feasible). For this 
reason, a precise definition of the calculation methods used to obtain 
the different metrics is deferred to the next chapter, which discusses 
the practicalities of implementing an analy>:er program. Some of the 
sections in the remainder of the current chapter do, however, foreshadow 
certain of these decisions by talking about the degrees of freedom 
available in the implementation of the lmprecisely described metrics on 
our agenda. 
3.4.1 observations from maaaurement theory 
There is a theoretical discipline of measurement that offers a number of 
theoretical and notational tools for the discussion of the validity of 
software metrics. Fenton (1991, pp. 29-33) describes a categorization of 
measurement scales: 
• A nominal scale is one that allocates each measured entity to one of a 
number of disjoint sets. The sets may be identified by numbers, but 
do not imply an ordering with regard to the measured attribute. 
• An ordinal scale that allocates the measured entities among a 
set of categories that/have some inherent ordering relationship. 
An interval scilla i.e defined a~ a scale Uwt, like iln ordirwl fiCille, 
enables ordering or items. Unlike nn ordinill acalc,, it provides 
useful infotllkltion on the magnitude of <lif[el"~nr.:!! b<:!tl•mcn itema at 
different points on the scale. 
A ratio scille is defined as " UCillE thilt, like an interval ~calc, 
provides m:dering and magnitudes of difference, but which also 
supports meaningful operations of multiplication and di•tision. 
• An absolute scale is a scale that ~upports ordering, magnitude of 
difference and multipiicative operations. ln addition, an absolute 
scale is required ta be uuique for the attribute it meas1.<res (i.e. the 
only permissible transformation between two absolute scales for the 
same attribute is identity) . 
lt is fairly evident that each of the sets of ordinal, intervo.l, ratio 
and absolute scales are each successively supersets of the preceding sets 
of scales. 
For example, in C++ we might categorize mi!inber functions of classes 
ac::=ording to their access control (public, protected, pr.i.vate). Although 
the three categories here are given names rather than numbers, as a 
measure of the useful attribute of 'hiddenness' l'."e can define an ordering 
on t:he three categories' private functions are more hidden than protected 
functions which are in tum more hidden than public functions. 
A set of examples to illuat1:ate interval and ratio scales would be 
different scales of temperature measurement, t>ahrenheit, Celsius and 
Kelvin. All of these scales meet the requirement for interval scales: we 
can meaningfully make statements like "Perth will be 10 rlegrees 
Fahrenheit warmer than Brisbane today", or "The temperature r;o~nge between 
the fr-eezing and boiling point ot watm:- is 100 degrees Celsi.u~". The 
Kelvin scale is the only one o[ the three which meetfl the requirements 
for a ratio scale. Because the zero point of the Kelvin scale is dGfined 
as a point ilt which the effects associated with heat are absent from a 
matet"ial, it becomes meaningful to make statements like "The boiling 
point of oxygen is 10 times that of helium". While neither addition nor 
division are oper-ations which can appropriately be applied individually, 
to an intenral scale observation, the combination of these two operations 
into the calculation of an arithmetic mean will be meaningful. 
While the Kelvin scale is a ratio scale for temperature, it is not an 
absolute scale as there are other scales that can equally meaningfully be 
used. A scale that had the same zero point buc a unit of measurement 
larger by a factor of 10 would be equally meaningful. In practice 
absolute scales mainly observed where attribute under 
consideration is a count of the population of some intuitively defined 
observable entity. As an example, the number of children '~ight be an 
absolute scale relating to class sizes in a school. 
The classification of scales in this way is useful because it helps us 
see what kinds of measurement techniques are likely to g~ve us meaningful 
results. In general, we are interested in processing large volumes of 
source code, and we will prObably want to restrict ourselves to metrics 
which can be defended as being at least intenral scales. This is because 
the lesser scales do not support the kind of operations we need to 
combine large numbers of individual observations into summary results by 
extracting a mean. 
Ji 
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3 .4.2 Wayuker' a propertieD of aoftw11ra complexity measures 
A widely cited axio~•"tic framework £or the evaluation or meaoures of 
software source code complexity iH the work of Elaine \>leyuker (~leyukr.r, 
198B). Weyuker' s article proposes a set of conditions •JJhich are 
necessary (but not necessarily sufficiant) for a meaullre to be useful in 
the assessment of software comple:nty. In ~leyuker's notation, lettel.'s 
like P, Q, R represent diffet"ent pragl.'ams, and the magnitude of the 
measure applied to each program is signified using the modulus notation 
I PI, 101, IRI. The properLies suggested al.'e as follows: 
• Pmperty 1: There exist progl.'ams P and Q such that IPI is not equal to 
For a measure to have any value at all, it has to enable some 
discrimination between different subjects. This property requil'es 
that there be at least some variation in outcome when the measure is 
applied to different programs. 
• Property 2: Let c he a non-negative number, then there are only 
finitely many programs of complexity c. 
This property is posed to imply a requirement that changing a program 
must ultimately cause a change to its measurement. The counter-
example supplied by Weyuker to illustrate its value is the cyclomatic 
complexity metric: as this measure is only sensitive to the number of 
decision points, it follows that it is possible to add arbitrarily 
many non-decision etateml!nts to a program without changing the 
cyclomatic number. 
• Property 3: There exist distinct programs P and Q for which IPI is 
equal to IOI· 
This property excludes from the world of useful measul.'es met~ics which 
are incapable of returning identical values for distinct programs. 
n 
!( 
lr-· 
The argument f:or doing this is that in any •mlected programming 
language it is certilin that there are dimensions of choice that would 
allow the definition of programs which are distinct in source code but 
identical in effect. An obvious example of this would be two programs 
that differ only in the spelling of identifiers. The reguircment for 
'this property is an assertion thilt programs that are effectively 
identical should not be ranked differently by the measure. 
• Property 4: There exist programs P and Q such that the external effect 
of P and Q are identical, but IPI is not equal to IOI-
This property ass<>rts that the measure must apply to the 
implementation of the effect of the programs and must not be 
completely determined by the external effect. The importance of this 
property is that, if it were not adhered to, the measure would provide 
no discrimination between any of the infinite numbers of possible 
programs having a given specified external effect, and would hence be 
of little use in ranking them according to their inherent complexity. 
,:. 
l';roperty 5: For all programs P and Q, considering also the program PrO 
.' .... 
obtained by combining P and Q, 10>1 + IOI is less than or equal to 
"1~ro1. 
The justification for this property is the notion that interaction 
between parts of a program may introduce complexity additional to that 
present in the components themsel ve~. The amount of added complexity 
may be zero, but may never be negative. 
• Property 6: There exist programs P, Q and R such that the !PI is equal 
io equal 
(in Weyuker's formulation of this property, it is stated twice with 
the order of composition reversed in the second variant) . 
Again this property emphasizes the potential of composition to create 
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compleKity addition<~l to that inhet'ent in the components, and arJBerts 
that this interaction complexity is not completely determined by 
either of the interacting components. 
• Property 7: There exist programs P and 0 which are composed of the 
same statements in a permuted order for which IPI is not equal to IOI· 
This property emphasizes that the order of statements affects the 
accumulation of complexity. The example Weyuker gives of this is the 
effect of nested control structures: she argues that a pair of loop 
statements may well be seen as having higher complexity when the one 
is nested within the other than when they are executed consecutively. 
• Property 8: If two programs P and Q differ only in the choice of names 
for different elements, then IPI is equal to lol. 
It is intuitively obvious that two programs that differ only in choice 
of names should yield identical measures. Weyuker does suggest a 
counter example to this property for the case of a measure which is 
expected to capture the difficulty of undsrstanding of a program: in 
this case the meaningfulness of names chosen might appropriately cause 
two such programs to be ranked as more and less ur.derstandable. 
Property 9: there exist programs P and Q for which IPI+IOI is less 
than IP;OI· 
This is a stronger form of property 5, in which tbe observation that 
interaction between parts may contribute a non-negative increment to 
the comple:dty becomes a requirement that, for some combinations at 
least, this increment is strictly positive. 
Weyuker's properties have been criticized as being over-restrictive, for 
example by Shepperd and Ince (1993, pp. 69·70). Toward the end of the 
chapter, they observe: 
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3.4 .3 
This section on model evaluiltion has dUilcribed what rnuut b"' 
construed il!l almost a wiah list, It ill concluded Uwt 
evaluating software modele is altogeth•:r more difficult than 
might be supposed. Consequonlly, it is rnoro appropnate to 
ilddress smaller and more milnilgeable problema. The search for 
'Holy Grail'-type rnetrics would not seem to bo either 
productive feasil:'le present time. 
(ibid.' p. 72). 
Applying Wsyuksr' o complexity W<i01!113 over an extended 
model of metric use 
There is an assumption, which is implicit in ~/eyuker' s work and in most 
of the discussion of it in the literature, that the outcome of a single 
run of a measurement tool over a program is a single number representing 
some view of the complexity of the whole system. It has been noted that 
none of the classical metrics evilluated using Weyuker•s framework is able 
to demonstrate all of the properties she identifies, and that other 
writers have criticized the framework as being either too ~:estrictive, or 
' too ambitious, or both. 
It is worth noting that the assumption of a single global •figure of 
merit' output for a system is not consistent with many of the practical 
proposals for software measurement. In these it is much more common to 
see whatever meaourement technique is being illustrated being applied to 
a set of programs or modules, and much of the meaning imputed to the 
measurement being closely related to the ranking of an individual 
module's outcome against those of its peers. McCabe discusses the use of 
his cyclomatic complexity technique to establish a sti!ndard of 
subdividing modules which reilch complexity 10 (1976, p, 314). Another 
example is the work of Shepperd and Ince j19S9), who discuss use of Henry 
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and Kafura's information flaw measure in an iterative·.•. proemm o( 
refinement of dnsign where the moduleB which give rise to outlying 
measurement outcomes are given speciul consideration for rework. 
The consideration of Weyuker's properties as applied to single scalar 
measurements is intuitive, and [allows naturally from the use in the 
axioms of the framework of the opcr<1tions of equality, inequality and 
magnitude comparison, which we naturally ar~sociate with scalar number 
systems. Providing we are able to define meaningful semantics for these 
four operations, we can consider tha application of the properties to 
measurement outcomes more complex than single points an one or other 
number scale. 
As an illustration, let us assume that the outcome of some defined 
measurement process on a program P is a collection of elements where each 
element consists of the four components: tag, scope, measure, and 
context. Each element represents a single micro-level observation about 
the program P or some part of it, with the components having the 
following meanings: 
the tag identifies the particular metric of w!-,ich the current 
observation is an instance; 
the scope identifies the part of program P over which t~1e current 
observation is calculated; 
the measure is a scalil.r numeric value which is the outcome of the 
micro-measurement specified by the tag and the scope; and 
• the context is any additional interpretive information about the 
current observation (e.g. ranking of this observation among co~parable 
ones in the same response set, or against standard thre!lholde) . 
There is no reql.lit·ement that a set of: auch ~lements be homogenuus in any 
particular Wily: in particular it would be conceivable to use rJUch a set 
to represent the outcome of: a process which measllred mora than one metric 
(e g. LOC cmd COM). The scope of i~~dividual obs<:<rvations need not all be 
at the same level of gram!larity: the set might include summary 
observations at one or more levels of detail (i.e. function, source file, 
module, project), and these observations need not be independent. Using 
Weyuker's not<.tion for the complexity of a progcam P being IPI we would 
say that 
IPI n { O,, 0;, On } I 
where each 0 represents an obser·'lation tuple with the 
structure: 
0 1 - I tag, scope, measure, context ) . 
Note that set notation has !;leen used for P, hence the positions and 
indices of the members are not a significant part of the representation. 
The structure described allows us to express a very wide range of 
measurement outcomes: to apply Weyuker's axioms we must use this notation 
to describe. the outcomes of particular sequences of 1neasurernent 
operations, and define operations which enable whole response sets to be 
compared. 
Equality and inequality operations sre intuitively easy to define and 
expre!>s. One obvious condition for equality of two responss sets IPI and 
101 is that for each observation 01 in IPI thers is an identical 
observation OJ in 101 and vice versa (note that the indices are not 
significant). The inequ~lity operation is obviously the negation of the 
equality one. Other equality operations a.re possible, perhaps based on 
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sununation or ilVeraging of observations. Our reason for Hel"cting 
memberwise comparison for the equality operation i" that it uo-u:irni·t.eu the 
sensitivity of the comparioon to me,1ningful differencen between a p~ir of 
response sets. 1\s we have observed earlier in the current section, 
ordering of itemo within ~ resp<:.>;>se set is not considered meaningful, and 
two 1·esponse >Jets consisting of the s~me observ~tions in a different 
order would be considered identic~!. No summation or averaging operation 
which could be applied across two such sets could yield different values, 
although it is easy to see that response sets which are not identical 
under the memberwise comparison operation could yield identical sums or 
averages. This implies that the membeJCWise comparison policy gives us an 
operation which makes it easier to make distinctions between different 
response sets. We shall see in section 3.4.5 that this increased ability 
to discriminate makes it considerably easier to meet the requirements 
posed by Weyuker for a useful measurement. 
Definitions for operations comparing magnitude are less self~evident, 
indeed there are several candidate definitions amongst which no single 
one can be seen as clearly appropriate in all cases. Fortunately, we do 
not need to prove that our chosen definitions for these operations are 
uniquely correct, only that they help to convey useful information. 
Hence, the different possibilities can be allowed to coexist, so long as 
in any particular analysis we fix on a single definition ~nd justify its 
selection. 
The intuitive candidates for comparison operations are based on selecting 
or deriving a single scalar datapoint representative of each set, then 
applying normal scalar comparison operations to these representatives. 
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Possible strategies for this would be extraction of a sum, arithmetic or 
geometric mean, or median from the set of observations at a particular 
level of detail. These strategies have the advantage of yielding 
comparison operations which behave similarly to normal scalar 
comparisons. 
An alternative approach would be for each comparison operation to select 
the most extreme reading from each set in the direction of the comparison 
(e.g. the greater than comparison of two sets would be performed by 
comparing their largest elements, the less than comparison by comparing 
their smallest elements). The comparison operations generated by this 
policy have one particular non-intuitive feature: for two complexity 
responses IPI and 101 it is possible for IPI<IOI and IPI>IOI to be true 
at the same time. For an example of how this may be true consider a pair 
of response sets P and Q, for which the measure parts of the observations 
are respectively 1, 2, 
comparison by extremes, 
15 } and { 3, 11, 9, 
we find that both 
7 }. Under the policy of 
IPI<IOI and IPI>IOI, in 
defiance of the normal expectations of these operations. 
The policy of comparison by extremities may seem contrived, but does 
serve to emphasize the outlier datapoints in each set, which are arguably 
of more significance in terms of guidance for future action than any 
knowledge about the general tendency of the 'typical' datapoints. An 
approach to the use of metrics which places particular emphasis on such 
outlier values has been described by Shepperd and Ince (1989) . 
3.4.4 A data model for measurement of object-oriented software 
The preceding section has introduced the concept of a response set as 
being the outcome of applying a measurement tool to a body of software 
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source code . The response set notation has deliberately been specified 
in such a way as to be able to express the outcomes of a wide range of 
measurement applications. The description of a response set in set 
theory terms gives us flexibility and expressive power on the theoretical 
level, but order-insensitivity of the response set notation is 
inconvenient for most practical purposes. For this reason we would wish 
to select a canonical way of selecting a standard order for expression of 
any particular response set. Examining the data held in each individual 
observation, it is clear that, of the four elements that make up an 
observation, the tag and the scope are best seen as input variables, 
while the measure and the context are outcomes. This leads us to suggest 
a canonical format for external representation of response sets as a 
(potentially) two-dimensional associative array, with the tag and the 
scope of a particular measurement as keys, and each cell yielding a 
binary tuple containing the scalar measure and its context information. 
Having identified the tag and the scope as the index types of the 
representation, it is important to be able to define the range of values 
each will adopt in response sets generated by a particular measurement 
tool. 
The range of the tag is simple to predict: for each distinct measurement 
algorithm applied by the measurement tool, a tag will be selected at the 
time the algorithm is implemented, and this tag will be attached to all 
observations representing the algorithm. 
The range of the scope index is also tied up with the way that the 
measurement algorithms are defined. The scope of a particular 
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observation is informally defined as the part of the prc.gram to which <1 
particular measurement relates (a formal rigorous definition would need 
to take into account the nilture of the particular: measurement algodthm 
the scope was being applied against). 
There is nothing in the response set notation that restricts us to using 
similar scopes for different measurements. Neither is there anything that 
prevents us from choosing to do so. On balance, it is convenient to 
implement the analysis tool using a consistent model of scope. across the 
different measurements that will be reported. The .ways that different 
kinds of scope were defined and measurements across them were implemented 
were treated as implementation decisions, which are described in the 
chapter following this one. A brief preview is presented directly below 
in order to provide an example of the sort of information we expect to 
see in the scope part of the response set. 
The scope model chosen for implementation in this project consisted of 
the following layers: 
• Extent 
A localised piece of code in a contiguous section of a single source 
file which is identified as containing some measurable phenomenon; 
• Function 
A so::oP,e which contains one or more extents which is identified as 
being a single subprogram in the analyzed language (typically the 
multiple extents associated with a function will be zero or more 
declarations and zero or one definitions of the function); 
• Module 
A scope which contains a group of functions and other extents which 
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are bound together using the syntax of the analyzed language for 
encapsulation (e.g. a class, namespace or struct in C++, 
interface or package in Java, a class or package in Ada); 
• Project 
a class, 
A scope which contains all of the modules, functions and other extents 
which are analyzed in a single run of the analysis tool. 
At the lowest level, all of the raw information which feeds the 
algorithms of the analysis tool will come from individual extents, 
however an important part of the role of the tool is to organize the raw 
information into a more useful format. Thus, the tool would be expected 
to build up a database of observations at the extent level, allocate each 
extent to one or more of the higher level scopes, and generate a response 
set which summarizes the observations at one or more scope level. The 
observations in a response set generated in this way may be independent, 
or the analyzer may be set up in such a way as to return a response set 
that contains redundant information. For example, observations for higher 
level scopes can be deduced by summation of observations for lower level 
scopes. Whether or not the analyzer returns redundant information of 
this form is an implementation decision and is irrelevant to the 
theoretical considerations discussed in the next section. We shall 
assume that on receipt of a response set we may obtain any form of 
summation or averaging of the independent underlying observations within 
it. This may be done by extracting summary observations from the 
response set itself or by further calculations on the independent 
observations. 
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3.4 .5 Evaluation of salactod mat~ics using Weyuko~'s frarnowo~k 
and tho oxtondod modal 
In this section, the effect of the response set notation in the 
application of Weyuker' s axioms wi 11 be examined, using examples drmom 
fl·om procedur.Jl and stt·uctural metrics selecLed by the GQt1 analysis 
presented earlier in thts chapter. The response set notation is intended 
to model the return to the experimenter of a r1cher set of data than the 
single scalar values envisioned in Weyuker•s original work, however a 
single scalar value can obviously be represented by a response set 
containing a single item. Thus, the focus of the analysis will be on the 
ability or otherwise of a metric tool returning a response set to satisfy 
Weyuker's properties in cases where a scalar result can not be 
demonstrated to do so. 
3.4. 5.1 Procedural metrics (LOC, MVG and COM) 
Of thiEI group of metrics, it is appropriate to exclude the COM (number of 
comment lines) metric, on the basis that it is not intended for use as a 
metric of complexity. The other two are widely held to be of value as 
measures of different aspects of the scale or intricacy of a piece of 
source code. While McCabe's cyclomatic number is well defined by its 
initial proposer, many differr'lt definitions exist of counting rules for 
the lines o'.O code metric. One common variant (used in Boehm's COCOMO 
estimation method among other places) is a definition that excludes blank 
and conrnent lines, but counts all others. Other variant rules include 
exclusion of non-executable lines (e.g. declaration statements). Another 
variant is source statements: for languages J:ke FORTRAN and COBOL, the 
bulk of statements are expressed in single lines and there is a fairly 
close agreement between the number of statements and the number of lines. 
' 
' 
\'·'· 
Wi~h more modern Lmguagea like C, C++, Ada and Pascal, when~ multi" 
statement lines become legal, multi-line statements become m'Jre common 
and the agreement is less close. There is still, however, likely to be a 
linear co~·respondence between the two counts a.cross bodies of code which 
are similar in style (e.g., written by the same progrr.mmer(s)). 
Weyuker' s original paper on properties of complexity measures considers 
the McCabe metric and also statement count which, as her examples are 
basically in FORTRAN, is to all intents and purposep a variant on the LOC 
metric. She observes that both metrics satisfy properties 1, ), 4, 5 and 
8, both fail to satisfy properties 6, 7 and 9, and that property 2 is 
satisfied by the statement count and not :;atisfied by cyclomatic 
complexity. 
The failure of a scalar reading of the McCabe's cyclomatic complexity 
number to ~atisfy property 2 is due to the fact that the counting rules 
for the McCabe metric are only sensitive to certain kinds of staLements. 
Arbitrarily large numbers of the statements that are not countable may be 
added. Such statements include variable declarations and assign:nents. 
Thus, given a single program that yields a particular Vdlue for the 
cycle>matic complexity, it is possible to derive an infinite set of 
differing programs which yield the same complexity, simply by repeatedly 
inserting de<=larations anO/or asaignl'1ent statements. 
A te>ol genera.ting ~ response set cor.sisting solely of measurements of 
cyclom,.tic compl-.xit:l over diffe!ent partll o( the s..tbmitted 8e>urce code 
" 
If we admit the use of a tool generatinq a wsponse act containing 
observations of multiple n1etrica, we can introduce an alternate dimen~ion 
to the view of the software generated by the tool, with another metric 
selected to illuminate the 'blind spot' caused by the insensitivities of 
For example if we specify that the response set for our tool will 
consist of the LOC and MVG observations for each function definition 
processed, the arbitrary extensions of the program to which the tWG 
metric is insensitive will be clearly visible in the LOC metric. It is 
true that a response set consisting solely of LOC observations would also 
satisfy property 2. However, this does not imply that it would be as 
useful as the combined response set or even that it would be as useful as 
the (property 2 non-<;ompliant) set of observations of MVG. 
Property 6, which neither measure satisfies for scalar results, detects 
dependence of a metric on interaction between program components when 
combined. Weyuker observes that the reason for both of these measures 
failing to satisfy this property is that both are statically determined 
by the internal ~;ontent of a component, and cannot be sensitive to the 
relationship between a particular ''component under measure and other 
components being measured at the same time. This constraint also applies 
to <Lny response set based on LOC or MVG or any combination of the two, 
although either or both could be incorporated into a compliant response 
set with some other metric which is sensitive to inter-component 
relationships. 
Property 7 considers the effectiveness of a metric in evaluating programs 
that differ fro'!l one another only in the on:ler of statements. While both 
l.OC and MVG fail to satisfy thie property when considered as scalars, a 
.. 
response set based on eitlmr measure can detect the nmrrangernent of " 
program by revealing the distribution of the J,QC or MVG it"m!l br;Lween the 
measured scopes. This capability reflects the real usefulness of ~uch 
information. If we have two versions of the Bilme progrilm which consist~ 
of 2000 LOC divided into 30 functions, the version when' thr: distribution 
of LOC between functions was more unev•m would probably be considered the 
more complex of the two (in terms of predicted maintenance difficulty for 
example). 
Property 9 is also, like prope:cty 5, dependent on the interaction between 
measured comp:mento, and like property 5, neither LOC nor MVG nor any 
response set including only these two can satisfy it. 
3.4.5.2 structural metrics 
The structural metrica selected for implementation were the three metrics 
in the information flow metric suite proposed by Henry and Kafura 11981, 
1984) and further discussed and developed by Shepperd (1990). There are 
three metrics in the original set: fan-in, fan-out and the composite 
metric IF4, which is calculated from the first two. Th!'" fan-in and fun-
out metrics are defined at the module level, and count the numb-=r of 
other modules which either send information to or receive information 
from ths module being counted. 
' It is easy to show that properties 1, 3 and 8 are satisfied for each of 
these metrics, that is: 
• not all programs yield the same result (property 1) 1 
• there exist some programs yielding the same result which are different 
{property 3); and 
" 
• if two programs differ o/ily in choice of identifiers they will yield 
the same result (property a). 
As with MVG, these me~rics do not in themselves !latisfy property 2. Once 
again, this is because there are stCJtements in the hnguCJge (again, local 
declarations and assignments) which ciln be added in arbitrary numbers 
without affecting the resulting count of FI or FO. As IF4 is a dependent 
function only of FI and FO, it is naturally subject to the same 
constraint. As before, any of these metrics could be applied to add 
value to a response set providing that other observations are compliant 
to this property. 
In relation to property 4, the requirement is that there should exist two 
programs of exactly equivalent effect which yield differing values of 
each measure. When considering fan-in or fan-out as a scalar measure 
over a single subprogram as a whole, this property can not be complied 
with, as two subprograms which have equivalent extemal interfaces must 
have identical sets of fan-in and fan-out items. A response set of 
observations of fan-in and fan-out over individual subprogram" or modules 
ca>l be shown to comply: a trivial ex~mple of this would be the splitting 
:·1· 
of any subprogram"' into two parts in different modules, with data flowing 
between the two. Provided that the algorithmic content of the two parts 
is unchanged, we ca:J see that the modified program is externally 
equivalent to the original, but the additional invocation causes 
information flow in either direction or both directions, hence giving a 
distinguishable respons~ set. 
Property 5 requires that the addition of source code to a project never 
causes a reduction in the me<~sure yielded. It is relativ,ly easy to 
demonstrate this for tho scalilr CiiBe by considedng the iiCt of ilnilly~ing 
an increment of source code. There are no situ;~tions we might see in the 
source code which we Ciln conceive of as reducing the number of non-loc;~l 
data flows, and therefore we are guaranteed thut the measure may go up or 
remain constant, but never fall. ~/hen considering the application of 
this property over response sets, we need to specify the operation that 
will be used for magnitude comparison. Broadly, if the comparison 
operat~r is based on sununation or on a polky of extremi::y, we are 
guaranteed that adding source code to our analysis ·.-~ill increase the 
number 'l.nd the property holds, while if the comp<~rison operation is based 
on some form of averaging, we have no such assur;~nce. 
Property 6 relates to the ability of a measure to capture the intensity 
of interaction between components. Property 5 asserts that composition of 
components must always increment the measured magnitude of a program by 
an amount greater than or equal to zero, the si~e of the increment being 
an indication of the degree of interaction between the components being 
brought together. Property 6 requires that the size of the interaction 
increment must depend on the content of thr= components, and not merely 
their individual magnitudes when measured separately. 
Taking the example of FI, assuming comparison on the basis of summation: 
If we have two programs P and R for which there are no use 
relationships from one to the other, we can be confident that 
PI (P;R) FI (P) +FI (R). 
We then consider a third program Q, selected from the set of 
all programs for which 
FI{Q) ., FI {P). 
''.-
' 
.. 
<"\ 
The set of candidates for Q is intuitively infinite, and must 
contain some programs that mention modules defined in ft. If 
we select one of these candidates which has a single mention 
(use relationship) for a module defined in R, we find that 
FI(QtR) FI(Q) + FI(R) + 
FI(P) + FI(R) + 1 
FI(P;R) + 1. 
This logic demonstrates that 
ti 
property 6 can be satisfied by a suitably 
chosen example for FI. Satisfaction for FO is trivial to show by 
analogy, as are the variants E'Ic, Fiv, fOe and FOv. Given that IF4 and 
ita variants are dependent on the respective FI and FO values, it is 
obvious that these measures also satisfy prqperty 6. 
Property 7 requires that textual transposition of source code should be 
capable of yielding different magnitudes. The structural metrics (as 
they have been implemented in this project) depend eolel.y on the 
interfaces defined to modules; and, as a result, redistribution of source 
from the body of one mod>lle's method implementations to another would not 
cause change to the interface. It is difficult to conceive of textual 
tranepositions that affect the interfaces of modul"'s in a way that 
changes the values of the set of structural metrics without rendering the 
programs invalid. 
Satisfaction of property 9 is demonstrable for all of the structural 
metrics by observing that the example programs Q and R and Q;R selected 
in our discussion of property 6 show the required behaviour (i.e., 
IOI+IRI<IQ;Rj). Indeed, it is evident that over a wide range of 
comparison operations, including all o( thos<"' with roason;J.bly intuitive 
,,, 
,, 
behaviour, satisfaction of properties ~ ;md 6 must mevitably lead to 
satisfaction of property 9. 
3. 4. 5.3 Summary of analysiB for procedural and structura.l metrics 
The anaJ.ysis above has attempted to demonstrate that the requinm,.~nts 
posed by Weyuker' s axiomatic approach to the validation of me tries are 
easiec to meet when they are applied across a set of measu;:ements. A set 
of measurements (described above as a response set) can report the 
results of more than one metric algorithm applied across different 
components of a body of code as a whole. such a response set is able to 
satisfy these requirements where no single one of the individual metric 
algorithms does. Table 4 surmnarizes the findings of this section and 
demonstrates that all of the nine properties can be satisfied with a 
response set which incorporat'es the two groups of metrics considered. 
Metric Tog 
we 
"'" 
FI/FO/IF4 •n' 
all variants 
Tahie 4: Which met rica satisfied which 
of Weyuker' s axioms 
PropeL·tiea satisfied 
' ' ' ' ' 
6 
' 
yoo yoo Y" Y" yoo no no 
Y" no yoo yoo Y" no no 
yoo no yoo yoo Y" yoo yoo 
" 
" ' 
Y" no 
Y" no 
yoo Y" 
4 Implementation of a metric tool 
4.1 Background 
The practical part of the research project consisted of these ~ct;;ivities; 
• specification, design and implementation of a program to analyze 
source code and gather and report on a number of metrics; 
• deployment of the developed analyzer in an industrial setting~-· 
•c-==~ period of 3 months; and 
• a survey of the users of the analyzer on subjects relating to metric 
use. 
4.2 Chronology of the analyzer implementation 
4.2 .1 Initial specification 
A skeleton specification for the analyzer was developed ar,r,mnd the time 
of the preparation of the research proposal. This specification appears 
as Appendix A to this thesis. Key points covered by the specification 
included: 
• The primary purpose of the analyzer is to provide a tool useful to 
• 
programmers responsible for developing or maintaining the code 
analyzed. 
' Depend~ncies .;,n the platform, source l~nguage analyzed, output format 
and metrics calculated to be localized to allow substitution of 
alternative policies in each of these areas. 
• Analysis is to be performed in response to a single corrunand from the 
user. 
'' \) 
• Elapsed time for an<~lysis of a body of codu is to be considerably less 
than the compile time for the same code (~n informal target of 20~ of 
compile time was laid down). 
• The initial implementation is to parse the language C++ as defined by 
The C++ programmer's handbook (Lucas, 1~92). 
The initial specification laid down a short list of metrics to be 
implemented, including lines of code, lineE. of comment, McCabe's 
cyclomatic complexity, and the measures of coupling proposEd by Rajaraman 
and Lyu ( 1992) . 
At an early stage in the practical part of the 
,·\ 
\ 
project\. an industry 
par.tner was recruited to act as the primary location for testing of the 
analyzer in the field. The setting within which the analyzer was to be 
tested was a team developing a large real-time system in C++ using the 
aooch methodology (Booch, 1994), working with the Rational Rose C++ 
design/code generation tool. Between the start of the project and the 
end of the field trial, the size of this team varied in the range 'i to 20 
people, mainly C++ programmers, but also incorporating a small number of 
specialists 
'" 
other areas, including documentation, database 
administration and database user interface development. Experience of 
members of the team in industrial software development varied from a 
small number of months to fifteen years, but few members of the team had 
worked on a project using the Booch methodology before. 
4 .2.2 Prototype implementation 
The process of design and impl.,,.,;entation of the analyzer involved several 
' ~ ' iterations over a period c·f. about three yean·, from July 1994 up to 
' 
September 1997, The specific<~tion ret(,l'r(;d to in section 4.2.1 had berm 
laid down by the beginning of 1995. lly the end of 1995 a f.ully 
functional prototype version or the analy:wr had been implem<>nted. The 
tool was called ecce lshort for 'C and CH code Counter'). This version, 
numbered 1.0, had the following attributes: 
It calculated lines of code, cyclomatic complexity and lines of 
conunent 
It reported these figures and L'atios between the comment figure and 
the other two counts on a function-by· function basis with a summation 
over each source file. 
It defined thresholds for the expected ranges of the metrics 
calculated. These thresholds were used to implement emphasized output 
of abnormal values of any of the measures. The program supported 
colour output on ANSI-camp] iant terminal sessions and typeface balding 
on Epson or r,aserJet compatible printers. 
The prototype version was released on the Internet by upload to the FTP 
site at sunsite.unc.edu, and was demonstrated to a number of members of 
the industry partner's team as a meil.ns of stimulating discussion within 
the team about metric-related issues. 
4 .2.3 Intermediate veraiona 
Work on the analyzer continued through 1996 in parallel with the process 
of identifying metrics appropriate to the industry team las described in 
Chapter 3). In February 1997 a new version, number 2.0.3 was released. 
This version differed from the earlier release in the following ways: 
" 
" • Output was dane as a rE>port ,,in the Hypertext Markup Language {H'rML), 
thus allowing issues like tabular layout and use of colour for 
emphasis to hE' handled by the third party bJCowser used to read the 
report. 
• Metrics based on the Inf<lrmation Flow measures proposed :t,y Henry and 
Kafura (19841 were implemented. 
• Analysis of a body of source code built up a database, which was used 
to g.:merate a report after all source files have been read, allowing 
the report to present multiple views of the data with different sort 
and summation policies. 
The report generated by version 2.0.3 consisted of 5 tables: 
a summary table showing totals for n ~asures over all code processed in 
the current run; 
• a procedural summary table showing the total>! aver each module of the 
linea of code, comment and cyclomatic complexity counts; 
• a procedural detail table showing the total over each function of the 
same metrics; 
• a structural summary table showing t)m fan-in, fan-out and information 
flow metric for each module; and 
• a structural detail table showing the specific relationships which 
contribute to the fan-in and fan-out count. 
This version was also released onto the Internet, and a WWW home page was 
created to publicize the projecc and distribute related materials. 'I'he 
tool was also uploaded to sunsite.unc edu. The availability of the tool 
publicized range of USE NET news groups including 
camp. software. meaeurement and camp. software-eng. 
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In t~e succeeding months, a number of improvements were made to the 
analy~er as a result of t·eports on its performance (ami non-performance) 
from users in the field who had downloaded the package from the web site. 
In addition to these improvements, wor.": was done at this time on proving 
the source language independence of the analyzer by implementing 
alternative language recognition modules for the languages Java and Ada 
95. On completion of th"l implementation of these modules, a deci~ion was 
taken to define a baseline version of the analy~er to support the 
industrial deployment phase of the research. The baseline was numb!!red 
2.1.1, and was released to the Internet on 15 August 1997. 
The reference version 
The baseline software was deployed at the industry site, although it was 
r .. ot heavily used b the initial week,;. One observation arising from 
those users who did use it was that when substantial bodies of software 
were analyzed (e.g. of the order of 50 pairs of header and in:plementation 
files), the HTML report generated caused the browser software used to 
consume excessive amounts of memory. A new release was prepared to fix 
this problem by generating the d!!tailed reports on each module into a 
separiltS fil~. ,...,.taining a summary report on the project as a whole. 
An additional set of metrica were also implementeLl in this release, based 
on the Chidamber and Kemerer wr.~·k on A metrics suite for object-oriented 
design (Chidamber & Kemerer, 1994). This version also incorp::-ril~ed some 
changes to the names US"ld for some metrlcs to bring the product into line 
with common usage in the literi!ture. 
The new version Willi numbered 2.1.2, and was publicized on the Internet on 
6 October 1997. Further maintenance releasee of the software have been 
" 
1Mde since th.lt tin•e, and the laLubL version ;~t the time of writing is 
numbered 2, 1, •l . 
Appendix B presents the result of .:~n<~lyzing a sm<~ll sample of source code 
using the version 2, 1. 4, and Appendix C reproduces the HTML user guide to 
the program which foms part of the distribution. 
Appendix D presents an analysis of the download logs for the FTP archive 
associated with the projects. These lo3s show that C')nsiderable numbers 
of users downloaded various versions of the analyzer, including over 1000 
downloads of version 2, 1. 4 in the three fomats in which it \<las provided 
(precompiled for Linux or DOS, or source only). 
4.3 Architecture of the analyzer 
The baseline version of the analyzer consists of the following parts: 
a command line processing module which handles selection of files to 
be analyzed and options to control analyzer bel'.aviour; 
• a set of alternate front ends dedicated to language recognition and 
implementation of the counting policies of the tool (one front end 
per language, all con[orming to a co1111non interface to integrate with 
the rest of the tool) ; 
~n internal data base which holds all of the knowledge acquired by the 
front end(s) for a particular run; and 
an output module which reads the internal d.>ta base and SJenm·ates a 
set of HTML reports relating to the run as a whole, and to individual 
modules analyzed. 
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Of these components, the internal database, output module and command 
line processor were implemented in hand coded C++, while the front ends 
were coded using a public domain language recognition toolkit called 
PCCTS. 
4.3.1 The command line processor 
The command line processor is based on the simple pattern of a Unix-style 
character based tool accepting a string of arguments and options input 
from a keyboard through a shell program. The arguments are the names of 
source files to be processed, while the options enable configuration of 
the following aspects of analyzer behaviour: 
• the location of a directory where configuration and support files are 
stored; 
• the use of non-default language recognition front ends for particular 
groups of files (by default, the front end is chosen based on the 
filename extension for each file); 
• generation of debug output including diagnostics on standard error and 
a dump of the internal database to files in the file system; 
• selective output of a subset of the tables supported by the particular 
version; and 
• acceptance of a file containing a list of source files to be analyzed 
as an alternative to specifying the names explicitly on the command 
line. 
4. 3. 2 The language recognition front ends 
The multiple front ends of the analyzer which recognize the languages 
C++, Java and Ada, are all based on parsers generated using a public 
domain set of tools called PCCTS. PCCTS, which is described by Parr and 
Quang (1995), consists of a pair of code generation tools plus a small 
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library of code to support the generated code. The two tools break the 
job of language recognition down into two phases. One tool, called ANTLR, 
generates a program to parse the language given a sequence of lexical 
tokens representing the terminal symbols of the language. The second 
tool, called DLG, generates a lexical analyzer, which breaks up an 
arbitrary stream of bytes into the tokens expected by the parser. 
PCCTS provides similar facilities to the lex and yacc programs, which are 
in common use in the Unix programming worlds, and the grammar file format 
is broadly similar. As with lex and yacc, PCCTS provides the ability to 
embed actions in the language specification to be executed on the 
recognition of specified constructs either in the lexical analyzer or the 
parser. The main differences between PCCTS and the standard lex and yacc 
programs are summarized as follows: 
• Yacc generates table driven parsers based on LALR analysis of the 
input grammar whereas PCCTS generates recursive descent parsers based 
on LL{k) analysis. LALR is an acronym which stands for Left 
Associative Left geducing, while LL(k) is not a direct acronym, its 
significance is that parsing is performed Left to right, with 
decisions taken at the Left hand end of the text with k tokens of 
lookahead (Parr, 1993, pp. 25-29). 
• Yacc and lex (as defined in the POSIX standard) generate either ANSI 
or Kernighan and Ritchie C, while PCCTS supplies switches on both the 
syntax analyzer ANTLR and the lexical analyzer DLG which provide for 
generation of C++. 
• PCCTS supports automatic generation of abstract syntax trees. 
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• PCCTS supports specification of multiple token lookahead for the 
initial analysis and arbitrary (potentially infinite) lookahead for 
runtime resolution of ambiguities. 
• While lex and yacc require separate input files, under PCCTS a single 
language specification is required which contains both the syntactic 
and lexical rules of the language. 
While C++ output was a desirable feature, the main reason for choosing 
PCCTS for this project over the more standard lex/yacc combination was 
the LL (k) parser logic it implements. This family of parser logic 
supports construction of a language recognition facility that operates 
via recursive descent. Each syntactic category defined by a rule in the 
grammar file is recognized by a single recognition function in the 
generated parser. Each of these recognition functions has the same name 
as the syntactic category that it recognizes, and each consists of the 
following elements: 
• calls to other recognition functions to recognize syntactic categories 
specified on the right hand side of the grammar rule which defines the 
current category; 
• calls to functions to check and consume lexical tokens specified in 
the grammar rule; and 
• actions embedded in the grammar. 
As an example, if one had the grammar rule: 
assignment_expression : lvalue ASSIGN OP rvalue SEMICOLON 
<< nassigns++ >> 
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one might expect PCCTS to generate a function looking something like 
this: 
void assignment_expression(void) 
{ 
lvalue (); 
ConsumeNextToken(ASSIGN_OP); 
rvalue(); 
ConsumeNextToken(SEMICOLON); 
nassigns++; 
This example· (which does not attempt to reproduce the names of the 
functions or the error handling facilities generated by PCCTS) shows an 
easily understood structure for recognition of the assignment_expression 
category. By contrast, LALR parsing, as implemented in yacc, generates a 
table-driven state machine for recognition of the grammar specified. The 
code generated is nearly all table data, and there is no clear relation 
between the generated code and the grammar. recognition context. The 
improved understandability of the code generated by PCCTS made designing 
appropriate actions to capture the required information from the source 
code easier. 
Given the improved understandability of parsers built on the LL(k) 
parsing model, there is a cost in terms of language recognition power: 
the reason for the LALR parser being harder to understand is that it 
defers all interpretation of partially recognized structures until they 
become complete. This allows an LALR grammar to contain rules which are 
similar for any length of prefix, so long as no embedded actions are 
encountered before the point at which the two alternatives can be 
distinguished by examining a single token of the input stream. 
Conversely, where parsing is based on conventional LL(k) techniques, the 
rules of the grammar must be cast in such a form as to prevent the 
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occurrence of ambiguities between rules which cannot be distinguished 
using k tokens of lookahead (analyses based on k=l or 2 are reasonable, 
larger numbers lead to exponentially increasing analysis times for some 
grammars) . 
The use of multiple token lookahead in initial analysis and infinite 
lookahead where specified in the grammar are necessary to improve the 
performance of an LL(k) grammar under conditions where the prefix of two 
rules are potentially ambiguous. These facilities are provided by PCCTS 
by the provision of a command line switch to control the number of tokens 
used for lookahead in the initial grammar analysis (the 'k' of the 
LL(k)). PCCTS also defines the notation <<recognition_expression>>? 
called a syntactic predicate. This construct, which is applied as a 
qualifying clause for a. particular alternative of an ambiguous rule, 
instructs the parser to scan forward in the token stream as far as is 
necessary to determine whether or not the syntactic category 
recognition_expression can be matched. If the match is successful, the 
associated alternative is selected, if not the parser rejects the 
alternative linked to the predicate and attempts to match the next viable 
alternative for the ambiguous rule. 
heavily in the C++ parser for CCCC. 
4.3.3 The internal database 
Syntactic predicates are used 
The data gathered was interpreted in the light of a simple relational 
data model that consisted of entities with the following names and 
definitions. 
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• Projects 
A project is a collection of modules which are designed to work 
together as a software system to achieve some collective purpose. 
• Modules 
A module is a compound component of a software system which is 
characterized by a name and an associated set of data and methods 
which have high mutual cohesion and low coupling with data and methods 
outside the module. 
• Members 
A member is a single component of. a module (usually either a member 
function or member attribute) . 
• Use Relationships 
A use relationship is a feature of the implementation of a software 
system that implies some degree of inter-module coupling. A particular 
ordered pair of modules, <Supplier,client> uniquely identifies a use 
relationship record in the database although there may be more than 
one feature in the source code coupling the two modules (e.g. the same 
supplier and client may be related both by containment and parameter 
passing) . 
• Extents 
An extent is the name coined for a textual section of source code in 
which the analyzer recognizes some attribute worthy of being stored in 
the database. 
The neutral noun 'module' was chosen to represent a generic unit of 
language supported encapsulation. The initial implementation language 
was C++, and in conventional object-oriented C++ code we would expect the 
principal form in which modules appear to be C++ classes. 
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In other languages, it is possible that encapsulation would take other 
forms. Ada has packages, Java has packages and interfaces as well as 
classes, and C has none of these and relies on grouping functions by 
header or implementation files for any kind of modularization at a level 
between the individual function and the system as a whole. The data 
model is designed to support future versions of the analyzer which handle 
these and other languages. 
The current model could be expanded to support Booch's concept of a class 
category relatively simply if the analyzer was configured to support some 
strategy for assignment of modules to class categories. In the case of 
C++ classes, such strategies could be developed based on the file system 
location of the source code files that define the class's interface or 
implementation. 
Support for measurement of class categories within the analyzer would be 
a desirable enhancement because some writers support the proposal that 
the class category is a more desirable unit of encapsulation than the 
individual class. This is to say that when attempting to hide the 
implementation details of the classes which make up a particular class 
category, it is more important to hide details from classes in other 
class categories than it is to hide them from other classes within the 
same category. 
Robert C. Martin discusses the issue of encapsulation at the class 
category level at some length, and presents a worked example of iterative 
refinement of an object-oriented design with intra-class category 
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coupling metrics treated as a significant driver of the refinement 
process (Martin, 1995) . 
4.3.4 The output module 
As noted in section 4.3, the output of the analyzer is a set of reports 
in the hypertext markup language (HTML) . These are viewed using a third 
party HTML browser after the analyzer run has completed. 
The output module operates by iterating through the internal database 
calculating the various supported metrics at the project, module and 
method levels. Each scalar value calculated is associated with a 
character string tag that identifies what kind of measurement it is. For 
example, a measurement of the sum of McCabe's cyclomatic complexity over 
a module would be associated with the tag 'MVGm' . The analyzer accepts a 
configuration file that allows the user to define a 'treatment' to apply 
to measurements associated with each tag. The treatment controls the 
visible display of the calculated value including: 
• the number of digits to be displayed after the decimal point; 
• the background display colour triggered by different values of the 
measure; and 
• a threshold for the numerator of ratio measures below which the 
measurement will be treated as not significant, and calculation and 
display of a value will be suppressed. 
Of these three items, the control over the precision is an obvious 
cosmetic facility. The background display control is used to enable 
colour to be used to emphasize values which fall outside the user defined 
expected range. These entries in the output table identify the areas of 
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the project which are most subject to the risks associated with the 
particular metrics being displayed. The framework assumes that 
increasing value corresponds with increasing risk (this is reasonable for 
all of the selected metrics). The analyzer allows definition by the user 
of two thresholds to allow two levels of severity in the emphasis. 
Values that exceed the first threshold are highlighted in yellow, and are 
referred to in the analyzer source code as 'abnormal'. Values above the 
second value are highlighted in red, and are referred to in the source 
code as 'extreme'. 
The ability to suppress display of ratio values depending on the 
numerator is useful to prevent the user's attention being distracted by 
spurious values based on small samples (e.g., the ratio of lines of code 
to comment within the body of a short function) . It might be considered 
reasonable, for example, to establish a policy that on a function by 
function basis, there should be one line of comment for every five lines 
of code. This rule is easy to apply to long functions (say, over 10 
lines), but becomes less meaningful with small functions. The 
suppression threshold allows the user to define a level below which the 
standard being specified does not apply, and where the ratio will not be 
calculated. 
4.4 Data collection algorithms for metrics 
In Chapter 3, where the basis for the metrics to be calculated by the 
analyzer were defined, each metric was specified by name and by reference 
to descriptions in the literature rather than laying down an exact 
description of the algorithms to be applied. The omission of rigorous 
algorithms at this stage was deliberate, as that chapter covered 
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theoretical considerations relating to the selection of metrics to be 
applied. It was anticipated that the exact algorithms to be applied would 
be constrained by practicalities as well as being driven by the 
theoretical considerations uncovered by the Goal/Question/Metric process. 
Given the ability of the PCCTS generated front end to recognize 
constructs in any of the three supported input languages, actions were 
attached to the lexical and syntactic rules of the grammar to support 
gathering of data from which the required metrics could be derived. 
Broadly, the responsibilities of the components in relation to the data 
gathering are as follows: 
The parser is central to the data collection strategy. It is responsible 
for recognizing stretches of code (corresponding to the 'extent' entity 
described in the section describing the analyzer's internal database in 
section 4.3.3), and for recording data about these extents to the 
internal database. Three different functions are used to add extents to 
the internal database, one each for modules, methods and use 
relationships. Each extent record contains: 
• identification of the module, method or use relationship the extent 
relates to; 
• filename and start line of the extent (finish line would be available 
but is not stored at present); 
• a set of flags giving information about issues like the prevailing 
visibility at the point in the code where the extent was seen; and 
• a buffer of measures associated with the extent which were calculated 
in the lexer. 
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The lexical analyzer is also important in the collection of data: the 
procedural measures collected by the analyzer are all counted by 
identifying lexical patterns. The exact patterns counted for each of 
these metrics are described in the section on calculation of procedural 
metrics in section 4.4.1. The structural and object-oriented metrics are 
(as has been noted before), rather higher-level than the procedural 
metrics, and these are calculated across the generated database as a 
whole rather than being counted at the level of an individual extent. 
4.4.1 Calculation methods for procedural measures 
The LOC measure is counted by having a flag in the lexer that records 
whether or not a 'real' (non-comment, non-whitespace, non-preprocessor) 
token has been seen since the start of a line. When the end of line is 
recognized, if this flag is true, the LOC count is incremented, otherwise 
it remains the same. Either way, before processing the next line the 
flag is reset to false. 
The COM measure is incremented every time the end of a C++ style comment 
('//') is seen, at the end of every line and the closing delimiter within 
a C style comment ('/* ... •!'). The lexer was configured to distinguish 
between 'normal' C++ style comments, and comments starting with the 
string '//##', as the latter pattern is used by the Rational Rose 
design/ code generation tool to embed information in generated source 
files. As this information is not true programmer supplied commenting, 
it is not credited to the COM count. 
The MVG measure is incremented every time a token which implies a 
decision point is seen. In C++ the tokens in question are if, while, 
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for, until, &&, II, switch, and break. The use of token counts to 
-
r ~ approximate MVG is a widespread practice, for example see the example 
program presented by Conte, Dunsmore and Shen (1986, pp. 40-41) . 
.. 
[ 
. 
~ Although the practice of calculating MVG by counting decision point 
tokens is common, it does not yield accurate results for all legal code. 
In most cases the differences between outcomes of token counting and hand 
calculation of the cyclomatic complexity are likely to be small providing 
that the measured code conforms reasonably well to the tenets of 
structured programming. 
Logical operators are included in the list of tokens associated with MVG 
because they are defined as performing short cut evaluation, i.e. the 
second operand will not be evaluated if the value of the first operand is 
sufficient to deduce the outcome of the operation. 
For switch statements, the MVG count will be correct if and only if the 
code block for each alternate outcome ends in a break statement. If 
multiple labels are used for the same block there is no problem, but 
allowing some labels to 'fall through' from their own (non-empty) block 
of code into the block associated with other labels will lead to 
miscounting. The switch keyword is counted as a proxy for the default 
case, which is held to represent a possible code path, whether or not it 
has an associated label. 
The fact that the three procedural measures are recognized in the lexical 
analyzer rather than the parser causes a certain amount of inconvenience. 
They are communicated to the parser by letting every token which passes 
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from the lexer to the parser carry copies of running counts of each of 
the three quantities since the start of the current file. When the 
parser identifies an extent, it calculates the amount of each of these 
measures to allocate to the current extent by taking the difference for 
each count between the first and last token included in the extent. The 
count for LOC is incremented by one to account for the closure of the 
line on which the final token of the extent is seen. 
This method of calculation leads to a small level of miscounting due to 
overlapping extents. For example a class definition containing 
declarations of a number of member functions will give rise to a module 
extent record covering the whole of the class definition, and method 
extent records for each member function declared. When the counts 
associated with these extents are summed to obtain the total LOC 
associated with the module the lines within the member function 
definitions will be counted twice. If header files alone were processed, 
this might give rise to significant inaccuracies, but for a typical C++ 
project where implementation files are processed as well as headers the 
error due to this cause would be unlikely to be more than 5%. 
The likelihood of the various inaccuracies described above was mentioned 
in the analyzer documentation. Feedback received through email and 
responses to the free text question in the project survey (the latter 
reproduced as Appendix G) indicated that inaccuracies at the level of 3-
5% were widely regarded as acceptable. Some users reported higher levels 
of inaccuracies. On investigation, it was found that these cases were 
usually due to the failure of the analyzer to parse the idioms used in 
the submitted code. In most cases this was either because the code was 
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of the unsupported Kernighan and Ritchie C dialect, or because the 
preprocessor was required to make the parts of the code analyzed by ecce 
conform to the syntax rules of C++. 
The decision not to require the preprocessor to run on code as part of 
the analysis process was prompted by a number of factors: 
• The preprocessor flags would need to specify a full list of 
directories where C/C++ header files for the project are to be found, 
making the tool cumbersome to run by hand, especially if it was 
desired to analyze multiple files which require differing inclusion 
path specifications. 
• The purpose of the tool is to analyze human readable source code. The 
preprocessor is the first of a series of processes that run to convert 
the human readable form of the program into a machine executable one. 
While the preprocessor output file is still human readable, it is 
different from the primary artifact we wish to analyze. 
4.4.2 Calculation methods for structural measures 
The structural measures are calculated by traversing the internal 
database's table of relationships for each module, identifying all 
relationships the module participates in as a supplier or a client. Each 
relationship record has a number of subordinate extent records that 
represent the low-level code features that show that the relationship 
exists. In the reference version of the analyzer the extents recorded 
are inheritance lists, data member declarations and method declarations 
and definitions. 
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Each individual extent is qualified with a vector of flags, which 
represent (among other things), the visibility of the extent, and whether 
the supplier in the relationship is specified by reference or by value. 
The values of these two flags across the set of extents associated with a 
single relationship are combined. The combined visibility flag is 
calculated on the basis that the visibility of the relationship is equal 
to the visibility of the most visible extent that contributes to the 
relationship. The combined flag for specification by reference is set if 
all of the extents have this flag set. 
Once the extent flags for each of a module's relationships have been 
combined in this way, the structural metrics can be calculated. The fan-
in (FI) is the number of relationships in which the module operates as a 
client, while the fan-out (FO) is the number of relationships in which 
the module operates as a supplier. These two numbers are combined into 
the information flow metric IF4 using the formula: 
IF4 ( FI * FO ) 2 
The visibility and specification by reference flags are used to calculate 
two variant sets of these measures. For the visibility variant, only 
relationships for which the visibility is public, protected or not known 
are counted, and the modified measures are denoted Fiv, FOv, and IF4v. 
Unknown visibility occurs where the existence of a method is known from 
seeing its implementation, but its visibility is not known because its 
declaration as part of the class interface has not been seen. The by-
reference flag is taken to indicate the fact that the coupling created by 
the relationship can be satisfied by a forward declaration of the 
supplier class. If this flag is set for the relationship as a whole, the 
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t·elationship is excluded from the second modified count, which given rise 
to the measures denoted Fie. Fl)c, <lnd IF4c. 
4.4. 3 Calculation mathoda for Chid!Unbar and Kamarer' s measures 
The measures de[lned by i.:llldarr.ber ~!Jd K"mer"r arr, lo!t:rly nircpl•" to 
Cillculato, gi.,.en tholt t..lL~·y ,u·" qulle c;losely r"l~t<,•J tr> t!,,, features 
expected of ~!1 exp•ess1on of the object -unent'"d pai"acllg<n 111 t!Je rn;nn 
target progl"il"""ing li!r.guage. The only anticipatm.l lnilccurCIC:•,s rr,latu to 
situat1ons whe::e the analy~er op<oriltes 0:1 inco:rplete ddtu. For er.ample, 
conside1· the case ~·here if a parucular run bas process<od t..h'" definition 
of a class which inherits from the system library class ifstreat!l, but the 
definition of ifstream has not been processed. In this case the 
tr.easurement of DIT (Depth of Inh,ritance Tree) will not 1nclude layers of 
inheritance above ifstream in the hlerarchy. 
4.5 Potential enhancements identified 
At the time of writing, the most recent released version of the analyzer 
is 2.1.4, which differs from the reference version described above only 
by a few bug fixes. In the light of experience with the analyzer and 
suggestions from users in the field, a number of areas where enhancerr.ents 
could be made have been identified. 
are aa follow• 
Some of the more significant ones 
• The double counting of lexical measurements identified in section 
4.4.1 could be eliminated or ameliorated by an improvement to the 
lexer/parser counting communi cat ion mechanism. 
• The analyzer's data model and data gathering facilities could be 
expanded to identify class categories illld allocate modules to them. 
This would be particularly useful for improving the meaningfulness of 
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"the structut-al ""'tries <xtr<~ct<•d from t.[J,-, Hfmrr:<• <:ode, "" \.I"• /,d.-, 
pack.age <:onstt·ucL p•·ovrd<·H ,, synt<~CLl<' <;xprc;Bslun •>f a ,;).lllf! r·at•-"j'>P/, 
which is completely I<Jnon•d by th•· pr<>tl<•nt W;l'Blotl o! th<, an;,lyz•,r. 
• The struct\lrctl rr.~tnc~ do·,;ctJIJHl '" J<ob.,rt C. l~artin's "mrl'. dc,so:r!b<;d 
in section ~.3.3 wen: not con,idc,ro:;d for us& in tt"" impl.-,Jr.r;nt;,lion 
part of the projeo:-t b<•cause they were not kno·.m to the, <oxpc;rim"nter at 
the relevant tlme. 
The analyzer could be enhanced to support sa·1ing the int"'"nal database 
in some format. This would enable incremental analysis of large 
bodies of code, and also might enable the creation of alternative user 
interfaces for accessing and exploiting the data gathered. 
• Since the implementation of version 2 of the analyzer, the C++ 
language ~as undergone final stages of process of 
standardization, and additional syntax featur<ls and a standard library 
for the language have been defined. The parser fer C++ needs to be 
expanded to handle the newer syntax and keywords, 
• The standardization of the language and its asaCJdated libraries has 
also created an opportunity for impro·:ing the portability of the 
analyzer by using the classes now defined in the standard library for 
,;_. character strings and the standard template library to improve 
database performance. 
0" 
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5 Practitioner opinion survey 
5.1 Background 
' 
This pection of the ~hesis will deal with the d"sign and administraticn 
of the survey of software pr,lctitioners performed as a part of the 
research project. 
5.2 Goals of the survey 
The goals of the survey are to contribute to our knowledge about the 
answers to the research questions listed ln Chapter 1. Specifically, the 
survey is intended to investigate' 
practitioners' opinions on the value of metric tools in general; 
• the value of specific metrics implemented in this study; 
• dangers associated with the use of metrics; 
• helpful and unhelpful ways of presenting metrics; and 
• the value of specific metrics as predictors of specific risks. 
Th!> survey also seeks to isolate as independent variables aspects of the 
context in which the tools are deployed including: 
• the employment status, industry sector and number of years of 
experience of each respondent; 
• the platforms, application areas, languages, design methodologies nnd 
techniques with which each respondent is familiar; 
• the personal culture of the individual practitioner; 
• the culture of the organization within which the practitioner works; 
""' 
• the immediate goals of the practitioner in using a metric tool. 
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The motivation for isolating these aspects is that the practical value of 
metric techniques as a whole, and of different specific metrics, may well 
be sensitive to these variables. Identification of such links would help 
individuals and organizations predict the benefit or otherwise of 
specific approaches to the metric issue. 
5.3 Factors under investigation 
5.3.1 Input factors 
One of the goals of the study is to link the validation of the use of 
metric tools in general to the context in which the tool is used. The 
survey questionnaire will attempt to categorize respondents according to 
::- the context oE'use at three levels: 
._ 
--
• Personal context 
The survey asks questions about the primary source of income of the 
respondent, the sector of the industry in which he/she is employed, 
the number of years of experience, and about his/her exposure to some 
of the major application areas, platforms, languages, methodologies 
and techniques. There are also some questions which attempt to 
classify the cultural background of the respondent on the Greek/Roman 
continuum identified in section 2.7. 
• Organizational context 
The survey contains a number of questions that attempt to classify the 
organization within which the respondent works on the Greek/Roman 
continuum. 
• Application context 
The survey asks a number of questions that are aimed at identifying 
the particular goals for which the respondent uses metric analysis 
tools. The questions are geared to identifying the distinct possible 
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applications of metric tools (e.g. for the respondent to check his/her 
own work, to check the work of a subordinate, etc.). This section of 
the questionnaire also raises the issue of the degree of trust that 
automated analysis of this kind will not be used against the 
respondent's interests within his/her organization. 
5.3.2 Outcome factors 
For each of the three groups of metrics selected for implementation there 
is a set of questions geared at discovering whether the respondent finds 
the metrics in the group useful. 
There is also a group of questions which investigates the usefulness or 
otherwise of some specific features of the implemented metric tool, 
including aspects of the tool's presentation of results and the modified 
metrics IF4c, IF4v and WMCv. 
5.4 Survey Design 
The design of the survey is constrained by the following goals: 
• the survey instrument to be as straightforward as possible; 
• outcomes to be suited to automatic processing; and 
• completion by an individual respondent .to be performed within a 15 
minute period. 
These goals are intended to support the attraction of as wide a body of 
responses as possible. 
The questionnaire was divided into a number of sections with the 
following topics: 
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factual dat,l about the reRpondent !n<::h~<ling feilrn of experience, 
employment sector, si;·e of employe•-, wh.ll ~.1nd ar prajectu the 
respondent works ""· ttw n••JJ><mdrmt'n f""P""ulhilitieu, and tim 
languages, methodc,lo<Jlt'S .md p.u.ldigm" in um: at Uw n'r.pondent's 
workplace; 
questions rel<lting to the respondent's person<~l culture; 
questions relat~ng to the culture of th<" respondent's employer 
organization; 
questions relating to the ways the respondent uees metric techniques; 
questions relating to the usefulness or otherwise of specifl.c metrics 
for characterizing particular attributes of source code; 
questions relating to the usefulnes!l or otherwise of some of the 
presentation etrategiC!s adopted by ecce; ami 
a free format field for entry of comments on the issue which ~he 
respondent might have. 
Aside from the email addrass and free format comment fields, all of the 
questions were posed in one of three formats: 
Three of the factual questions .~ffer the respondent a selection of a 
number of question specific responses from which he/she must select 
one. 
• The remainder of the factual questions concern the presence or absence 
of a particular factor (e.g. a particular responsibility, or use of a 
part:rular language). These questions allow only a yes/no answC!r. 
The opinion-based questions all hJ.d tbe same form of a statement to 
which the respondent must indicate agreement or disagree~)ent on a s 
point ecale. The pointe on the scale were identified on the 
questionnaire form with the following words: 
"" 
disagre~· :•tt·ongly; 
dio,lgre~; 
neutral; 
agree; ,,m! 
agree !ltrong!y. " " 
The five re><po!lse groups to the opinion questions were represented in the 
stored form of the questionnaire responses by the numbers l to 5, 1 being 
'disagree strongly'. The ch01ce of a Live point scale was motivated by 
the following factors: 
• The use of an odd number of options allows the provision of a neutral 
option as the midpoint of the scale, whereas the alternatives (eithet 
not providing a neutral option, or providing a different number of 
options above and below the neutral point) have the potential to bias 
the study. 
• A three point scale might have been so coarse as to lose meaningful 
data. 
• While more than five points on the scale might have allowed collection 
of data with higher differentiation between respondents, it was 
regarded as unlikely that the additional data obtained would add to 
the significance of the overall results. 
Discussion of the framing of individual questions will be handled in the 
section dealing with those questions in chapter 6. 
5.5 Survey administration and processing 
The questionnaire was implemented as a Javascript HTML page, and 
respondents were able to complete it over the Internet, with a CGI script 
causing a response file to be written to a directory on the University's 
web server for each respondent who completed the 0:1urvey. 
1\9 
!, 
' /,' 
' With the exceptions or·' field 111 U"''·fM:ttJ.Ll """Ll<>IL tr;r" n•turn ''"""! 
as HTML,,fot·ms controls which allow tlw uuer t<J ""l•on J,<,~_•,;r,,,, 
range of optiOIIS. In ,111 c,lUt:fJ the lrLlt.>al st .. te nf th•, •:'~ntrol '""" w:t 
to corre'_~pond to a neutral or agnostic reply. 
// 
/':/ 
The "·>1\Jrvey instrument was reviewed by the resear-cher's academic 
' ,._ d 
superv.so.:_,_ and also by key members of the in ust!Cy partnel''S teilm and 
other resear<..'Jers in the area with whom the researcher was corresponding 
by email. 
Data collection based on the final version of the survey instrument began 
in January 1998 and continued until the final data was harvested in 
September of the same year. A decision was taken to eliminate any 
responses for which all of the opinion responses were neutral, on the 
grounds that these probably represented casual web surfing rather than 
considered responses. A total of 24 valid responses was received. 
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6.1 
Survey outcomes 
Background 
Thls ~hapte~ d:"c't"H;eB th<· f,-,,mutg o( the questions asY.ed in each section 
fmd:ings, 
questwn en :t;<' fo:·:c., .In~ -ol: c-;OtlC;ns pn,sen~<"J o:-l t!o•o fOI"M ~'" listed 
even lf no resp~nde:-1~11 ~el<e::ted t~-"''"·-
The survey 1nstrwren~ cc:ts:s:ed o;ainly at questlons '•Hth a finlte number 
of predefined answers. Thes" fell :nto thn;e groups, 
• three general questions air.1ed at asses~1ng the demographics of the 
respondents as a group (employment status, employment sector, years of 
experience); 
• forty-eight binary (yes/no) questions aimed at identifying the work 
responsibilities, development platforms, languages, methodologies and 
techniques cf each respondent; and 
• forty-five questions aimed at identifying each respondent's agreement 
or disagreement with a set of statem~nts about their working 
environment, software metrics and the relationship between the two. 
In addition to thest! closed questions, there was a single free-format 
field provided on the survey form for respondents to add any observations 
they wished to make, and another field to allow them to supply their 
email address. 
The survey instrument w,l!l created <Ill iln !ITM!, form and posto;d e-n the 
Unlversity'D dcjl<Utm..ut.ol •.rd> ocrw:r .w " l1nl< und•:r U•~· h•·"~' P•"J" 
des<:ribing the prOJe<"t, ,m,! was publlclzl!d at vanOLm tl"""' 1n the 
!:"elev<~nt USE;><ET ne·.·s 'J'OUp,; (pomanly comp.softl.;~u,.:r~:•H;ur''""'"t, als~ 
comp.softwat·e·engl. It '""·"' p),,m<:d t<L "11'•'"' ~IL·: ~ur"'"'l u, ''"' fc,r a 
m1n1mum of three t>Onth,, '-'~l\le the edrller "'"'['ten; of ~h1r; ~h•::;Jn .,,,r,, 
being written. In the event, l:"esponses w•He collect•:d 0'/t:r a r-•:riod of 
<~pp~Coximately 9 months from J~nu<1ry untll Septmr.ber 199B. Over this 
period of ti:r.e a total of 24 valid responses were received. A 
representation of the HTML survey forn, appears as Appendix E, and a 
tabulation of the raw responses appears ae Appendix F, 
Processing of the responses was automated to minimize the danger of 
calculation error. The r<'sponses were collected from the directory into 
which the web server wrote them, and a script in the language Perl was 
run to convert the responses into a set of text files in a comma 
separated format suitable for import into the MS Access 97 database 
package. Within Access, a number of views and reports were set up to 
summarize the data in convenie~t format. The tables in the remainder of 
this '::hapter have been generated by Access, before being imported into 
the current MS Word 97 document. 
The email reply addresses and free-format comments were not processed in 
this way. The free-format comments were examined to determine whether any 
appeared to contain material that might be sensitive or confidential. A 
small number of minor comments which might help to identify the 
respondents were removed, allowing all of the comments submitted to 
appear in Appendix G of this thesis. 
I" 
6.2 Ganeral questions 
The rt.S..;'arch pm]ect i!l pnm.1nly concr:rnr;d Wlth evaluating conditions in 
the industrial ooftware eng1neenng en·;u:-onmenL hence it was important 
" to verity th.lt thc> respondl'mt9 are 1n fa~t baaing their opinions on 
eXperience 1n such a setting. The first three questions on the survey 
instrument were aimed at verifying that the demographics of the 
respondents were represent<ltive of people working in the target 
environment, 
/ 
this section focused respectively on the r~rimary 
respondent, their employment status and nu~~er of 
The th:ree questions in 
source of income of the 
years experience in the software industry. 
6.2.1 Main eource of income 
'!i 
i,i 
!! 
We expect a degree of exchange of personnel between industry and the 
academic world, and also a proportion of practitioners from industry who 
are engaged in some form of study or teaching. The wording of the 
question is engineered to separate respondents who are solely 1nvolved in 
the education sector from those who have a divided affiliation. The 
question was biased in this way as there was an eXpectOition that a 
proportion of the respondents working in industry would 01lso be involved 
in some form of academic life. Such respondents are clearly part of the 
target group which this project seeks to investigate, in a way that 
respondents who are solely students or teachers are not. 
Table 5, Source of income 
Main source: of income: Education Government Private s~tor Other 
Numberofres ondents 3 
' 
18 
The responses to this question confirm that the respondentfl arc 
overwhelmingly in the target group of practical s~hware developers. 
6.2.2 Employment statue 
This qOJestion takes an illternate view of the affiliation of the 
n<spondent, asking him/her to identify with one of a set of labels 
relating to employment statl.•s. 
Table 6: Employment status 
~,' ' I I' I" I' I' 1 
The responses to this question are consistent with the previous question, 
the overwhelming majority of respondents identify themselves as either 
contractors or employees, rather than in any of the education-related 
groups (or unemployed). 
6.2.3 Years of experience 
This question asks the respondents to report their number of years 
experience in software development. 
Table 7: Length of experience 
Years of employment in software development 
''" ''" ''" 
10 to l5or m•t 
1.99 4.99 9.99 14.99 more jiiven 
·< 
Number or respondents 2 1 7 s 8 1 
The responses to this qLlestion indicate that the respondents are 
concentrated in the upper reaches of the experience scale with a median 
experience of over 10 years. 
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6.2.4 Summary for general questions 
Overall, the indications from these three questions are that the 
respondents to the survey are indeed representative of the population 
whose attitudes and opinions this project sets out to investigate. They 
are overwhelmingly concentrated in practical industry positions, and have 
significant periods of industry experience to inform their judgements. 
Consideration was given to excluding some of the respondents from further 
processing on the basis of their replies in this section. Specifically, 
these were the two educator respopdents, the one student, the one 
unemployed and the two respondents with less than two years experience. 
Removing these respondents would have reduced the number of responses 
from 24 to 18, it was decided that in view of the low response rate not 
to exclude any of the respondents. 
6.3 Binary questions 
The next set of questions consist of three groups of yes/no response 
questions which ask each respondent about his/her job responsibilities, 
areas of practice in terms of application domain and operating platforms 
and languages, methodologies and techniques in use. These questions are 
intended to categorize further the respondents as a group. They may also 
be used for investigation of second order effects (e.g. to answer 
questions like "Do respondents using an object-oriented methodology have 
signific;antly different opinions on the value of the object-oriented 
metrics?"). 
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«i ,J .1 Raaponaibilitiaa 
The question on n:apon111bilities <~irns lo co'""' as wide a range as 
possible o( the llllh'tH.!ual •lCt'h'ities that make up the soft.,mre 
develorment pt-ocess. 
Table 8: Responsib1llt1CS 
., ., 
' I 
The responses to this question tend to suggest that the majority of the 
respondents involved in practical day-to-day software 
development than in supervisory, management or marketing roles. Note 
that the survey instrument did not contain detailed definitions of any of 
these terms, different respondents may have different m:tivities in mind 
in some cases (notably Quality Assurance). 
6.3 .2 Languages, met.hodologies end techniques 
The next group of queations asked about the languages, methodologies and 
other theoretical techniques recently used by the respondent. 
1;, 
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Table 9: Languages, 
methodologies 
I II' 
I ' 
I 
~ 
techniques and 
u used in the 1 % 
Amongst the language responses, C++ is the most popular. The next most 
popular languages are C and Java, both closely related to C++. After 
these languages come Ada and Pascal/Delphi, both in the 20-25~ range, 
followed by Eiffel, Cobol and Fortran, each with 4.2% (i.e. a single 
respondent). 
The dominance of C+> is no great surprise, given that it is the primary 
language of the ecce tool, and is regal·ded as the most widely used 
language in the software industry at present. The frequency of C and 
Java are also explainable in terms of the relationship of each to C++, C 
as the progenitor of C++ and its predecessor as most widely used 
language, and Java as C++'s offspring and a contendti!r to be the 'next big 
thing'. On average each developer declared involvement with just over 
2. 5 languages. 
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The questions on methodology revealed that the clear, but not dominant, 
leader in the area is the Elooch methodology. A brief examination of the 
underlying raw data revealed that the 21 positive responses to the 
different methodology questions come from 21 different respondents, that 
no respondent reported using more than one methodology, and that only 3 
respondents did not claim to have used any object-oriented methodology at 
all. 
This group of questions also included questions on two additional 
techniques, the use of formal methods and the use of design patterns. 
Significant minorities of the respondents had used both techniques. The 
level of 25\ of respondents who claimed to have used design patterns is 
not particularly striking in view of the current interest in the field. 
The 30\ figure for experience with formal methods was more surprising, 
given that application of these techniques is not believed to be 
widespre"ad outside a few specialized application domains. It is possible 
that this surprising result is due to misinterpretation of the phrase 
~formal methods~ !which was intended to cover rigorous program proving 
techniques) as meaning ~formally defined inspection processes". 
6 .3.3 Application areas and platforms 
The next group of questions asked which application domain areals) the 
respondent had recently worked in and also what operating system 
platformlsl they had been using over the same period of time. 
;: ... ··,. 
-·-·:> ·. 
·. ~:.' 
f "' 
_._,. 
' .~;:;.:. 
Table 10: Application areils 
platforms 
li I'll' 
' 
" 
The picture that emerges from this question is that while no single 
application domain dominates, the proportion of financial/transaction 
processing applications is fairly low. The relatively high number of 
developers involved in development tools is interesting: perhaps this 
reflects a professional interest in the ecce software as a tool for 
developers. On the operating system side, there are no major surprises. 
Unix and OOS/Windows are found to be the dominant platforms. Given that 
there are more OOS/Windows desktops than Unix across the market, one 
might have expected DOS/Windows to have outpolled Unix. There are at 
least two possible explanations for the current finding: 
• much DOS/Windows software is from the shrink-wrapped market, where 
there is likely to be a lower ratio of developers per desktop; and 
• the respondents are likely to be people •.·ho have experimented with the 
ecce program, and while a Win32 version was released, it was basically 
a port of the Ur1ix versim1, <md W<lll widely foum.l to be less 
satisfactory th,lll tlw ongHI.l). 
It is intoresring to look ,,l the tot« ill of p<1rcentages acroas B~Ch of the 
categories: these 1ndic.:.te thilt e.:~ch re"ponctent is involved Orl average in 
around 2.·1 of the specified appllc<ttion domains, and 1.6 of the specified 
plat!onns. 
6.3.4 Summary for binary questions 
While the general questions were useful in confirming that the 
respondents as a whole -"re active in the software engineering industry, 
the binary que~ltions a intended to cha-acterize the respondents within 
the industry. 
One of the goals of :he project as a whole was to collect data on the 
interaction of metric tool use and workplace culture. The Greek/Roman 
dichotomy as discussed in the literature by Robert L. Glass and others 
which was introduced in section 2. 7 is one of the frameworks against 
which we hope to be able to make observations, and this group of 
questions starts to provide some data in this area. 
In t~c" questions on responsibilities, most of the activities which might 
" 
" be classified as belonging to th£ Roman end of the spectrJm (user and 
technical documentation, document reviews, estimate tender 
preparation, commercial project management, staff appraisal) were all 
minority interests. The one exception to this pattern was the quality 
aosurance item, which, while still a minority at just over 40%, would 
seem to be a significant area of interest for the respondsnts. 
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In the application domain queations, one might claaeHy the financial <~nd 
online transactiotl processing domains as predominantly Romiln, and the 
real-time/control embedded areil ilS Greek (the others ~re more diffi,-,ult 
to classify) . Again in these c:aseB, the p<!ttern that emerges is th<lt the 
areas idem:ified as bel'lnging to Romans are underrepreaented. 
6.4 Agreement questions 
As noted in section 5.4, the rest of the questions (with the exception of 
the final fr .. e-fonnat comment field) were all cast in the format of a 
stiltement to which the respondent W<IS asked to indicate a level of 
agreement or disagreement on a five-point scale. While the points on the 
scale were labeled verbally on the survey instrument, they ilre 
represented numerically in the electronically captured survey response 
dat<~. 
The numeric representations of the five response options have been 
retained through the processing. This implies an assumption that the 
verbal categories presented to the respondents can validly be transformed 
to a ratio scale. The language used for the category descriptions and 
the format of presentation of the options in the qusationnairB (i.e. in 
their mapped numeric order) make this a reasonable assumption in the 
current case. Accepting the validity of the numerical mapping, the 
figures have bean used to calculate the mean, Vilriance and standard 
deviation of the distribution of responses among the five categor~~s for, 
each question. 
6".4.l. Preferred ways of working 
The first of the groupe of agreement questions covers issuea of personal 
preference in relation to working environment. 
Table 11: Preferred ways of working 
Opinion. on the respondent's preferred I 2 ) 4 s MEAN so VAR 
wa ofworkin' 
AI I Ukc to chom~ mv own tools 0.0 8.3 8.3 58~1 25.0 4.00 0.83 0.70 
A2 I prder working ln a tum to 0.0 \2,5 45.8 29.2 12.5 3.42 0.88 0.78 
working alone 
Al I would lik~ to !]lend more 4.2 37.5 33.3 25.0 0.0 2.79 0.88 0.78 
time norkln~ on 
dacumrntatlon 
A4 I don't mind d~pcnding on 0.0 12.5 41.7 37.5 
"' 
3.42 0.83 0.69 
other co le 
AS llikclcarnlug new skills 0.0 4.,:! 29.2 so.o !6,7 3.79 0,78 0.61 
better than run:i§lng old 
one§ 
The results in Table 11 contain no major surprises. Results for 
questions Al and A3 tend to confirm the previous observations about the 
cultural background of the respondent population being more likely to be 
near the 'Greek' end of the Greek/Roman scale. Results for questions A2 
and M reveal that, while there is a marginal positive trend for the two 
questions relating to attitudes to team working, for both questions there 
is a majority which is either neutral or marginally opposed to the 
proposition. There is also a marked p:-eferencC" for work involving new 
skills. It would be interesting to know whether this preference is 
representative of the wider population of software engineers of 
comparable experience. 
6.4.2 P:~Cofesai<mal and aocial environment 
The next group of questions are focussed on similar issues to the first 
group, except that they are designed to identify attributes of the 
environment in which the respondent actually works (as opposed to his/her 
preferences for those attributes). 
Table 12: P£oh:snional f!OCiil) 
environment 
Opinions on the respon<knt's I 2 3 4 s MEAN SD VAR 
Profession~) nnd snci:1l ctwironmcnt 
01 1\ty workpl~~e encour~~e-• 4.2 16.7 29.2 33.3 16.7 3.42 1.10 1.21 
dc•·dnper'lto chnose tltclr 
own tools 
02 1\t,V workplace \'alues taleut 0.0 16.7 16.7 50,0 16.7 3.67 0.96 0.93 
hi her than conformil ' 
03 1\ty "·orkplace gives me o.o 16.7 16.7 41.7 25.0 3.75 1.03 1.07 
sumdeR\ freedom 
04 1\t~- workplace glw• •orne of ,, 29.2 54.2 4.2 4.2 2.67 0.87 0.75 
my collcaguu too much 
freedom 
OS M~· workplace applle• 16.7 20.8 29.2 29.2 4.2 2.83 J.l7 ,,, 
(technical) re•·icw techniques 
to good effect 
Again, the results for questions 81, 82, 83 and B4 all support the 
proposition that the respondents are drawn from the Greek end of the 
Roman/Greek scale. The negative response to question BS is the only one 
which could be seen as reflecting negatively on the respondents' feelings 
about their workplace. 
6 .4.3 auneral metrics ieoues 
These questions cover a range of overall attitudes towards metrics and 
their use. 
T~ble 13: Gener~l metrica issues 
Opinions 011 mctrics ~nd mctrics issues I 2 3 4 5 MEAN Sll VAR 
(General Issues) 
Cl I use software codt mctrin 12.5 20.8 333 33,3 
'·' 
2.88 1.03 1.07 
to c1·a1uat~ s~rtwarc lltsl n 
C2 I use 50rtw~re code mctrlcs 4.2 8.3 29.2 50.0 8.3 3.50 0.93 0,87 
to evaluate lmptemcnt"tlons 
C3 I use software code mctrlcs 0.0 8.3 20.8 54.2 16.7 3.79 0.83 0.69 
on mv own code 
C4 I use soflwurc code rnctrln 4.2 16.7 37.5 29.2 12.5 3.29 1.04 1,09 
on code wr!Ucn by my 
current peers 
cs I me software code mctrlcs 8.3 16.7 45.8 25.0 4.2 3.00 0.98 0.96 
on code wriUcn by '"Y 
current subordinates 
C6 I use sortware code mctrlcs 8.3 12.5 41.7 20.8 16.7 3.25 1,15 133 
on code written by someone 
el•e which I now maintain 
C7 I use software code metrlcs 0.0 8.3 33.3 45.8 12.5 3.63 0.82 0.68 
to identlfv areas for review 
C8 I use sortwarc code mctrics 16.7 29.2 37.5 12.5 4.2 2.58 1.06 1.12 
as an input to personnel 
appraisal processes 
C9 I use software code metrics o.o 25.0 25.0 29.2 20,8 3.46 1.10 1.22 
to lldp estimate error! on 
future rotects 
CIO I trust my management not ,_, 16.7 37.5 20.8 16.7 3.21 1.18 1.39 
to make inappropriate usc of 
software code mctrlcs 
The results to questions Cl and C2 reveal that the current respondents 
are more likely to be using metrics to evaluate implementation than 
design quality. Questions C3, C4, CS and C6 show that there is stronger 
support for using metrics on the respond£mts' own cads than on the code 
of others. The use of metrics on code written by subordinates (question 
CS) is proportionately less well supported than the o~tions associated 
with other classes of third-party use. 
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Results from Questions C7 and C9 demonstrate that metrics are alao being 
used within pl'Ojects to uelect areaa for review, and between projecta to 
assist with e(fon Clltimation. 
The •-esults tram '1uest1on ca shows that there is a marked reluctance to 
use ~r.etrics w perllonnel evaluation declsions, while question ClO shows 
that t"espondent sentiments are broadly supportive ot the notion th~r. 
management is not expected to abuse metric data. It is possiblP .nat the 
result of queStlOfl CS is due to the low level l2l'kl <"~ staff appraisal 
responsibilities identified by the work responsibility question. Taken 
together, the results of CS and ClO might indicate that, in the 
respondents' work settings, there is a degree of sensitivity to the 
issues raised by Deming, Fagan and others relating to the use of procesn 
meaSUt"ements as an input to personnel appraisal. 
6.4.4 Issues relating to procedural metrics 
The next group of questions relate to the gathering, interpretation, and 
value or otherwise of the procedural group of metrics, i.e. lines of code 
(LOC), McCabe's cyclomatic number (MVG), lines of comment (COM), and the 
ratioa between the first two and the third. 
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Table 1~: Issues reliltin'j to procedural 
metrics 
Opinions on metrks and metrics issues 1 2 3 4 5 MEAN\: 
Procedural Metrics) 
Dl I find LOC usdul ns nn 4.2 16.7 ·~ 583 12.5 358 intuitive ~:uld~ to the sculc of 
' 
i«eofwork 
02 I find LOC per procedure or 8.1 o.o 29.2 54.2 ·~ 3.54 module u~dul n a predictor 
oflnud~quntc decolnposUlon 
D3 I find 1\1\'G u~cful115 a 4.2 4.2 16.7 75.0 0.0 3.63 
redlctor oftes!lng difficulh· 
D4 1 find 1\1\'G per Jlroccdure 4.2 8.3 37.5 45.8 4.2 3~8 
or module useful as a 
predictor of likelihood of 
I Presence of defects 
Dl I find ratios between COM 4.2 12.5 41.7 37.5 4.2 3.25 
and MVG uscfnl as 
predictors of Inadequate 
commenlin 
SD VAR 
1.06 1.12 
0.911 0,95 
0.77 0.59 
0.88 0,77 
0.90 0.80 
Of the statements in this group, all attracted a reasonable degree of 
support, with the most striking feature the 75~ positive vote in favour 
of the value of the connection between MVG ilDd testing difficulty. 
Though marginally lower, the 1.:.1e of LOC as a general heuristic hoc system 
sizing was also supported. MVG WilS also supported ilS il tool for 
predicting defect density, Of the two rilt.1as discussed, support fo,_.. the 
LOC/COM ratio Wil6 mat'"ginally higher than that for the MVG/COM ratio. 
However, given that the difference between the two means is a small 
fraction of the standard deviation fot'" either question, this difference 
is unlikely to be significant. 
6.4.5 Issues rslating to structural matrics 
'J'his gt"oup of questions concerned the metrics identified in the current 
project as structural mett"ics, that is the fan-in (FI), fan-out (FO) and 
the derived information flow measut"e IF4. 
'" 
Table 15: Issues relating to structural 
met rica 
I ~inions on metri~s and mctrics issues I 2 3 
' 
5 MEAN 
Stru~tural Metrics) 
" 
I han an intultln gra•p of 83 20.8 29.2 25.0 16.7 3.21 
th meaninl!. nf H ~nd FO 
E2 I nod Fl11 usdul mea•urt of 4.2 16.7 45.8 33~ 0.0 3.08 
the nldth nf rr-u.e of~ 
module 
El 1 hue an tntulth·e gr~•P of 
'-' 
20.8 50.0 12.5 83 2.92 
the meanln ofiF4 
E4 I nnd IF4 ameful mca•ure 0.0 
'·' 
79.2 12.5 4.2 3.17 
n{ the contribution nf a 
module to .trr~J~ur~l risk for 
the n\'erall prn eel 
E5 I belle~c that calcut~tinn nf 0.0 12.5 79.2 83 o.o 2.96 
Fl, FO ~nd IF4 from n 
mndules lntcrf~ce nnly gh•cs 
cnnugh Information tube 
useful. 
SD VAR 
1.22 lAS 
0,83 0.69 
1.02 1.04 
0.56 0~2 
0.46 0.22 
The results shown in Table 15 indicate that there is little or no support 
among the respondents for the use of the structural metrics. The 
majority of respondents replied neutrally or in the negative to questions 
El and E3 relating to understanding of the definitions of the metrics. 
Given this background it is not surprising that questions E2 and E4 
relating to the validity of these measures for a particular purpose do 
not attract wide support, indeed the level of support they have is 
perhaps more than one would expect. 
The negative responses in this section o.re consistent with the broadly 
negative response to question Cl relating to use of metrics for design 
quality assessment, given that this group of metrice is the main 
provision in the current project for design-level checking. 
- --- - -~ =._ 0. ' 
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6 .ol.6 Issues related to object-oriented matrica 
The questions in this section relate to the metrics proposed by ChJdamber 
and Kemerer on their "~tides entitled A metr:f_"-"'-..._.suite for object-
oriented design lChidamber & Kemere~. 1994). 
Table 16: Issues relating to object-
orientsd metrics 
The results revealed some support for all of the metrics pl."oposed by 
these autho!."s. 
The fact that question FS on the RFC metric had such a large neutral vote 
may well relate to the fact that this metric was not calculated by the 
ecce tool, and hence the majority of respondents had probably not had 
experience of using automatically calculated values of it. This question 
was included because it was felt that this metdc is a significant part 
of ehidamber and Kemerer' a framework, and the fact that it was not 
calculated by the tool implemented as part of the current research 
project should not prevent respondents expressing their opinion on it. 
6,4.7 Iaauea relating to the ecce toLl 
The fin.~l set of questJons rel<~te to specific features of the CCCC tool 
implemented as pan of the project. These include the novel metrics 
measut'ed by the tool, and some of the report organization and 
presentat1on techniques used. 
f) 
'" 
Table 17: Isauea relating to features of 
ecce 
I ~pinions on m~t•ks and mt".rics is~ttcs I 2 3 4 5 MEAN 
ecce Fcatun:sl 
G1 I hn.-c an intuitive grn~p uf 0.0 20.8 62.5 16.7 0.0 2.96 
the meaning or the 1114v 
musure 
G2 I find IF4v a usdul predldor 0.0 4.2 117.5 ,_, 0.0 3.04 
ofn module's contribution to 
lnlc~face intcgrlh' problems 
for 11 nrolcct · 
GJ IIIII\'\' an Intuitive grasp of 0.0 25.0 62.5 12.5 0.0 2.88 
the meaning oft he IF4c 
measure 
G4 I find IF4c a useful predictor 0.0 4.2 91.7 4.2 0.0 3.00 
of a module's contrlbntlun to 
b~~}~abllity problems for" 
ro eel 
G5 I find WMCv a useful 0.0 4.2 91.7 4.2 0.0 3.00 
predictor of a module's 
funcllonallmporlancc 
within a pro trt 
G6 I find colour hlghllghllngof 0.0 o.o 54.2 37.5 
'-' 
~.54 
outlying metric values in the 
reporl generated by ecce 
useful 
G7 I find the ability to customise 0.0 0.0 54.2 29.2 16.7 3.6;\ 
the thresholds at which 
colour highlighting npplies 
usdul 
G8 I find the abl!!ty to generat•i 0.0 0.0 45.8 25.0 29.2 3.8;\ 
a single report co• erlng a 
project and all of lis module.< 
nsdul 
G9 I find the abllit)· to g~nfrate 0.0 0.0 so.o 20.8 29.2 3.79 
lllnmmary r•porl for a 
proJ~d with •rpante 
de! ailed report5 on c:~ch 
module useful 
GIO I find th~ ability to tra1 one 0.0 0.0 su 20.8 25.0 3.71 
IITML ilnk5 from the t~blts 
gcn~rated h)' CCCC to Ill< 
source code relating to tho 
current entries In those 
tablts useful 
SD VAR 
0.62 0.39 
0.36 0.13 
0.61 038 
0.29 0.09 
0.29 OM 
0.66 0.43 
0.77 0.59 
0.87 0.75 
0.88 0.78 
0.86 0.74 
On questions Gl, 02, GJ and G4 we find that there is no signific~nt 
understanding of, or support for, the modified versions of the 
information flow metric which have been proposed in the theoretical work 
done for this project. This outcome is not aurpriaing given the lack of 
support for the parent family of structural metrica discussed in section 
6.4.5. 
On question G5, we find th<lt th!i: provision of a variant WMCv, which ~s 
the weighted methods !'C::' class using visibility weighting (i.e. visible 
method count) , also attracts no significant support. 
On the other hand, the remaining questions, which rela:e to report 
generation and presentation features of the ecce tool all yield 
significant positive results, with in each case the mean around one 
standard deviation above the neutral marker. 
6 .4.8 Summary for agreemeut questions 
All of the analysis above is baaed on the pr~mise that the verbally 
defined categories in which tesponses were required mapped to a valid 
numeric scale. The calculation and reporting of figures for mean, 
standard deviation and variance ot the distribution of responses for each 
question on this scale have revealed various trends among the 
respondents. Many of these trends were either e)(pected for reasons 
external to the survey, or ate found to be mutually supporting with other 
survey findings. 
The statistical processing performed on the survey results has been 
deliberately kept simple. In the light of the vagueness of the meaning 
of the numerical agreement scale, it was not felt appropriate to apply 
advanced tools such as tests of significance. In formulating textual 
intetpretations of the tables, the following rules of thumb were applied: 
"' 
• When! the mean response wan of the order of one standard devi~tion 
away from the neutral position, the outcome was described in terms of 
fairly strong support for or opposition to the proposition. 
Where the mean response was less thiln one quarter of one standard 
deviation away from the neutral position, the outcome w~s described in 
terns of no significant support being found for the proposition. 
The format of the agreement questions does lend itself to investigation ';'] 
of second- and further-order effects using statistical techniques such as 
cluster analysis and analysis of variance. Consideration was given to 
performing some more detailed analysis of the data to find such effects, 
however it was decided that the sample size was not sufficient to support 
the use of such techniques. The raw responses to all of the factual 
questions 1apart from the email addresses) are tabulated in Appendix F of 
the current thesis. 
6.5 Responses to the free format question 
As noted in section 5.4, the survey instrument ends with a single free-
format question that enables the respondent to raise any issue he/she 
wishes. While some respondents did not offer any response in this area, 
many of them did, at some length in some cases. All of the responses 
received to this question are presented as Appendix G to this thesis. 
6.6 A comparison survey 
Some workers at the Software Metrics Research Laboratory at the 
University of Otago, New Zealand, have published summary tables for a 
survey conducted some time before mid-1997. Their research is not 
directly comparable to the survey in the current project, but there are 
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some points on which it is instructive to compare findings. '!'he group 
from Otago has published this data on the Internet, in a number o[ lffML 
pages. 
The set of data examines the prevalence of object-oriented development 
methodologies (Gray, 1997a). This survey, which must predate the one 
done for the current project by at lea"t 18 months, found the following 
patterns: 
• Of 174 respondents who identified the methodologies in use, 45 were 
using no methodology at all, and a little over 50% of those who were 
using methodologies were using more than one. 
The most popular individual methodologies were Booch, Rumbaugh (i.e. 
OMT), and the Unified Methodology. 
While these results do not agree exactly with the findings of the current 
survey, the inconsistencies are easily explained in terms of the effect 
of the time difference at a time of rapidly changi'l.g techniques. While 
the survey associated with this thesis found nearly all respondents using 
a methodology and hardly any using more than one, the leading 
methodologies are the same. It is evident from exam~:l.ation of the SMRL 
group's data that most of the respondents who reported using more than 
one metho<iology must have been reporting one of the leaders (Booch, OMT 
or Unified) as at least one of their choices. It is likely that the 
results of the Ot .. so study are showing the market settling down, and 
respondents converging to one or other of the dominant groups (not 
forgetting that Booch and OMT are basically merging into the Unified 
method) . 
, .. 
-_,,_ 
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This pi!ge i!lso contains a table reporting the percentage of respondents 
who report uaing any meLhodology as a function of the development 
li!nguage used: the percentilgos for li!ngUil':fes with Bignificant numbers of 
respondents O.e. more than 10) range from 52\ for Delphi up to B6\ for 
Ada 95. The populations in this table give us the number of respondents 
in their survey using different languages. As with the current survey, 
C++ is the most populilr languilge, in use by 124 respondents out of 184. 
Javil is divided between two categories, Java Applications, ·~it:h 30 
respondents, and Javil Applets with 35 respondents. The only other 
lilnguage with more that 30 respondents is Delphi with 48. Neither plain 
C nor plain Pilscal are mentior.ed as such: perhaps these are seen as not 
being object-orit!nted languages and hence outside the scope of the 
investigation. Aside from the absence of C, these results are broadly in 
line with the findings from the current project described in section 
6. 3.2. 
The group has also published a page with tables relating which 
methodologies and languages are in use relative to use of metrics (Gray, 
1997bl. Unfortunately the paper does not define what 'use of metrics' is 
in the context of this exercise, and in particular it does not identify 
whether the authors are talking about product metrics relating to source 
code analysis, or process metrics relating to tracking of productivity, 
defect densities, etc. '!'he overall finding is that of 160 respondents, 
only 24 (15\) claim to be using metrics. 
The SMRL group has i!lso published a page reporting a statistical model 
which 'explains' the use of software metrics (presumably this has been 
I« 
gcmerated by regression from theh· dat,l). 1"hia model ia described by 
Gray (1997c). 
··'"~ 
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7.1 
Code Review Experiment 
Background 
The survey described in the previous chapter has some valUi!ble attributes 
but is limited in a number of respects. The sample size is respectable, 
and the demographic quest ions included in the survey indicate that 
(assuming truthful responses) the group Ls representative of the target 
cross-section of the software engineering profession. However, the 
administration of the survey using the Internet gives us a response group 
which was self selecting and which we would exp~ct to be biased in favour 
of responden\:s with a degree of time on their hands. We would also 
expect that the respondents would be positively biased towards some 
aspects of code-based software metrics. The conduct of the questionnaire 
restricted the ability of the candidate to ensure that respondents had 
been exposed to the issues under investigation by use of the ecce tool 
(or any similar metrics-related application) over a period of time before 
responding. 
In the light of these issues, the survey results reported in chapter 6 
(particularly those relating to the value of individual metrics) cannot 
he seen as an endorsement of any of the concepts the project explores. 
The current chapter describes an attempt to design and execute an 
empirical experiment in the application of the ecce metric tool, in the 
hope of obtaining more conclusive evidence on the usefulness or otherwise 
of the specific metric techniques implemented. 
,:,_ 
'" 
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7''.2 The conception of the experiment 
There >.~re ralatively few examples in the literature on the l!Ubject of 
attempts to perform empirical evaluation on t'"" value of the usa of 
software metrics in real industrial situations. The papers cited by 
Kafura and llenq 11981. 1984) are exceptions to this generalisation, as 
are papers by Ohlsson, Eriksson and Helander ll997) and Briand, Daly and 
\'l'ust (1998). Of the work of this kind to date, the majurity attempt to 
validate a metric M. a predictor of specific quality problems by 
correlating it with some available attribute which can be interpreted as 
a prox:y for the existence of the predicted problems. 
While this approach has some appeal for the evaluation of metrics, it 
adopts a simple-minded view that the usefulness of a metric is determined 
solely by its ability to identify quality problems independent of human 
intervention. This view may not capture the subtleties of interaction 
between a body of software, a metrics tool and the human mind in the 
sxpectsd context of use. In this context, the metric analysis tool 
operates as a kind of decision support tool, and its value is directly 
related to the enhancement of a human operator's performance in the 
presence of the tool. The role of the tool as a component in a human-
centred system is implicit in much of the material on the subject, but is 
considered more explicitly by Shepperd and Ince (1999). 
It was decided to design and execute an experiment that attempts to gain 
empirical evidence to support or refute the specific assertion that 
access to metric-related information is capable of improving the 
performance of a software engineer in his/her duties. The specific work 
situation chosen for investigation was a source code review. The direct 
'" 
way to evaluate <1 specific collection o( m"lrics-rcluted inforrnution to u 
eper;ific review task would be: 
Cc 
• to recruit a number of subjects to perform the task; 
• to group the subjects up into two categories; 
• to supply only one group with the metrics-related information, and 
then ask both groups to COfllllete the exercise under conditions which 
ure otherwise identical; and, 
• to compare the perfomance of the two groups. 
It is the last step of this design outline that is the hurdest part to 
realise. The problem is that there is no generally applicable method c.f 
evaluating the quality of the outcomes of an individual review. 
Two techniques that are possible solutions to this problem are: 
• choosing to perform the review exercise in such a way that the 
expected high quality review outcome is already known to the 
experimenter by selecting (or creating) an item for review which is 
known to have specific faults; or 
• performing one or more independent reviews (perhaps using a tn.sted 
inspector) in the hope of identifying a known high-quality review 
outcome for comparison with the outcomes of the review under 
evaluation. 
The first of these options might have been acceptable if the goal of th~ 
experiment had been to investigate diagnostic methods relating to 
specific qualLty risks. The review items would also need to be selected 
to ensure coverage of the full range of presence and absence of each such 
risk. Bven in this case, the process of review item selection is 
'" 
problem.lt ical. In the first phce, itemu selected or created with the 
intent of display<ng g< ven quality JBsUell nec:easarlly 
rept·esent,ltive of the g;lmut o( itums that Lhu rual-wol.""ld review proceas 
has to handle. In Uw second place, there Is a danger of biaa in favour 
of an cxpected expet"im'Ontal outcome entering through tnis aelection 
process. Delegation of the selection process to a third party 
indeptondent of the experimenter can reduce, but not eliminate, th!! risk 
of such bias. 
ln the case of the current investigation, it was not felt appropriate to 
focus on a small number of specific qualitY issues, so the first of the 
two options was clearly unavailable, and a variant of the second option 
was employed. In addition to the 'normal' reviews conducted with and 
without metric information, a third group was asked to complete the same 
exercise in an attempt to arrive at a high-quality outcome for the 
exercise, as a reference against ~lhich the outcomes of the other two 
groups would be evaluated. 
In the early stages of planning the experiment, it was considered that an 
attempt might be made to recruit a group of 'guru' reviewers to provide 
the reference group. This plan was abandoned because of perceived 
difficulties in identifying and securing the services of such high-
quality reviewers. The final design employed a strategy that attempts to 
ensure a higher-quality response from the reference group. As it was not 
possible to guarantee that the personnel selected far the reference group 
were of a higher skill level than the ather groups, the conditions of the 
experiment were manipulated to degrade the performance of the other two 
groups artificially. Thia outcome was achieved by requiring both control 
'" 
and treatment groups to perform the exercise under a demanding time 
constraint while members of the reference group were encouraged to take 
as much time as necessary to achieve their Optimal response. 
For the remilinder of this chi!pter, the three groups identified above will 
be referred to using numbers as follows: 
• Group o 
The reference group, charged with completing the exercise to the best 
of their ability with no significant time constraint or metric-related 
data. 
• Group 1 
The control group, charged with completing the exercise to the beat of 
their ability under a severe time constraint with no access to metric-
related data. 
• Group 2 
The treatment group, charged with completing the exercise to the best 
of their ability under an identical severe time constraint to group 1, 
but with access to metric-related data. 
7.3 Design of the review exercise 
The first constraining issue considered in arriving at a detailed design 
for the experiment was exercise performance time: there is a trade-off 
between time taken for a participant to complete thr! exercise and 
participation rate. Given that the current experiment had no means of 
providing rewards to encourage participation (or penalties to discourage 
non-participation), it was felt that a maximum per-subject time 
requirement which would not reduce participation disastrously would be of 
the order of one hour. This time limit (which was expressed as a 
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limitation on the expected time taken, rather than a compulsory time 
limit) was applied to graur 0. Tis described in the section above, the 
other two groups were to perform under a mandatory time limit, which was 
set lower than thi,; expected limit by a ratio of 4:1, i.e., 15 minutes, 
The time limits far the two groups were proposed by the researcher, and 
confirmed by consultation with two of his work colleagues. One 
consideration in setting the ratio between the time allotted for group 0 
and and the other groups was the fact that the length of the group 0 
exercise was expected to provoke a higher rate of defection. -''s will be 
discussed later in this chapter, this difference in defection rate would 
bring with it the risk of. this group having a different (very likely 11 
''_.,--
lower) skill profile to the other groups, A smaller ratio between time 
allocations (say 2:1 instead of 4:11 would cause a risk that the higher 
skilled members of group 1 might deliver a set of judgements which are in 
fact superior to those of group 0 despite the artificial handicap of the 
time limit. This effect, which would be impossible to detect within the 
current eKperimental design, would confound the purpose of the experiment 
completely. 
In orde>:' to be able to process the results of the experiment without use 
of subjective classification, it was evident that the response format for 
the exercise would have to be closed. Each respondent would be presented 
with a finite number of questions, each question having a pre-defined 
range of possible answers. Response ranges could be continuous or could 
use a multi-point (high, medium, low) scale. In the context of a source 
code review on a typical industrial project, the objective would normally 
be to establish an agenda far corrective action. This observation led to 
'" 
the decieion that the most <lppropriate scale to US!! would be a aimple 
Boolean one, with a positive response corrNlponding to a req•lin:•nent (or 
action in relation to a sp!!cHic rllview item. It W<l6 d"cided that the 
review sample would consist of 5 samples of '?urr;" r;ade, each to be a 
single C++ or Java claso, and the uame 5 quality issues would be 
questioned for each item, giving a total of ~5 questions to be answered 
in each response. 
Having established the time constraintll and .the nature of the questiohs 
to be asked, the next decision was the selection of some samples of 
source code to be inspected. A group at the University of Bournemouth had 
recently published a paper describing an experiment with a rat;her 
different methodology but similar goal (Kirsopp, Shepperd and Webster, 
1999). The authors of that paper were approached to request access to 
the review iteme used in their experiment, in the hope that the resulte 
of the earlier experiment might ueefully be compared with those of the 
current experiment. The Bournemouth researchers were kind enough to 
supply both their review item.e and the raw data arising from "their 
experiment. 
Finally, for each of the three groups, a definitive set of materials was 
cre<t.ted. The three sets of materials were composed as follows: 
• Group o 
A cover pa9e including: 
generic inetructions (the aim of the exercise, where to send the 
returns), 
group specific instructions (i.e., for the 
exerciee to the best of his/heL- ability 
required) , and 
a blank table for the boolean responses. 
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Following the cover page, 5 aeparate acurce 
aingle JQva claaa, each atarting on a new page, 
• Group 1 
A cover page including: 
cede 
tctul 
samples, each a 
length 17 pages. 
generic instnJct1cns lthe aim of the exercise, where to send the 
returns), 
group specific instructions (i.e., fer the subject complete the 
e:Kercise within a stnct 15 minute time limit), and 
a blank table for the boolean responses. 
Following the cover page, 5 separate source 
Bingle Java clasa, each start1ng on a new page, 
• Group 2 
A cover page including: 
cede samples, each a 
total length 17 pagea. 
generic instructions (the aim of the e:Kercise, where to send the 
returns), 
group specific instructions (l.e., for the subject complete the 
exercise within a strict 15 minute time limit), and 
a blank table for the boolean responses. 
Following the cover page, 5 separate source code samples, each a 
single Java class, each preceded by a metrics report on that class, 
each starting on a new page, total length 29 pages. 
The materials for each group were published as Word 91 .doc files and 
also generated as PostScript files. Selected parts of the materials for 
each group are presented in Appendix H. 
As a result of feedback from early participants, the cover pages for each 
of the three groups underwent minor changes to the generic instructions 
to encompass the possibility of return of responses via email (the 
original text requested responses be returned via paper mail or 
facsimile) . 
f)c 
·-~ 
"' 
Plan for proce~sing of data 
The final part of the experimental design tl1at needed to be established 
before attempting to recruit volunteers to perform the experiment was to 
make a plan for processing the data which would be gathel."ed. The retul."ned 
data in their raw form would report the positive Ol." negative l."esponses of 
each volunteel." to each of the twenty five boolean questions. 
The fil."st pl."ocessing required would be to use the gl."oup 0 l."esponses only 
to del."ive a set of nominal 'correct' responses to each of the twenty five 
questions. This derivation was to be done by selecting a threshold for 
the numbel." of gl."oup 0 respondents who must l."espond positively to a 
question for the corl."ect response to that question to be classified 
'true'. Selection of an appropl.".i.ate value for this threshold would be a 
matter of experimental choice. In the cul."rent e;:pel."iment a policy was 
made that the thl."e~hold would be set at that level which gave the 
pl."oportion of questions classified as 'true', and which reflected as 
closely as possible the propol."tion of positive l."esponses acl."oss all group 
o responses to all questions. 
Given the derived set of correct responses, each individual response to 
each question would be classiEiE>:;', into one of four categories: true 
positive (TP), false positive (FP), tl."ue negative (TN), or false negative 
(FN). Baaed on these categodsations, the data would then be analysed 
and presented using the Receiver Operating Characteristic mothodology. 
Finally, the distribution of po:_:,ulation between these four categories 
between groups 1 and 2 would be examined for statistical evidence of 
difference using the chi-squared test. 
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In section 7, 3 above, it was reported that the materl.aln selected for 
this experiment had previously been used for an el':pnriment of similar 
intent at the University of Bournemouth, described by Kirsopp et al . 
. (1999) • It was hoped that reuse of these materials would lead to the 
possibility of useful comparisons between the= two data sets. An informal 
examination of the two datasets was made, but due to data gathering 
methodology differences between the t·~o studies (open response vs. closed 
response), it was decided that there was no straightforward means of 
performin\'! or presentinn a systemati~· comparison of the experimental 
outcomes. 
7.5 Recruitment of subjects 
An important feature in the planning of an experiment such as the current 
one is the establishment of a target number of participants. Obviously, 
the more subjects that participate in the exercise, the better the 
chances that the experiment will yield meaningful results. There are in 
fact two separate conditions that must be met for data derived from an 
experiment conducted under the current design to yield significant new 
knowledge: 
• Firstly, the responses of the reference group, group 0, must be 
sufficiently coherent that we can derive some kind of quantitative 
algorithm for evaluating the responses from the other two groups. 
Further, we must have a reasonable degree of confidence that this 
algorithm does in fact represent some kind of measure of conformance 
to good professional practice. 
• Secondly, there must be sufficient responses from each of the other 
" 
two groups that we would be able to detect u statistically significant 
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difference in this measure of conformance between them, if the 
standard of practice of one group actually is superior to the other. 
The number of respondents needed to give a reasonable chance of ttleee two 
conditions being met depends to a very large extent on the nature of the 
responses. The first condition in particular may depend on the nature of 
the items selected for review. If the review items contain a small 
number of widely recognizable defects which map easily onto the boolean 
response format (for example, a four hundred line function with no 
comments), we may expect a high degree of coherence within the reference 
group, whereby, for example, 80% of respondents might agree on 80% of the 
individual binary responses. At the opposite extreme, we might have a 
selection of review items with no clear defects at all. In the best of 
all possible worlds, we would hope to see such a group of items greeted 
with a coherent set of responses with very few items identified as 
posi~ive risk. !-lowever, it is possible that we would see each respondent 
allocating a few items to the positive group for risk according to his or 
her personal predispositions, giving a leas coherent set of responses. 
Specific algorithms for measuring the internal coherence of the group 0 
responses and the conformance of the group 1 and group 2 responses to the 
patterns established by group 0 will be discus!led later in the current 
chapter. At the time the project was planned, an intuitive estimate of 30 
respondents (10 per group) was proposed as a target participation level. 
This number of subjects would, it was hoped, give sufficient data both to 
clemonstrpte group o coherence and to establish a differential between the 
performance levels of groups 1 and 2. 
II 
" 
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Consideration was given to attempting to enlist the aaaistance of one or 
more companiea in the local software industry to support the research by 
permitting their employees to participate in the experimtmt during work 
time. This idea was discarded on the grounds thilt the expected labour 
cost or partic~pation would be too high far priviltF :ctor enterprises to 
absorb. There was also discussion of the possibility of staging the 
review exercise using student subjects as a part of a relavant coursa 
unit. This alternative was not pursued on the grounds that evidence that 
the metrics techniques helped students achieve better review outcomes 
would not imply that the same teclmiques are of value to experienced 
software engineering professionals. Given the target number of 
respondents, it was decided that the experiment, like the survey 
described in the previous chapter, should be run over the Internet in 
order to maximize the possible number of respondents available for 
participation. 
As with the survey described in the previous chapter, the subjects who 
made up the three groups involved in the experiment were recruited using 
a web page an a server at Edith Cowan University. The page described the 
experimental design in general terms, and contained a link to an HTML 
form backed by a CGI script, which allowed a potential volunteer to 
participate by entering his/her email address. The descriptive p<~ge was 
publicised using the USENET news groups comp.software.measurement, 
camp. software-eng, camp. lang. c++ and camp .lang. java. Articles about the 
study were also submitted to a number of programming-related portal 
sites. The experiment was also promoted by releasing versions of the C'CCC 
software with links to the descriptive web page for the experiment 
appearing as part of the generated report. 
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The CGI script which bnd;ed the volunteer form WiW rmt up to nutomate the 
assignment of voluntee•·s to one of the three groups 11nd the sending out 
of the ;tppropri<>te "'·oup·spccific set of rn.Jteri<>ls for the review 
exercise. It Wil!l eJ<pCcted th<>t there would be 11 subst11nti<>l de[ection 
rate of volunteers Wh(l did not complete and return the exen:iee. 1t was 
also expected thilt the group 0 volunteers would defect at a higher rate 
than the other two g~oups due to the fact of the group 0 exercise taking 
a longer period of time. Two policies were put in place to ameliorate 
the effects of this higher defection rate of group 0: 
• The algorithm that aa~igned volunteers to groups was skewed in filvour 
of group 0, assigning 50% of volunteers to group 0 and only 25% to 
each of groups 1 and 2. 
• The assignment algorithm was baaed on a simple hash of the volunteer's 
email address, so that volunteers assigned to group 0 could not 
achieve reassignment to a different group by simply re-volunteering 
(unless they did so under a different email address). 
The aim of the second of these policies was not so much to keep group 0 
numbers up, as to minimize discretionary transfer of volunteers from 
group to group based on preference for the shorter forma of the exercise, 
as this was seen as a potential source of experimental bias. While this 
policy was probably effective in preventing volunteers migrating from 
group to group, it could do nothing to prevent volunteers defecting from 
the different groups at different rates, which is also a potential source 
of experimental bias. 
The form inviting people to volunteer for the experiment was mounted on 
the web site for a period of six months from February to August, 2000. 
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The statistics for initial registration and completed returns over this 
period were as shown in Table lB. 
Table lB: Initial volunteer statiBtics 
uan!i! Gmu 0 Grou Grou 2 Ovemll 
In ilia! re •istrntion 20 
' 
6 35 
Com !et~d rcmms 2 
' 
4 
' Defection Rate 90,0% 66.7% 33,3% 74.3% 
When the statistics above were collated, it was decided to make a final 
app""al to all volunteers to try to increase the number of returns, with a 
particular focus 0:1 attempting to increase the number of group 0 
responses. A final closure data in September 2000 was set, and emails 
were sent out to all volunteers advising them of the extension and 
attaching the experimental materials appropriate to the group to which 
they had initially been assigned. An attempt was also made to recruit a 
small number of additional subjects through personal approaches to 
colleagues of the candidate. 
After the extended return period, the statistics were as shown in Table 
Table 19' Final volunteer statistics 
uantit Oro• 
" 
Grou Grou 2 Overn\1 
Initial rc istrntion 23 10 8 41 
Com lcted returns 6 4 5 15 
Defection Rate 1.3,9% 60% 37.5% 63.4% 
Clearly, the total number of returns are still considerably lower than 
the informal targets of 10 respondents per group, and there is a danger 
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that the low numbers of respondents would pr"v•~nt the e:otperlment [rom 
yielding St<ltisti<:ally signlfic<lnt outcomes. The wide dill'erence in 
defection rates between th<> three groupB j,; an issue (<lll foreshadowed in 
section ?.3), because it raises the riak th<lt the ukill level prol'ile 
across the three groups may h<lve been distorted. 
concern for two reaaons: 
1"hie diatortion is a 
• for the experiment to work, it is important that th<= group 1 and group 
2 respondents should be broadly equivalent in skill level; and 
• while an increase in the average skill level of group 0 would not 
compromise the experiment, a decrease would. 
We have no way of being sure of the direction of any effect due to these 
distortions, but we can make some informed guesses about their causes, 
with a view to gauging their impact on the validity of the experiment as 
a whole. The most obvious explanation of the very high defection rate 
from group 0 is the length of the form of the exercise that this group 
was asked to undertake. We cannot tell whether the effect of defection 
was to raise or lower the average skill level of the residual volunteers 
in this group who did return their responses. For example: 
• High-skilled mature software engineers are unlikely Co b' 
underemployed, hence these individuals might defect at a higher rate 
than lower skilled individuals (e.g., new graduates). 
• On the other hand, completion of the exercise might be seen as a form 
of <following-through', hence it might be seen as a sign of commitment 
and/or professionali~m. 
Either of the two hypothetical causal relationships described above mi9ht 
lead to a difference in the skill profile of the residual non-defectors 
lW 
t·elative to the pmfile o( the volunt~:era auaigned to the group aa a 
whole, and it is probably easy enouqh to devise any number o( other 
similar t·elatiom:hips. In the present experimenL we have r:o W<JY of 
knowing whether any of these hypothesell reflect the truth, so we cannot 
be sure whethet· the skill leVC!l profile of the final gmup 0 respondents 
is the same as that of the other groups. This assurance is, ho·,ever, not 
t·equired for the experiment to Ce valid, we only need to be confident 
that the performance of group ~. working with plenty of time, will be 
significantly better than the other two groups, working under the time 
constl·aint. In the absence of any evidence of gross distortion of the 
skill profiles, we shall met·ely note the issue of the group o defection 
rate, and observe that our findings must be interpreted in the light of 
the possibility that this source of distortion may have compromised the 
experiment. 
The difference in defection ratea between groups 1 and 2 is smaller, but 
is also an issue. In this case there are two intuitive hypotheses 
regarding why volunteers assigned to group 1 volunteers were more likely 
to defect than those assigned to group 2' 
• Volunteers were expecting to take part in an experiment relating to 
the use of metrics, <Ind may hilve been less motivated to ..:o~plete the 
exercise if they were assigned to group 1 and, hence, received a set 
of materials with no metrics information. 
• The difference in defection rate between the two groups might have 
arisen purely by chance. 
When comparing defection rates between groups 1 and 2, our requirements 
for the experiment not to be invalidated are more stringent than for the 
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comparison between the defection rate of group 0 and the othnr two 
groups, as it is important that group11 and 2 have nimilar skill 
profiles. Of the two hypotheses listed above, only the first presents a 
danger o( distortion o( the experimental reoults. If there ·.,rere a 
relationship between skill level and 1nterest in metrics issues, then the 
level of difference observed might be enough to confound the expedment. 
In the absence of such evidence in the current soft•.,rare engineering 
literature, this factor becomes a further cautionary issue in 
interpreting the experimental results, but does not of itself invalidate 
the experiment. 
It would have been interesting to survey the defectors and find out their 
reasons for non-completion of the experiment. This action was 
considered, but in view of the fact that these people had already 
received one initial email and two follow-ups relating to the project it 
was decided that to do so would not be consistent with good Internet 
etiquette. 
7.6 Statistical terminology and conventions 
From the time the current experiment wa.s conceived, it was expected that 
the odds were against the amount of data gathered being sufficient to 
provide clear statistical evidence rela.ting to the usefulness of the 
techniques und~r consideration. For this reason, it wa.s decided to treat 
the exercise as a pilot study, with the focus being on validation and 
ref:i.nement of the eKpe:r:iment .itself. One o~ the key objectives of the 
experiment was to discover which, if any of the available statistical 
processing methode would be likely to work best in comparable situations 
in the future. 
ec'_---- ·----
"' 
In statiatica.l tcmns, the experiment rn.:1y be charactcriu<;.d iiB "" atternpt 
to identify di[ferunces in pertorm"n''" belween two populations lrevi.,weru 
with access to metrics .~nd thorw wllhout) bMled on meilsun"rnents of the 
performance of s,;~mplcs (rom those popula.tions over a. sample of work. ln 
genera.l, the focus of the Hatistical techniques we us" •,o~jll be to enable 
a binary decision between two proposit10ns: 
• th>1 proposition that the level of differences observed between the 
sambles of the two populations is consistent with the normal operation 
, i I 
of chance; and .!i 
• the proposition that the level of lfferences between the two samples 
is not consistent with the opera•.ion of random effects and that there 
is a signficant difference in the nature of the underlying 
populations, 
The first of these propositions is often referred to as the 'null 
hypothesis' IH0), while the second proposition is generally referred to 
as the 'alterna.tive hypothesis' (H0 ). By convention, statistical tests 
are generally expressed in terms of acceptance or rejection of the null 
hypothesis, 
Drawing an inference from statistical data is an inherently uncertain 
activity. Whichever of the two propositions above is inferred land the 
rejection of one is the confirmation of the other), there is a 
possibility that an error will hav<o been made. If the alternative 
hypothesis is inferred from analysis of data when the null hypothesis is 
actually true, this is said to be an alpha error lor type one error). If 
the null hypothesis is inferred when the alterna.tive hypothesis is true, 
this is described as a beta error (or type two error) . These are errors 
'" 
only in the JF'nse of the inference being incorrect: the diagnosia o( illl 
alpha or beta e1Tor presupposes that the <:>xperimental d••La wall corructly 
gathered and processed, the incorrect inference having ilri~en out o! the 
data sampled being by chance a misleading Bilmple. In general, th" focus 
of statisticill techniques is to ensure that the prob<lbility o! an alpha 
error is limited to a known small value. It is conventional to use 
either 0.01 or 0.05 as the upper bound on the acceptable level of alpha 
error. Throughout the current experiment, the threshold of 0.05 will be 
used, implying that an inference rejecting the null hypothesis will only 
be made when there is a probability of 0.05 or lese that the null 
hypothesis is in fact true. 
.. " 
"" 
7.7 Raw data 
Table 20 shows the raw data collected in the survey, with each row 
representing a single return. Each respondent was allocated a single-
letter unique identifier, shown in the fir11t colurnn, with the group to 
which the respondent belonged being shown ao the second column. The next 
twenty five columns show the responses to the individual questions, with 
a '1' indicating a positive (risk present) response, and <1 '0' 
representing a negative response. The final colunm shows the time taken 
to complete the exercise (as reported by the particular respondent). 
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At this point, we can verify that the timing data reported by respondents 
is consistent with our expectations arising out of the experimental 
design. For the design to be valid, we need to be confident that the 
time ~onstraint can be relied upon to have ensured that the aggregate of 
group O's judgement represents a more considered view of the exercise 
than that of ·group 1. There are two circumstances under which 
"' 
eJ<amination of the timing diita above would tell Ull that thl11 Willi not 
true: 
• If the time constr,lint for g<·oupB l illld 2 w"r!< too lOOBe, we would 
i'/ 
eXpect a signi(ic,lnt p•·oportion of group 0 volunteers to complete the \1.·· 
exercise within the time constraint applied to groups 1 ilnd 2. 
• If the time constraint for group 0 wel:"e too tight, we would eXpeCt the 
majority of group 0 volunteers to use the whole time budget. Such an 
observation would indicate that the ume const~:"aint on group o had 
lead to some degradation relative to that group's peak possible 
performance. We would have nc.• way of knowing for sure whether this 
degradation was only slight, or whether the time allocated was 
seriously inadequate so that the responses of the group co~tained too 
much noise to be used as a valid benchmark for relative evaluation of 
the other two groups. 
We can see that all but one of the group 1 and group 2 respondents 
reported using the entire allotted lS minutes plus or minus one minute. 
We can also see that of the group 0 respondents, who were pennitted but 
not required to take up to an hour, the majority took at least three 
quarters of an hour and only one completed the exercise in a time; 
comparable with the group 1 and group 2 respondents. In short, there is 
~othing in the distribution of times reported which wculd cause us to 
worry that the exercise selected for the eXperiment wae grossly over-
length or under· length for the amount of time allotted to the different 
groupe. 
'" 
Table 21 shows, for .,,,ch gt·oup, the number of reapondents and the <.:aunt 
of positive reaponses from th.lt group to c..1ch question. 
Table 21: Cumulated Rcsponseu of Each 
Group 
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7.8 Derivation of correct responses 
The worksheet presented as Table 28: Det·ivation of Correct Responses in 
Appendix I: Statistical Worksheets shows the <.:al<.:ulation via which a set 
of correct responses to the twenty five questions in the exercise was 
derived, using the procedure described in section 7.4 (the worksheet 
itself includes further descriptive text on the procedure) . The derived 
correct values are displayed as Table 22. 
Table 22: Derived Correct Responses 
2 3 4 5 • 6 9 10 11 12 1~ 14 15 16 17 1B 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
OCR(Q) 0 0 0 0 
" 0 " ' 
0 0 1 0 0 0000000 
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7.9 Categorization of responses 
Given the derivnd correct responses to each question, Tablf' 23 shows the 
categorisation "f the response of each respondent to each question as 
true positive ('fP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) or false 
negative (FN). 
Table 23: Categorization of Individual 
Responses 
The number of responses in each category for each group can be calculated 
as shown in Table 24. As well as the number of responses in each of the 
TP/TN/FP/FN categories, the table <:bows the total number of correct 
question responses (equal to TP+TN), the trwo negative fraction 
(TNF~TN/ (TN+FP)) and the true positive fraction (TPFgTP/ (TP+FN)). 
Table 24: categorization of Group 
Responses 
G' 
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7.10 Receiver Operating Characteristic 
Analysis 
1'he current investigation seeks to devise a way o( assessing the value of 
a metrics tool in a human centred system that performs useful software 
engineering work. The role of the tool in this system hilS much in common 
with the role assigned to diagnostic technologies such as medical imaging 
or blood chemistry tests in some clinical settings. Literature on this 
area was researched to find evaluation methodologies that might 
potentially be applicable to the software engineering setting. 
One technique which i!l commonly used to describe the performance of 
clinical tests is Receiver Opsrating Characteristic analysis (Zweig and 
Campbell, 1993), henceforth referrsd to as ROC analysis. ROC analysis 
is a technique for evaluating the effectivenass of an ordinal scale 
measure as a predictor for a binary state of nature. The advantage of 
the ROC approach over illtematives is that there is no nead to select a 
single decision threshold on the ordinal scale as a basis for the 
prediction, as the prediction calculation is performed repeatedly with 
different levels of the threshold. This approach ensures that all of the 
variability in the distribution of the ordinal predictor variable is used 
in the assessment of predictive perfomi'<nce, rather than just variability 
near whatever threshold is selected. The predictor variable is sometimes 
referred to as the decidon variable \Hanley, 1989, 310): the scale of 
the variable may be continuous, for example as the concentration of a 
particular chemical in a sample of blood; or, it may be a discontinuous 
scale, for example a five-point confidence rating as shown in Hanley's 
paper (ibid, 315). The scale of the deojsic:n variable must be at least 
ordinal in nature, that is, it is not possible to perfom ROC analysis 
'" 
unless value"' of the decision vilriable Ciln be ordered in some way. Given 
a set of cases, where Coth the atatc of nilture and the Villue of the 
decisio:J variable are known, a ROC curve can be plotted. This plot shows 
the effect of varying the decision threshold from a value below the 
lowest decision variable value in the distribution, to one above the 
highest decision variable value. Ideally, the set of decision thresholds 
for which points are plotted should include at least one value between 
each non-equal pair of values represented in the decision variable 
distribution. For each threshold, the prediction performance of the 
decision variable relative to the selected threshold should be classified 
as true positive, true negative, false positive, or false negative; and, 
from these classifications the true positive fraction (TPFI and true 
negative fraction (TNFI for that threshold should be calculated and 
plotted. This plot gives an intuitive visual description of the 
performance of the decision variabl<> as a predictor of the state of 
na.ture. 
The value of the threshold which is below the lowest represented decision 
variable value should give rise to a point at TPFool.O, TNF~l.O, while the 
value above the highest represented decision variable value should give 
rise to a point at TPF~o.o, TNF-0.0. As the threshold is increased 
between these two extremes, both TPF and TNF should fall, giving a curve 
which resembles a perturbed leading diagonal of the unit square bounded 
by (0,0),(1,1). If the decision variable has some predictive power 
relative to the state of nature, the perturbation of the diagonal should 
give rise to an upward concave form, the better the predictive power the 
more extreme the concavity. If there is some threshold for which all 
"state-of-nature~true" cases have higher decision variable value and all 
"state-of-natureafalse" cases have lower decision variable value, the 
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curve will run straight up the left aide and along the top of the unit 
square. Note th<lt this condition can bu detected ewm if the threshold 
between the two state-of-nature levels is not known when the plot is 
started. The area under the curve is widely suggested as a !lingle-figure 
summary of the predictive value of the decision variable 1Zweig and 
Ca1npbell, 1993, 568; Hanley and McNeil, 19821. 
In the case of the current experiment, within each group, the responses 
to each of the twenty five questions in the exercise are treated as 
separate cases. The number of respondents allocating the question to the 
positive jrisk presence I category being treated as the decision variable, 
and the derived correct responses arrived at by the procedure described 
in section 7.8 as the state of nature. ROC analysis was perfonned and 
curves plotted f"=lr each of the three groups, although the analysis for 
group 0 is less meaningful than those far the ather twa groups due to the 
fact that the state of nature is actually derived from the decision 
variable in this case. Appendix I includes the three worksheets which 
present this calculation for each of the three groups. These worksheets 
also shaw the calculation of the area under the curve for each grcup, 
calculated by the simple method of summation of the areas of the set of 
trapezia bounded by the x-axis, the two perpendiculars rising from the x-
axis to two adjacent points on the curve and the line between those two 
adjacent points. 
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Figure 2: ROC curves for groups 0, 1 and 
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Visual inspection of the curves in Figure 2 shows that group 2 appearS to 
..• 
offer better predictive outcomes for higher values in the TPF/TNF range. 
Group 1 baa slight superiority toward the bottom of each range, but both 
the range of TPF/TNF values where group 1 dominates and the differential 
at those values are small compared to the range and differential for the 
area where group 2 dominates. These visual impressions are confirmed by 
the calculated values of the areas under the two curves which are 0. 53 
for group 1 and 0, 62 for group 2. 
"' 
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/! The curve also showa a curve drawn using the ROC algorlth•n (or the 
reaponses of group 0 a:~ainst the correct anowern, which were derived from 
aggregating those responses. As the state of nature is not independent 
of the predictive variable in this case, this curve cannot strictly be 
described as an instance of the ROC tm:hniquc: however, the curve has 
some intuitive interest and is presented for this reason. llad the 
individual responses of this gro1.1p been a perfect predictor of the state 
of nature (i.e., unanimously in favo1.1r of or against each of the 25 
propositions tested), we would e:<pect the llOC to run all the way up the 
left hand axis then straight along the top oi _-.he unit square, giving an 
area under the curve of 1. 0, The shap!O- of the curve and the area under 
the curve value of 0.?? are lntuitively a measure of the degree of 
consensus within the group. It is not possible to draw major inferences 
from a single instance of this figure. It should be noted that an area 
under the curve figure close to 0.5 (e.g., in the range 0.5 to 0.55) 
would imply a group whose individual responses relate to the derived 
'correct' figures only marginaLf better than a group who answered the 
question by tossing a coin. Clearly, the aggregated opinions of such a 
group would not be a good basis for establishment of the state of nature 
in an experiment such as the current one. 
7.11 Chi-squared analysis 
While the ROC analysis described shows that we have observed a difference 
in predictive behaviour between the control and treatment groups in our 
study, it does not give us any direct indication of whether this 
difference is evidence of systematic differences between the attributes 
of the two populations involved. The inferential test we used to test for 
such a difference is the standard chi-squared test of contingency. 
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The two by four contingency table for the comparison of p"'rformance a£ 
group 1 and group 2 is a subsut of Tabla 24, and is shown an Table 25. 
Q 
Table 25: Contingency table for groups 1 
and 2 
Gp TP TN FP FN 
113541815 
2 15 73 17 20 
The worksheet presented as Table 32 on page 265 in Appendix I shows the 
calculation of the chi-squared value for the contingency table arising 
out of the tabulation of the four kinds of responses for each of the two 
groups. 
As the worksheet shows, the value of the chi-squared calculation is 
0.9623, well below the critical level 7.8200, which would be required to 
claim that the experiment had demonstrated a difference in behaviour 
sufficiently rcarked that we would expect it to occur by chance on less 
than 5~ of occasions. On this basis we report that there was no 
significant difference between the performance of the two groups. WP. 
conclude that the use of the metric information has not been shown to be 
of any value in the current case, 
The chi-squared test indicates quite firmly that the current experiment 
cannot be claimed to provide evidence of an effect on the performance of 
the exercise due to the provision of metric information. There is, 
however, one feature of the data shown on the worksheet that is worth 
mentioning in case it proves useful to future experimenters in the 
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current <!rea, While the differences observed were, overall, not 
aufficiently strong to be st<~tiatically significant given the d~ta 
avail~ble, examination of the colultul in the worksheet showing tne 
difference between observed and expe~ted resulta for each cell in the 
contingency miltrix shows a striking pattern. Relatively large 
differences between expected and observed counts were found in all four 
cells relating to true negatlve and false positive counts for eilch grQup, 
with the observed counts for true positive and false negative being very 
close to those expected. The contributions of each cell in the 
contingency table to the chi-squared value is shown in Table 26. 
Table 26: Chi squared contributions for 
each contingency 
() 
'.J-' 
The pattern observed may be due to random variations in the data. 
However, future experimenters may wish to consider the possibility that 
the pattern is a weak signal to the effect that metrics information may 
have helped respondents avoid giving false positive responses, mare than 
it helped them to give true positive responses. This view, if accepted, 
would tend to encourage additional experimentation specifically geared to 
test the role of metrics information in the false positive/true negative 
(FP/TN) decision context, rather than in the general context. In 
practical terms, a decision to bias an experiment to investigate the 
FP/TN decision would lead to the selection of code samples believed to be 
of high quality, sa that the number of responses in the FP/TN categories 
would he maximi~ed. 
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7.12 Additional investigations 
Following the calculation of the chi-squared statletic for the current 
experiment described in the previous section the e>:jJerimental data was 
reviewed, and a small number of additional investigations were performed. 
One additional investigation was an examination of the sensitivity of the 
results to Belection of a threshcld for the derivation of correct 
responses from the group 0 data. The policy described in section 7.8 for 
selection of the threshold is certainly defensible, however there is no 
overwhelming reason not to allow any convenient threshold to be selected. 
Of the other possiblu thresholds, it was found that the threshold v'alue 
of 1.5 led to very similar shaped ROC curves and figures for area under 
the curve, but gave rise to a slightly higher chi-squared statistic of 
1.75. While this is still well below the critical level of 7.82 required 
for significance at the 5-\ level, the higher valu'l indicates a reduced 
probability of the differences between the two groups being due to pure 
chance. 
A further investigation was based on the observation that the twenty five 
questions in each individual response do in f<ict display a form of fine 
structure. They can be organized as five groups of five responses 
relating to the different attributes of the same source code sample, and 
as five groups of five responses relating to the same attribute of five 
source code samples. These two waya of grouping the responses in groups 
of five give rise to 10 potential additional smaller datasets, which 
might conceivably show effects which are cancelled out in the larger 
dataset. A worksheet was prepared which showed the TP/FP/TN/FN 
performance over each of the groups of five questions ,relating to a 
,( 
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single sample or a single quality isaue. Thill workllheet allowed 
contingency tilblcll for cilch of these data oubscts to be analyBed uaing 
U.c chi-squared test and each of the ten !lubaets was anal:;scd in this 
way. None of the data subsets were found to reveal performance 
differences between the two groups significilnt ilt the 5% level. 
7.13 Summary of the experiment 
To summarize the outcomes of the .-:urrent experiment, we can make the 
statement: 
No significant difference in the performance of the code review exercise 
was found between the control group {group 1, operating without metrica 
infonniitionJ and the treiitment group (group 2, op"!rating with metrlcs 
information!. We therefore conclude t/1at there is no evide11ce from the 
current e.;(periment !o suggest that tho metrics information is of benefit 
in the setting simulated by this experiment. 
i('' 
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While the experiment failed to demor.strate a sigqificant d1l:ference 
' between the performance of the two groups, nonetheless it is possible to 
say that a difference in performance was observed. Although the 
statistical analysis of the data shows that the difference observed w".s 
well within the range of outcomes that might arise out of the operation 
of random effects, it is possible that a similar experiment with a larger 
number of participants might demonstrate a significant effect. 
0 
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8.1 
Conclusion 
Findings in relation to the initial 
research questions 
In section 1.2 of this thesis, tl'o primary research questions for the 
project are posed. These questions are repeated below, and findings in 
relation to each are presented. 
8.1.1. Feasibility of implementation 
Can we implement tools to measure the selected metrics in an 
economical w;~y, and gather data using those tools without negative 
impacts on the development process? 
The project has demon!!trated the specification and implementation of an 
automated tool for gathering metrics data on source code. The 
development of the ecce analy~er was conducted with the expectation that 
the primary use made of the tool will be by a software engineer who 
wishes to analyze his/her own code, although its use in other contexts is 
not excluded. 
The development process constitutes a proof by existence of the 
feasibility of implementing a tool for automated analysis. Anecdotal 
feedback suggests that while many users are able to identify shortcomings 
with the program produced, they generally qualify such criticism with 
sc.me statement te> the effect that the ecce program is better than no· 
automated tool at all. Several of the comments reproduced in Appendix G 
are in this vein and similar sentiments ware expressed in a number of 
email messages. 
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The tool was developed and promoted in such a way aa to appeal to 
individual developers as il me<~ll!l to check their own work. 1'hill policy 
was intended to minimize the negative effectll associated with some 
meilsUrement progt·iuns in tllcl ab9once of trust between the me<~sUrers and 
those who are measured. The comments referred to above, taken with the 
responses to survey questions, seem to indicate that this attempt was 
reasonably successful. 
8 .1. 2 Theoretical validation 
• Do the metrics meet the theoretical requirements for software metrics 
proposed in the literature? 
The GQM analysis presented in chapter 3 attempts to apply a methodology 
for selection of measurement targets that is a widely supported framework 
in the recent literature of the field. This chapter also presents an 
analysis of some of the measures selected for implementation from the 
point of view of Weyuker's axiomatic approach to the value and meaning of 
source code based measurements. Between them, these two pieces of 
th~oretical work demonstrate: 
• that the source code attributes selected fo:r" measurement have some 
' 
:r"elationship to the quality goals of the selected project; and 
• that the specific measurement algorithms chosen generate a body of 
data which discdminates between different samples of source code 
according to the ''extent, presence or absence of the attributes 
selected. 
8 .1.3 Practical validation 
• Are the metric rP.eults of practical value in an industrial softwa:r"e 
development setting? 
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The responses to the questionnaire, and anecdotal evidence from the free 
fot1llat respontJes and email feedback, suggent that thel."e is a significant 
body of users of the softw.on·e who (ound the use of the analy:wl." hild some 
value in the industl."ial setting. The lack of countei."Vailing voices 
asserting that the tool wus of ~em value is probably due to the effect 
of post-evaluation apathy, but we must assume that thel."e wel."e some usel."e 
who tried the tool out and promptly decided it held no benefit for them. 
The fact that the FTP loge (Appendix D) show that ovel." 1000 usen 
downloaded th'O latest vel."sion of the tool (version 2.1.4) would seem to 
demonstrate clearlr that there is demand for such a tool, whether or not 
the current implementation is successful in satisfying the demand. 
Interestingly, despite the wide support fo~: the value of the tool, among 
the metl."ics implemented, the only ones for which a majority of 
respondents expressed positive supj?ort were l.OC and MVG. The responses 
relating to the stn1ctural metrics were neutral or even, marginally 
negative, while the object-oriented metl."ics attracted some support 
without gaining a majority of positive responses on any of the questions 
in this area, 
The code review experiment described in chapter 7 attempted to obtain 
empirical data to support the proposition that the metricf' tool was of 
use in a specific setting of a code review. The outcome of that 
experiment is that the group •,rho had access to metrics data were not 
observed to have a significant benefit over the group operating without 
such data. 
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8.1.4 Interface ergonomics 
• How can we design the interface through which metric tools report back 
results to improve the quality outcomes of the development process? 
Features of the output format of the CCCC tool were strongly supported by 
respondents to the survey. Positive support in excess of 40% was 
recorded for the following features: 
• colour highlighting of abnormal values; 
• customization of highlighting thresholds; 
• generation of separate detailed reports for individual modules bound 
together by hypertext links from an overall report; and 
• use of hypertext links to traverse from a report datum to the source 
code fragment(s) which contribute to it. 
The last point is particularly interesting in view of the weak 
implementation of the feature in the reference version of the program. 
In the implementation of the program which had been seen by the 
respondents, the links were directly to the plain text source files, and 
hence could not seek directly to the required line, but only to the start 
of the file. More recent versions of the program have overcome this 
problem by creating HTML copies of the source files with embedded anchors 
to allow direct jumping to the exact lines specified. 
Although the features of the HTML report were widely appreciated, there 
were a number of requests for other formats, notably a flat file export 
format sui table for loading into a spreadsheet or database. There was 
also one request for an interface similar to the HTML tabular format, but 
with dynamically sorting columns (comparable to those in the Windows 95 
Explorer interface) . 
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8.1.5 Breadth of application 
• How general are the lessons learned in this study? Can they be 
applied in situations involving other metrics, or to organizations 
which have different operational situations? 
Throughout the project, the Greek/Roman cultural dichotomy introduced in 
section 2.10 is used as a framework for consideration of issues of 
workplace culture. The culture of the industry partner's project group 
around which the requirements were defined would be characterized as 
lying at the Greek end of the spectrum. The way the tool was released 
and promoted would also tend to favour its adoption by Greeks (who choose 
their own tools) rather than Romans (for whom the tools are selected by 
management). As noted in Chapter 6, the majority of the respondents to 
the survey would also be primarily of the Greek persuasion. 
The conclusion we draw from this is that, to the extent to which the data 
gathered is of any value at all, it applies to developers and groups who 
meet the following profile: 
• operating as intellectual free agents with the ability to select their 
own tools and methods (within certain limits); and 
• more likely to be working on high-innovation, real-time embedded or 
control projects than low-innovation transaction processing, 
accounting or data management systems. 
8.2 Otl;l.er findings 
In addition to the findings recorded above in relation to the research 
questions posed at the start of the project, there are a number of other 
areas where the project has uncovered new information. 
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8.2.1 Novel metrics 
As part of the process of metric selection via the GQM analysis, a number 
of novel metrics were proposed in the hope of illuminating aspects of 
modern object-oriented programming practice. 
The most significant innovations are the versions of the structural 
metrics filtered according to visibility (Fiv, FOv and IF4v) and 
concreteness (Fie, FOe and IF4c) . The survey contained two questions 
focussed on each of these modified metrics, asking firstly whether the 
respondent felt that he/she understood the basis of calculation of each 
modified metric, and secondly whether he/she felt that the metric was a 
useful indicator of project risks. The distribution of responses to 
these four questions (reported in section 6.4.7) indicates that very few 
of the respondents were confident about the basis of calculation or 
wished to express a positive or negative opinion on the value of the 
modified metric. In view of the fact that the underlying unmodified IF4 
metric was subject to similar confusion, one cannot reject the modified 
metrics as being definitely devoid of value. It is, however, clear that 
if these metrics (or similar ones relating to the same quality 
attributes) are to become useful, clearer explanations of their bases 
must be provided than the ones which were published in the current 
project. 
Another novel metric which was calculated by the tool, and about which a 
question was included in the survey was WMCv, the weighted methods per 
class metric, applying a weighting function which effectively filtered 
the visible methods from the interface. Again there was neither 
endorsement nor firm rejection of the value of this metric. 
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0.2.2 Usa of pragmatic measurement techniques 
One iesue that was identified early in the implementation phase for the 
analyzer was the trade-off between the numbnr of items measurnd and the 
accuracy with which the measurements were done. Put simply, given a 
certain finite development effort to build tile analy<~:er, the use of 
coarse, pragmatic counting methods allowed a greater range of metrice to 
be calculated than would have been possible if only rigorous techniques 
had been employed. Tile user guide for ecce (which appears in Appendix C) 
has a section on counting methods, 'Which describes the main pragmatic 
techniques applied, with the potential sources of error inherent in each 
The survey included a question relating to the specific issue of using 
interface source code to calculate the structural rcetrics. The 
distribution of responses to this question was C"lntred around the neutral 
point with a small bias to the negative. 
From the feedback received through the free-format responses on the 
questionnaire and email, it appea>·ed that the 3-S!fr tolerance for error in,-
calculation methods was acceptable to most users. 
8.3 Suggestions for further work 
The following lines of invest tgation are suggested by the outcomes of the 
current project. 
8.3.1 Further development of the enalyzer 
Section 4.!':. identifies a number of potential enhancements to the existing 
analyzer that might: add to its irmnediate value and support further 
research. 
·~ 
Among the enhancements suggested, the ones relating to extendinSJ the data 
model to encompass abstr,v;:tion at the level of class categories would be 
particularly interesting to pursue. ln the light of the support for the 
object-oriented metrics suite of Chidamber and Kemerer, it would also be 
worthwhile to invest some effort in attempting to add support Cor the two 
metrics LCOM and RFC which are not presently supported by ecce. 
B. 3.2 Conaidaration of atructural matrice 
The survey revealed that the group of structural metrics calculated by 
the current analyzer are not well understood or supported. These metrics 
were designed to characterize some of the major risk issues identified in 
the industry partner's project. A project could be undertaken to 
investigate this area of metrics technology further. The outcomes of 
this investigation might be alternate metrics to fill the gap, or 
improved documentation to ruise the levels of acceptance of the metrics 
currently provided. 
8.3.3 Fm:thar statistical analysis of survey data 
The analysis undertaken on the data gathered in the practitioner survey 
was limited to identifyin~· the distribution of responses to each 
. h question. Further analys1s' could be undertaken to examine correlations 
between responses to different questions. The raw data gathered in the 
survey 1with the identifying datd in the email and free-format questions 
removed) will be made available on the project web site. 
8.3 .4 Use of the analy:zer to support research in other areas 
There are at least two projects presently usiny the ecce analyzer to 
support uses of metrics other th~n the source code risk assessment around 
which the tool iR designed. One group is using it to attempt to discover 
'" 
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design patterns in code (Kim & Boldyraff, 1997), while another is oming 
it as a calibration tool for an investigation into retrospective 
calculation of an object-oriented derivative of function points from code 
(Judge & Williams, 1997, Judge & Mistry 1998), 
6.3. s Further empirical work 
The experiment described in chapter 'I failed to uncover any significant 
benefit from the use of software metrics in a code r~view setting, 
however it was handicapped by a level of participation lower than that 
which was originally conceived. The experimental design and processing 
methode appear to be sound, and it would be interesting to r&peat the 
experiment in the hope that a higher level of participation might allow 
stronger conclusions to be drawn. In the event that this proves 
possible, either or both of the following amendments to the current 
experimental design should be considered: 
• While the current experiment rejected the use of student volunteers on 
the grounds that they would be unrepresentative of professional 
software engineering behaviour, on reflection it might be acceptable 
to use students as the group 1 and 2 population provided that the 
group 0 response was drawn from experienced software professionals, 
and providing that same effort was made to match the levels of 
competence of the groups of students assigned to group 1 and group 2. 
Although the data arising out of the current experiment were not 
classified as significant, there is a pattern in that data suggestive 
of a hypothesis that metrics data may be more useful in avoiding false 
positive risk judgemants than in achieving true positive ones. A 
future investigator might choose 
Alternately, an investigator might choose 
'"' 
pursue this 
select 
,, 
hypothesi~. 
" <o materials 
favour' investigation of the true negative/false positive deciaian 
behaviour as this might lead to an overall effect which is easier to 
detect. 
u 
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Appendix A: Specification for the 
prototype analyzer 
'. 
'!; 
The primary aim of the initial implementation of the metric analyfer will 
be to gather and present infor~tion on the attributes of source code to 
the, programmers charged with the generation and/or maintenance of that 
code. A secondary goal will be to create a tool capable of assisting in 
retrospective analysis of bodies of code by investigators who have no 
intention of modifying or developing that code. 
The analyzer will measure and report values for lines of code, comments, 
the McCabe cyclomatic number, and Rajaraman and Lyu's C++ coupling 
metrics. 
The analyzer design will provide a modul11r framework for the 
implementation of multiple attribute measurements on one or more source 
files by invol:ing a single command f!:'om the operating system command 
processor interface. The design will be expected to localise 
dependencies on source language, host operating system, and output 
formats (as well as the range of metrics ac:tually to be calculated), so 
that each of these can be substituted with minimal disruption to the 
others. \\ 
,, 
The analyzer will accept co~m~and-line qualifiers to control the range of 
metrics to be presented, output formats, etc. Invocation will ilppear to., 
be a single-pass process to the user, and the elapsed time for an 
exhaustive analysis of a single piece of code should be considerably less 
;,' ,,:, 
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than the elilpsed time required by the compiler in us~ to perform a normal 
compilation of that code. 
Informal target: analysis time~~ (compile time • 0.2) 
The initial implementation will parse the language C++ (as defined by the 
reference manual for AT & T Unix Systsm Laboratories C++ version 3.0). 
By extension, this will be usable to parse the vast majority o( programs 
in ANSI C (the exceptions being C programs that contain C++ reserved 
wards as identifiers). The implementation may provide additional la<;~ic 
to detect and parse correctly these exceptional programs, or programs 
written in older versions of C, or other programs which for one reason ur 
another are not completely valid programs in C++. 
The initial implementation will Opl!rate on a generic Unix platform. 
Versions for MS/DOS and OS/2 should also be produced if at all possible. 
The program will provide a modest range of output options selected from 
the following: 
output of a single-screen summary report to an ANSI terminal using 
colour to emphasize suggestive outcomes (possibly green-yellow-red to 
show nominal, abnormal and dangerous valucs); 
• output of a tabular report in columns to a device or file, especially 
where multiple source files are examined; 
• output of a diagramatic summary of the structure and attributes of a 
piece of source code to a hard copy device; 
• inaertion of a report into a source code file as a comment. 
;;_:·. 
·- .. 
.. 
"' 
Appendix B: Sample Run Input and Output 
This section contains two sample C++ source code f:iles ltaken from the 
analyzer's own source code), the log mess<~gos on standard error gener<~ted 
by a run of the analyzer, <1nd the generated HTML files for the run as a 
whole and one of the classes covered by the run. 
The examples shown below are inciicative of the function of the analyzer. 
The particular results of 
/~ 
this run have not been manually checked and may ---~--;;.--''/ 
"-=~--=----:=-='~ 
be subject to some of the sources of error identifiad in the thesis. 
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Sample header file: 
,. 
*ecce db.h 
defines the database used by ecce to generate a report 
., 
#ifndef cccc_DB_l! 
#define CCCC_DB_l! 
~include <iostrenm.h> 
#include <iomanip.h> 
#include "cccc_atg.h" 
#include "cccc_met .h" 
#include "cccc_tbl.h" 
#include "cccc_utl.h" 
II these are generic clasaea, used to implement the relational model 
II for the application 
class cccc_Field; 
class cccc_Record; 
II these are the types of the entities in this application's relational 
II model 
class CCCC_Project; 
class CCCC_Module; 
class cccc_Member; 
class cccc_useRelationahip; 
class CCCC_Extent; 
li ,, 
,, ;ro;-~ 
_F:J {r 
l 
1~1 ( 1 / 
II The "ntitien held within tlw 
II of kin<lo of name including a 
II qualified loc.ll name (i,, un 
II qualified global name. 
dalabaoc nr.cd to be <~blc to return a variety 
ui<Ople name (typically one word I, a fully 
une<l within a cla~nl, .1nd a fully 
II They ~lso need to be able to HUpply a key for ucarching, ·~hicll munt be 
II unique witllin the table, ,,nd a ranking fltring, which ne"'l not be unique 
II and may contain ilrtHidal clemcntn lo enforce appropriatn ordering, 
II oubclaaae~ may aluo hav~ p<>rticular other namen, which llhould be defined 
II uoing negative indcxe~ 
enum NaooeLevel l t~lf:.1tiK, nlSF.IIRCil, nlSlllPLP., n!LOC/IL, nlGLOE/IL ) ; 
class ecce Record I -
friend claa!l ccce_Html_Strcan>; 
protectedt 
ecce Table<CCCC Extent, 10> extent table; 
ccc()·ield flagS; 
virtual void merge flags{CCCC Field& new_flags); 
public: - -
I' 
virtual char• name{int level) canst; 
virtual char• ranking ntring{J connt; 
virtual ch~r· key {I c'Onst; 
AugmentedBool g~t_flag{PSFlag ps(J { return (J\ugmentcdBool) flaga(ps£1; ) 
virtual void add ext~nt (istream&J; 
virtual void sort 1) { extent table. sort (J ; ) 
virtual void generate reportlostream ~os); 
virtual int get_countlconst char •count_tag); 
friend int rank_by_string(conat void 'pl. canst void •p2); 
class ccee_Project ' public ceec_Record 
cccc_string project_name; 
publiCI 
ecce Table<CCCC Module,lOOOO> module table; 
eccc=Table~cccc=Member,lOOOO> member=table; 
ecce Table~cccc UseRelationship,lOOOO> us~rel table; 
CCCC=Table<CCCC=Extent, 10000> nlj m:ted_extent=table; 
ecce Project lconst ecce String& n~me·" "); 
char+ name lint /• level-•/ ) const { return project_name; ) 
void add module(Ostream~ module data line); 
void add-member(istream~ ooember-data-linel; 
void add-userelli~tream& use data litl,i, 
void add=rejcct~d_cxtcnt(iHt~eam& rejected_data_linel1 
void sort II ; 
void assign_anonymous_noembern II; 
int get countlconot char •count ~ag); 
void getlerate report(ostream&J ,-), -
enum ModuleNameLcvel 
{ nlMODULE_TYPE•-1, nlMODULE_NAMS~-2, nlMODULE_TYPS_AND_N!\MEm-3 )t 
enum RelationshipMaskElements 
I 
L 
rmeeLI~NT~OxOl, rmeSUPPLIER•OX02, 
rmeHIDDENdOxlO, rmeVISIDLE=Ox<O, rmeHIDDEN_OR_VISIBLEdOxJO, 
rmeABSTRACT~Ox40, rmeCONCRETS•OX80, rme/IBSTR!\CT_OR_CONCRETE•Oxeo 
!92 
G 
~A· 
"'"'#.; 
·••. <~' 
class ecce Module : public ecce Record I - -
friend claoa cccc._Projcct; 
ecce Field module nume, module type; 
public 7 .-. - -
CCCC_Table<CCCC~Member, 1000> "'ember_tuble; 
char* name(in~ name level) const; 
cccc_Module(iatreu"'~ module_data_line); 
Void generate_report (ostream~); 
If the following definitions are designed to support the Chidamber and 
If Kemerer metric ~uite for object oriented design 
typedef float (•MemberWeightingFunctionPtr) (CCCC_Membcr•); 
int depth of inheritance tree ( J 1 
int number of children 11 7 
int coupli;:;g between objects(); 
float weighted_methods_per_class(MemberWcightingFunctionPtrl; 
int get count(const char •count tag); 
int get:::relationshipsiCCCC_Projii"ct •prj, int mask, 
ecce UseRelationship••& rel array); 
int-is_triviall); -
I• 
enum MemberNameLevel { nlM~MBER_NAMEv-l, nlM~MBER_TYI•En·2, nlMEMBER_PAIU\MS•-3 ); 
class C:CCC Member ' public cc:cc Record I - -
frienC class CC:CC_Project1 
friend cl~ss CCCC_Module; 
ccc:c_field member_type, member_name, par~m_list; 
c:c:c:c Module •p~rent; 
pubuc7 
char •name( int index) conat; 
ecce Member{istream& member duta line, CCCC_Module• pa!:entytr•NULL); 
void-generate report(ostreaffi~);-
int get_count"i:conot chnr •count_tag); 
Visibility get_vioibility(); 
), 
enum ExtentNameLevel { nlFILENAME•·l, nlLINENl.IMBBR•-2, nlOBSCRIPTION·-~\t 
class ecce Extent public ecce Record I - -
friend claas C:CCC_Record; 
friend class CCCC_Project; 
ecce: Field filename; 
ccc:c-Fi~ld linenumber; 
ecce-Field description; 
ecce-Field flags; 
ccc:c=Field count_bUffer; 
UseType ut; 
Visibility v; 
public: 
ecce Extent ( 1 ; 
cccc:::Ext.ent ( iotream& io); 
char •name( int index) const; 
void generate report(oatream &OS)/ 
Visibility get_viaibility() const { return VJ ) 
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int get count (conn~ chilr •count ~agl: 
UseType-get_usetypell const ( r;;turn ut; ) 
~onat CCCC_String& ge~_.d.,ucrip~ionll conut I r<'tm·n deacrlpticm; ) ,, 
enum Uaer<'lNilmeL~vel ( t\lSUPPLIER··l, nlCL!Em'•-2, nlMEMBER•-3 ) ; 
cl"sa ecce uaeRelation~hip public ecce R<'cord I - , 
CCCC_Ficld supplier, client, n.embct"; 
UseTypc ut: 
1\ugmcnted!lool visible, concrete: 
public= 
char •name I int index ) conat; 
ecce Us.,Relationship(istre~m& is): 
void-~dd extont(istream&l 1 
int get Count lccnst cha•· •count tag]; 
uaeType-get_usetype(] const { r;;turn ut: ) 
1\ugmented!lool is_ visible II const 1 return visible; } 
llugmentedBool is_<.:oncrete () const ( return ccncrete; 
v.:.id \,l~ucrut.;_roopOL t (o.~Ll'~~nl~ .,;~) , 
CCCC_Module• supplier_module_ptr(CCCC_Project •prj) I 
ecce Module• clieut_module_ptr ICCCC_Project •prj) ; ,, -
~endif II cccc_DB_H 
Jl 
" 
'" 
Sample implementation file: 
!• 
•cccc_db.cc 
•! 
ninclud~ <Strstream.h> 
nincll\Je <fatream.h> 
Unclude "cccc_db.h" 
Unclude "cccc.h" 
ndefine LINE_BUFFER_SIZE 1000 
extern CCCC_l'roject •prj; 
If the file scope variable last supplier is used to supreaa repeated 
II output of the supplier n01me in the use relationship section where 
II the current record has the same supplier aa the previous one 
IJ the indentation ma~es this reasonably clear 
static cccc_string laat_aupplier~""; 
" 
II when we add a record to, for example, the extent table for a member of 
II a module, ·~e need to merge the information in the ne~<~ extent 
J'/ \<lith what is already known ( i there are two kinds of merge: 
(( 1. ordinary fields like module_type sllould either be consistent or 
(( blank for all extents relating to the same module, so where the old 
If Held is blank, we overwdte 1rith the new field 
II 2. the flags field in CCCC_Member contain• " variety of single character 
II flags giving the visibility, con~tnesn, etc. of the member, with •?• being 
If used to reflect a atate o[ lack of knowledge : in these cases, 
void Resolve F!eldsiCCCC Field& fieldl, ecce Field& field2) ( - - -
if(atrlen(fieldl)D~OI 
( 
fieldl~field2; 
0 
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void cccc_R.,eord: '""-'<q<' .f l"q~ lc::-cc_r;., 1<.1~ n"'"- flag~ 1 
\ 
char '"""' fl~g ,,n.w•n••w f l~qs; 
char •flag andy-fla']s; -
unsigned i;;L l~n-ntrl~nlf(,,1 ;,ruyl; 
if (atrlen (n!'w_!L•·J '" r->Y• '1;:,1 
\ 
char buf [IOvl: 
UO'Isign<'d >nt r: 
for(i·O; •<len;»•l 
\ 
ifltlag_an·a,-[1(• '?'I 
\ 
buf (i (•new _(J~g_arrdy [ 1 l : 
etse 
\ 
buf lil•flag_uu.y I il ; 
I 
I 
buf(lenl•'\0': 
flags•buf; 
else 
\ 
If if the parent record has just bee!l ereated it ""'Y ha·te 
If an empty flags l:'.e:>.ber, ~owe use Resol•Je_fields to copy 
If the flaga from the first e~tent 
Resolve_fields lflags.ne·" _flags) : 
void CCCC Record: :add extent list rea::'.~ is I \ - -
CCCC_Extent •ne.,_extent•new cccc_c.x~em: lis): 
,, 
ecce EXtent •inserted extent.extent ~able.find or insert(new extent!; 
merge_flagslne,.,_extenC"->flagsl; - - - -
iffnew extent !• inserted extent) {:-- - -
-delete ne,.,_extent: 
char• 
char• 
char• 
void 
cccc_Rt-"Ord::natt!elint /• level */1 const {return ••; ) 
cccc_Record: : ranking_stringl I con•~ { re~urn n~me lnlRAll!:l :) 
cccc_Record: :key!l const j return namelnlAAIIKI: ) 
CCCC_Record, :generate_report I ostt ea:r.& os) 
\ 
os « name(nlRJ.!;(.) H endl, 
int rank_by_string(const: VOld •pi, const void •p2J { 
CCCC_Record •prl='l !CCCC_Record")pll; 
CCCC_Record •pr2• * ( (CCCC_Record""lp21; 
11 we collect and use local ~opies o( the t~O Strings 
II this allo~s the ranking atring functions to use static buffers 
cccc_string shprl-Hankin'i!_sc.ring(): 
cccc_string s2~pr2->ranking_string(J; 
return atrcmp(sl,s2): 
\% 
I? 
,, 
," 
\\ D 
chAr• C'CC"C: Modul":•naTN!(\n• na-._1.,•1e1) cottat 
{ -
atat1c C:CCC St!lll'l ,,_.,.,al; 
switctl!n.>l!l!' -l<>•:rll { -
case nlMODULE_TYn: 
retV,ll·=clult·_' ;T<'; 
br~dk; 
C-lSe nl!>!":>~tt E !/I,".E 
re~ V3l • m..~<!·J l ~ _ lt3<r-'-'; 
b,-,.~k: 
cas., nl!>!C'~>':LE_-:-~-rE_T.!1L'_!11.1>!E: 
ren•.>l·r-o::lule_: iF": 
if lstden•n·:·.·-•:' •0• 
{ 
ret\•alrrecvol•" "; 
retva l , ,-._., vA l• mod·~l e _name; 
brea~; 
:l.elau!': 
rHva!•=Gule r.a:::e; 
if l•t rlen 1 re::Vall •• o I 
{ 
return ret val; 
/;.!' 
int ecce Reconb "1"'-""untlconst char• /• count t~g '/1 
il cccC Record u really an abstract base clais, so we don't expe<"t 
II anyone to call th~s ~th~ 
II i! the;· do, warn th"m o!f. 
cen << "{C:CCC_R.,cord: :get_cour.t] virtu"! fun~t•on, pleas" overload" ,, 
<< en<ll; 
r"turn 0; 
"' 
r; 
!j 
'" 
void CCCC_Project::assign_anonymous_members() 
{ 
cerr << "Assigning non-member functions to source modules" << endl; 
int i; 
for(i=O; i<member_table.records(); i++) 
{ 
CCCC Member *member_ptr=member_table.record_ptr(i); 
CCCC_String member_name=member_ptr->name(nlSEARCH); 
CCCC_String parent_name=member_ptr->parent->name(nlMODULE_NAME); 
if(strlen(parent name)==O) { -
II search the extent list for the best parent 
II our rule for assigning parentage to source files is that it will be 
II the first seen definition of the function, or if no definitons 
II are seen the first seen declaration 
II providing that this function is run before the database is sorted, 
II the records should be in order of creation 
II we can assume that at least one extent has been seen 
CCCC_Extent *best_extent_ptr=member_ptr->extent_table.record_ptr(O); 
int j; 
for(j=l; j<member_ptr->extent_table.records(); j++) 
{ 
{ 
} 
II if the candidate we already have is a definition, we should 
II never replace it 
if(best_extent_ptr->ut == utDEFINITION) 
break; 
else if(member_ptr->extent_table.record_ptr(j)->ut == utDEFINITION) 
{ 
} 
} 
best_extent_ptr=member_ptr->extent_table.record_ptr(j); 
CCCC_String source_module_name=best_extent_ptr->name(nlFILENAME); 
cerr << "Assigning " << member name 
<< " to source module " << source_module name << endl; 
MAKE_STRSTREAM(str); 
str << source module name << "®Source file®" << ends; 
cccc_Module *new_mod~tr= new CCCC_Module(str); 
CCCC_Module *lookup_mod_ptr=module_table.find_or_insert(new_mod_ptr); 
if(lookup_mod_ptr != new_mod_ptr) 
{ 
delete new_mod_ptr; 
} 
member_ptr->parent=lookup_mod_ptr; 
RELEASE_STRSTREAM(str); 
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void ecce __ Project: :sort () 
int i; 
cerr << "Sorting modules" << endl; 
module_table.sort(); 
for(i=O; i<module table.records(); i++) { -
module_table.record_ptr(i)->sort(); 
cerr << "Sorting members" << endl; 
member_table.sort(); 
for(i=O; i<member table.records(); i++) { -
CCCC_Member *member_ptr=member_table.record_ptr(i); 
member_ptr->sort(); 
member_ptr~>parent->member_table.append(member_ptr); 
cerr << "Sorting relationships" << 
userel_table.sort(); 
endl; 
for(i=O; i<userel table.records(); i++) 
{ 
userel_table.record_ptr(i)->sort(); 
} 
CCCC_Project: :CCCC_Project(const CCCC_String& name) 
: project_name(name) 
II we prime the database with knowledge of the builtin base types 
II we also add a record for the anonymous class which we will treat 
II as the parent of all non-member functions 
char *builtin_type_info[]= 
{ 
} ; 
"void®builtin®<nofile>@O®builtin definition@d?????®®Od", 
"int®builtin®<nofile>@O®builtin definition®d?????®®Od", 
"char®builtin®<nofile>@O®builtin definition®d?????@@Od", 
"long®builtin®<nofile>@O@builtin definition®d?????®®Od", 
"float@builtin@<nofile>®O®builtin definition®d?????®®Od", 
"double®builtin®<nofile>@O@builtin definition®d?????@@Od", 
NULL 
for(char **ptr=builtin_type_info; *ptr!=NULL; ptr++) 
{ 
MAKE_STRSTREAM(type_info); 
type_info << *ptr << ends; 
add_module(CONVERT_STRSTREAM(type_info)); 
RELEASE_STRSTREAM(type_info); 
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void ecce Pto)e<:t :ri<ld.mo<!ulc!>fitn•"m~ «to<hJl<>_<l, _l!u<•l 1 
cccc_Modul<> '">o<h•l~ plr•m:w C<:cC_Ma<h>lelmodul• .ot;•_Jln<:J; 
ecce P.nem '"~'""' pt , .• ,., .. <'tTc J·:•u·nt_l,,,dul<· <J,,,,, .I ill" I, 
CCCC-Module • )oo~up modulo• pt r•m;;,hd" Lolhl <'.I Jt1d or ,l nnerl (nM><)u)e___pt r) ; 
if llO.:,kup mod!! I<' pt·; ! • 11Ul.1.1 -I -
lookup _modu le _ _l•t t •<'XL<'nt _ \ .1hl ,_. I i n<l_ '--"_"""''I I e•tenl_jJtrl ; 
if I lookup_ mo•lul e _pt t '·modul P_pt t 1 I 
II do som<' ···~rk to t ranof<>r k!l<<'~)o:d~r· !1• ... r.hr: ,,_.w mQ<Jule otJj.,r.t 
II then d~let<• 1t 
Resolvt• F1elds (lookup module ptr- >rnO<IuJ.,_ type, module__ptr· ,rnodule_type) ; 
del<'te mo_dule_ptr; - -
void ecce_ Project: :add_me,.berlistrearn~ n:ember_data 11nel 
I 
CCCC_M"dule •mcdule_ptr•ne·J cccc_~odule trnember_data_linel, 
CCCC_Module •lookup_e.odule_ptr=module_table. find_or_inscrt lmodule__p~r); 
CCCC_Member •r..ember_ptr• 
new CCCC_Mem.ber (m<'mber_data_l ine, loo~up_module__ptrl ; 
cccc_Mewber •lookup_rnembcr__ptr•n:ember_table. find_or_insen Jmen:ber__ptr); 
if(lookup_membe.-_ptr 1~ h'ULLI 
I 
I 
lookup_mcmber_ptr· >add_extent (O".ewber_data_linel ; 
II if the men:be.- pointer we created here is not exactly equal \.O the one 
II found in the table, it haa not been stored 1n the table, eil!her because 
II the table already contnined the a pointer to the same IT'ember, or because 
II there was no space 
II either wuy, the one we just created is an orphan, so we delete it 
if lmember_ptr l• lookup_member_ptrl 
I 
delete member__ptr; 
void CCCC_Project==add_uaerelliatrearn~ userel_data_linel 
CCCC_UseRelationahip •new_userel_ptr • 
new cccc_useRelationahipluserel_data_linel; i'c 
cccc_uaeRelationahip •lookup_userel__ptr • 
uaerel_~able. find_ot_insert lnew_uaerel_ptr); 
if(lookup userel_ptr I• NULL) I -
if (new_uacrel__ptr l· lookup_userel_ptr) 
I 
delete new_userel_ptr; 
lookup_userel__ptr->add_extentluserel_data_linel; 
void CCCC_Project::add_rejected_extentlistream~ rejected_data_linel 
I 
CCCC_Extent •new_extent-new CCCC_Extent(rcJected_data_line); 
rejected_extent_table.flnd_or_inaertlnew_cxtent); 
float unit_weighting(CCCC_Member• 1• mptr 'I ) { return 1.0; ) 
float viaible_weight lag (CCCC_Member •rnptrl 
{ 
float relval; 
Visibility mvia~rnptr·>get visibility(); 
switch lrnviaJ 
{ 
case vPRIVATE: 
retV<Il•O.O; 
break; 
case vPROT<:CTED: 
case VPUBLIC: 
case vOONTKNOW: 
retval•l.O; 
break; 
default: 
cout << "UneXpected visibility ' « !int) mvis « endl; 
retval-0.5; 
return retval; 
int ecce Project::get count(const char• count tag) { 
II we Could give this method knowledge of which tags are likely 
II to be found in which table, •.• or we could be lazy like this 
int retvahO; 
retval+~module table.get countlcount tag) 1 
retval +muserel= table. get::: col!nt (count= tag) : 
return retval: 
void CCCC_Project: :generate_report (ortream& os) { 
os << "CCCC Report" « endl « flush; 
sort(); 
int i: 
for (hO; i<rnodule_table.records(); i++) { 
cccc_Module •mptr-module_table. record_ptr Iii ; 
if ( strcmp(mptr·>narne lnlMODU!>8_TYPE) , "builtin" J I~ o) 
{ 
mptr->generate_report los) ; 
} 
for(i•O; i<uaerel_table.records(); i++) { 
CCCC_UaeRelationahip 0uptr•userel_table.record_ptrli); 
uptr->generate_report(osJ; 
CCCC_Module::CCCC_Module(istream& module data line) 
module_data_line » module_name ~> modiile_tfl;e; 
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void ecce Module: .generate rcporlloatrcam~ ogl { 
lf(stdenlmodul" nc.mel ,o) I .. 
!"1odule_na""' << endl; 
<'lse 
I 
oa •,non-rr~rnber f<mctlO!W and v,niablea>" « endl; 
lilt ,, 
!or(i•O; hextent_oab(e.recordBII; 1••1 I 
extent table. reconl_pt r I 1 I · >generate_report (oa) ; 
os endl; 
os "Methods:·<< end!; 
!orli•O; !<meoo.ber_table.recordsO; iHI I 
me::-.ber_~able. record_ptr !i I- >generate_ report (osl 1 
OS er.d(; 
os « ·u· « endl; 
''" 
int ecce Module: :get count (con at cha! • coun! _tag) ( 
lnt ~.-~val-0: -
CCCC_UaeRelat ionahip• • dummy Jleern: 
if ( (st rcmp lco~:r;l_ t<~g, •NOM" I ··01 
I 
elae if I "l rcmp lcmmt_t,!g, "PIT" I ·•OI 
I 
•·etval·depth_ ol_inhcn tance _n-e" II ; 
I 
else if 1 strcrr:p lcount_tag. "llOC" I ··01 
{ 
retval·numl>er _o!_chi ldrcn II ; 
{ 
else iflstrcmp{count tag,"CBO")••OI { -
retval-coupl ir.g_bet·~een_.obj ects! I ; 
I 
else if I strcmp [count_tag, "WMCl • I -~M 
{ 
retval•(intl weighted_methods..Jler_classlunit_weighting); 
I 
else iflstrcmplco~:nt_tag,"WMCV"I'"OI "t .. 
( retval•lintl weighted_methods..Jler_class lvisible_we)'ghting) : ) J 
else if I 
lstrncmplcount tag,"PI",2)-~0I II 
(strncmp I count: tag, "fO", 2) ·~OJ 
I 
int role; 
int vis.rmeHIODEN_OR V.SIBLE; 
int con~rmekBSTRACT_OR_CONCRETE; 
{witch (count_ tag [1] J 
case '0': 
roleormeSUPPLIER; 
break; 
case 'l': 
rote.rmeCLIENT; 
break; 
{witch lcount_tag {2)) 
case 'v': 
vis.rmeVISIBLE; 
break; 
case 'c': 
con•tmeCONC'I!E't'E; 
break; 
cas" 0: 
II no qualifier 
break; 
default: 
cerr << •unexpected FI/FO qualifier• << endl; 
return Ot 
20J 
;•'· 
II 
II 
\• __ 
I) 
retVd.l•get_ ~~l.lt >onnhip~ lpr j, role I'' i" I con, r!u...,)'Jl~~rnJ 1 
I 
else >fl ntrn<'"'!>lcotmr ''"~··JF·l",ll .. o; I -
chn fit.t<J[5[, !otol<J[',]: 
const ch.u ·~u.l)Ifl,.r·~lr:mu"_ld9[j](; 
~trcp)"ifll.lg,"Fl"l: 
Btrc.lt I f1t.,'.!,qu.il >! l<'l I; 
st rcpy 1 for .og, "FO" 1 . 
st ,-en 1 fotag, '1"·' 1 '! '''' I : 
int f.mout•grt_count lfot:,•gl; 
int r.mln•get_count l[ltagl; 
retval•f anaut' f d.I\OUt 'fo•nin• fanin; 
elae 
{ 
• •turn retval; 
int cccc_Morlule: :depth_of_:i.nheri tance_t,..~e II 
{ 
int retval:O; 
ecce UseRelationship •••upplier relationships; 
int Oum_suppliers·get_relationshtpsl 
prj, 
rnleSUPPLIERjrrn.,HIDDEN OR VISI!lLEirrn"CONCRETE, 
supplier_relat ionshipSI :-
far lint i•O; i<num supplie,..s; l++) { -
CCCC_UseRelatianship 'this_rel=suppli.,r_relationships[i); 
iflthis re1·>9Ct usetypei)==U~!NHER!TSI { - -
in~ di~_thls_path= 
this_rel·~supplier_rnodule_ptr(prj)·>dep~h_of_inheritance_t,_..ee()+l; 
H (dit thi•_pa~h>retval) { -
retval•dit_this_path; 
I 
return retval: 
'·' 
,. 
int CCCC Module: :number of children() { - - -
int retval=O; 
CCCC_UseRelationship **supplier_relationships; 
int num_suppliers=get_relationships( 
prj, 
rmeCLIENTirmeHIDDEN_OR_VISIBLEirmeCONCRETE, 
supplier_relationships); 
for(int i=O; i<num suppliers; i++) { -
CCCC_UseRelationship *this_rel=supplier_relationships[i]; 
if(this rel->get usetype()==UtiNHERITS) { - -
retval++; 
} 
return retval; 
int CCCC_Module: :coupling_between_objects() 
{ 
II Coupling between objects (CBO) is defined as the total number 
II of distinct modules to which the current module has relationships 
II we calculate this by identifying client and supplier relationship 
/1 numbers, and then subtracting the number of modules which appear in 
II both categories. 
CCCC_UseRelationship *lcl_suppliers[lOO], *lcl_clients[lOO], **relarray; 
int num clients=get relationships( 
prj,rmeCLIENTirmeHIDDEN_OR_VISIBLEirmeABSTRACT_OR_CONCRETE, relarray); 
memcpy(lcl_clients,relarray,num_clients*sizeof(CCCC_UseRelationship*)); 
int num suppliers=get relationships( 
prj,rmeSUPPLIERirmeHIDDEN_OR_VISIBLEirmeABSTRACT_OR_CONCRETE, relarray); 
memcpy(lcl_suppliers,relarray,num_suppliers*sizeof(CCCC_Module*)); 
int duplicate_modules=O; 
for(int i=O; i<num clients; i++) { -
for(int j=O; j<num_suppliers; j++) 
{ 
if( 
lcl_clients[i]->client_module_ptr(prj)== 
lcl_suppliers[j]->supplier_module_ptr(prj) 
) 
{ 
duplicate_modules++; 
return num_clients+num_suppliers-duplicate_modules; 
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float CCCC_Module::weighted_methods_per_class(MemberWeightingFunctionPtr wfptr) 
{ 
float retval=O; 
for(int i=O; i<member table.records(); i++) { -
retval+=(*wfptr) (member_table.record_ptr(i)); 
return retval; 
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CCCC Member::CCCC Member(istream& member_data_line, CCCC Module *parent_ptr) { - -
parent=parent_ptr; 
member data line >> member_name >> membe+_type >> param_list; 
char *CCCC_Member: :name(int name_level) const 
{ 
static CCCC_String retval; 
MAKE_STRSTREAM(namestr); 
switch(name level) { -
case nlRANK: 
case nlSEARCH: 
II there is no seeping for C-style functions 
if( 
(strcmp(parent->name(nlMODULE_NAME),"") 1=0) && 
(strcmp(parent->name(nlMODULE_TYPE), "file") 1=0) 
) 
namestr << parent->name(nlMODULE_NAME) << ": :"; 
namestr << member name << param_list << ends; 
break; 
case nlMEMBER NAME: 
case nlSIMPLE: 
namestr << member name << ends; 
break; 
case nlMEMBER TYPE: 
namestr << member_type << ends; 
break; 
case nlMEMBER PARAMS: 
namestr << param_list << ends; 
break; 
case nlLOCAL: 
namestr << member_type << " " << member name << param_list << ends; 
break; 
default: 
cerr << "unexpected name level" << endl; 
retval=namestr.str(); 
RELEASE_STRSTREAM(namestr); 
return retval; 
void CCCC_Member: :generate_report(ostream& os) 
os << endl << setw(65) << name(nlLOCAL) << flags << endl; 
int i; 
for(i=O; i<extent_table.records(); i++) 
extent_table.record_ptr{i)->generate_report(os); 
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int CCCC_Member: :get_count(const char* count_tag) 
int retval=extent_table.get_count(count_tag); 
return retval; 
Visibility CCCC_Member: :get_visibility() 
{ 
Visibility retval=vDONTKNOW; 
for(int i=O; i<extent_table.records(),; i++) 
{ 
Visibility visibility_for_this_extent= 
extent_table.record_ptr(i)->get_visibility(); 
II in theory, all extents which define visibility should define it 
II similarly: in practice, we don't want to assume this, so we assume 
II that the first extent we process which defines visibility is accepted 
II as authoritative 
if( 
(retval == vDONTKNOW) && 
(visibility_for_this_extent != vDONTKNOW) 
) 
retval=visibility_for_this_extent; 
break; 
return retval; 
void CCCC_Extent: :generate_report(ostream& os) 
{ 
os.setf(ios: :right,ios: :rightjios: :left); 
os << setw(20) << filename; 
os << setw(S) << linenumber << 11 11 ; 
os.setf(ios::left,ios: :leftjios: :right); 
os << setw(20) << description 
<< flags << 11 11 << count buffer << endl; 
CCCC_Extent::CCCC_Extent() { 
II we can trust the CCCC_String constructor to give us empty strings, 
II but we need to initialise these 
V=VDONTKNOW; 
ut=utDONTKNOW; 
CCCC_Extent: :CCCC_Extent(istream& is) { 
is >> filename; 
if ( ! is. eof () ) 
{ 
is >> linenumber >> description >> flags >> count buffer 
>> v >> ut ; 
else 
{ 
II we can trust the CCCC_String constructor to give us empty strings, 
II but we need to initialise these 
V=VDONTKNOW; 
ut=utDONTKNOW; 
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char *CCCC Extent: :name(int name level) const { - -
static CCCC_String retval; 
MAKE_STRSTREAM(namestr); 
switch(name level) { -
case nlFILENAME: 
namestr << filename << ends; 
break; 
case nlLINENUMBER: 
namestr << linenumber << ends; 
break; 
case nlDESCRIPTION: 
namestr << description << ends; 
break; 
case nlRANK: 
case nlLOCAL: 
namestr << flags << " " << filename << << linenumber 
<< " " << get_description() << ends; 
break; 
case nlSIMPLE: 
namestr <<filename<< ":" << linenumber <<ends; 
break; 
default: 
cerr << "unexpected name level" << endl; 
retval=namestr.str(); 
RELEASE_STRSTREAM(namestr); 
return retval; 
int CCCC_Extent: :get_count(const char* count_tag) 
int retval=O; 
char local_count_buffer[lOO], *count_tag_ptr, *count_value_ptr; 
strcpy(local_count_buffer,count_buffer); 
count_tag_ptr=strtok(local_count_buffer,":"); 
while(count_tag_ptr!=NULL) 
{ 
count_value_ptr=strtok(NULL," "); 
if(strcmp(count_tag_ptr, count_tag) ==0) 
{ 
retval+=atoi(count_value_ptr); 
count_tag_ptr=strtok(NULL,":"); 
return retval; 
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CCCC UseRelationship::CCCC UseRelationship(istream& is) { - -
is >> client >> member >> supplier; 
visible=abDONTKNOW; 
concrete=abDONTKNOW; 
ut=utDONTKNOW; 
char *CCCC_UseRelationship::name(int name_level) const 
{ 
static cccc_string retval; 
MAKE_STRSTREAM(namestr); 
switch(name level) { -
case nlRANK: 
case nlSIMPLE: 
namestr << client << " uses " << supplier << ends; 
break; 
case nlSUPPLIER: 
namestr << supplier << ends; 
break; 
case nlCLIENT: 
namestr << client << ends; 
break; 
default: 
cerr << "unexpected name level" << endl; 
retval=namestr.str(); 
RELEASE_STRSTREAM(namestr); 
return retval; 
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1! ,,., ... _ '--'". ''--'" :~;;;;;:F_::s · 
•·•ttc~ l~e-_. u: 1 I ~ 
case ut1:!i!rERIT5: 
case u:HASB'f'J.U.: 
case u:PAAE'f'JAL: 
case u~VAii.B'{V.U.: 
ccncrete•abTii.VE; 
br~ak; 
default: 
II no change requued 
lflne"' extent '• inserted extent) I ~ 
} 
delet." ne.,_extent: 
void Cccc_UaeRelationuhip::generate_repoct(ostc~am~ os) 
{ 
os « net\ot(20I « client • uses • « ~et\otl20! ~· supplter 
« • [• « member « • • « fl<tgs •• •1· •• ~r.dl.; 
for lint i-0; i<extent_table. -.-ecord• ( 1 ; i .. I 
I 
os « extent_taole.record_ptrlil '""""'lnlLCCALI <~ endl; 
2:11 
int ecce UseReLuionship::g~t_countlcol>nt ch,H' cmmt .. tagJ ( 
ret,.,-n-extent t.>b'e g~t_""""' lcollnt __ t.>gl: 
ecce Module• ecce UoeReht1on~hip: '~"pplie•·_module_ptr(t'CCC_Project ·~rj) { - -
CCCC_Module• retv.>l•O; 
int i: 
for(i•O; hprj-:.module_table.reco,dn(); i••) 
{ 
ecce string '"·'"d name • 
pr) • :.module_t;ble. <ecord_ptr li I ·>name lnlMODULE:_IIIIMEI ; 
if (st.-cmp (mod name, supplier) • •0 I { -
retval•prj·>module_table.record_ptr(i); 
break; 
return retval; 
CCCC Module• ecce UseRelationship: :client_module_ptr(CCCC_Project "prj) { - -
ecce Module• retvahO; 
int I: 
forli•O; i<prj-:.module_table.rec:ords(J 1 iu) { 
CCCC_String mod_name • 
prj· :.module_table. rec:ord_ptr Iii- :.name lnlMODULE_IliiMEi : 
if (strcmp (mod name, client) ~~01 { -
retvahprj ->module_table.record_ptr li I : 
break; 
return retval; 
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int CCCCModule·dn_nivialO I - . 
int ,-~tv,,lol; 
if ( sncrnp(mc>dule t)""p~, "bu1lt in" I· ·OJ I -
retvol-1; 
I 
el,.eifl 
(me~.ber_table.,·ccot"ds(I>OI II 
( sncmp (module_t;'(le, •cJilso•) • •0) I I 
(sncmp(module type."C•• elass•J .. OJ II 
(strcmp (module- ti"pe, "name•p,oce••) ••0 I II 
(atrcmplmodule=type, "Jav~ class")m.Q) II 
(strcmp(module_type. ""Java interface")ooO) II 
{~ucmp(module_type. ""Ada package"I•=OI 
II these are the expected module types which are always non•tri•lial 
rc"'al=O; 
cl"" 
I 
II we've 'lever heard of it, and it doesn't have any memb.,ro 
II treat it as trivial 
retvahl; 
return retval; 
" • .. ) 
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int ecce Module' ,gel rdatior"'l"pul 
ccc'c _ Pi=oj <:-ct • prj , - i nt <n.~»k, cccc .lllleR" L1 t i nrmh i ;>' • ~ r<d _ '" r·w 1 
i11t number of rel,ltitm"llip!l•O; 
conat int iii.1x- n•l,lt ionships·lOO; 
static ecce UseRchuon~h•p 'tel__ptr<J(max relationships]; 
memset (rei _Ftrll, sheollr<' I _pt rs) , 0 I ; -
lilt i; 
forli=O; i<prJ·~Uoerel_tC<b)e •·ec<:ordr,(); ;.,) 
I 
CCCC_UneRelat 1onship •unerel__ptr • prj· >\l!JCrel_table, record__ptr I i); 
cn.:c_String c:ompare_name; 
cccc_stnng peer_na!f.e; 
switch (mask& trmeCLIENT I rrr.eSUPPLIER) 1 
{ 
case rmeCLIENT' 
compare name=userel_ptr·>namelnlSUPPLIERI; 
peer_naineauserel__ptr· >name In! CLIENT); 
break; 
case rmeSUPPLIER' 
compare_name•userel_ptr- >name (nlCLIE.IITI : 
peer_name•uSerel_ptr- >name lnlSUPPLIERJ ; 
break; 
default' 
cen· •« '[get_relationships] did not specify CLIENT or SUPPLIER", 
<< endl; 
return 0: 
if I 
lstrcmp lcon:pare_name, this·>name (nlSIMPLEI 1 ~·01 u. 
(strcmp (compare_name, peer_namel 1•01 
' 
ecce Modu.le •aupplier_ptr-userel_ptr- >eupplier_modu.le_ptr (prj) : 
ecce: Module •dient_ptr•u.s~rel_ptr·>client_ module_ptr I prj 1: 
int nontrivial_fl6g= 
(supplier_ptr l = NULL I && 
( laupplier_ptr->is_trivia;. ( 1) && 
(client_ptr l• NIJLLI && 
(I client__ptr· ~is_triviallll ; 
II we don't give the benefit of the doubt on visibility, 
II if we have seen a declaration scoped as private, we 
II exclude this item from the visible count, otherwise we 
II include it 
int visibility flag; 
if luaerel_ptr·;is_visible I I ! mabFALSEI 
{ 
viBii.Jili ty _flag.mask&rmeHIDDEN; 
else 
{ 
visibility_flag.~sk&rmeVISIBLE; 
int concrete abstract flag; 
if {uaerel_ptZ:·>iB_con'Crete 1) ••abTRUEI 
{ 
'" 
!> 
else 
I concrHe_-~~ ~tT~ct .. f lag.maskHm"I\9STRIICT; 
iflnontrivL>l J.lag &~visibility flag~~ connete_abotract_fl<og) I - -
II a nultable case for tre<ttment ... 
rel_ptrs]number_of_rel<ttionshipn]•uoerel_ptr, 
nutnber_of_relationshipn ••; 
rel_ array.rel_pt rs; 
returiO number_of_relationships; 
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StandarC: ~rror Ollt put I' c'm •l!Mly~··-·r nm 
ecce . a code cou,te: tv,. c .nHl t• • 
;\ progr""' to ·'11·11}"0•" C ·""l l"•• nourc" code and report on 
some "'"'·Pl~ soft·~.,,-., c-ettl<"O 
Versim1 ~. 1 -l 
Coprrigh~ T1" L:ttle!: . .,,-, 1990, 1%6, 19')J 
with con~nbutlc"" !:~C"O Bll1 McL~an, HenMn Hueni, Lynn Wil11on and Peter Bell. 
The develop:cont cf ~;:'" ptogram ~·.15 hoav:dy depend~nt on 
Lhe Purdue Ccr:-p;:er- Conotructlon Tool Se~ IPCCTSI 
by Tnence Pa"r, <11:1 CoC.en, llank Dlet:, Russel Quoung, 
Tom Moog a"d o:hers. 
Thto software IS provided ,.,~h l/0 h'AP.PA'lTi 
Processing ccc:;_1b.h ;>.S ;~:S! C/C•• 
Proeessir.g cccc_db.oc as ;.!!51 C/C•· 
Generatlng HTML reports 
Sortir.g modules 
Sorting members 
Sorting r-elattonships 
Generating report 00 
Generating report 00 
Generating report 00 
Generating report 00 
Generating report 00 
Generating report 00 
Generating report 00 
Generat•ng re~ort 00 
ecce ~xcent to .\ecce htm\CCCC Extent.htm 
cccc:Field to .\cccc_htm\CCCC_Field.htm 
ecce Html Stream to . \c~cc htm\CCCC Html Stream.htm 
ecce-Mer.Wer to . \ecce htm\CCcc Merr.b!!r. ht!Ti 
CCCC-Module to .\cccc-htm\CCCC-Module.htm 
ccc(Project to • \eeoC htm\CCCC Project, htm 
ecce Record to . \ecce htm\CCCC Record.htm 
CCCC=UseRelationship to .\eccc:htm\CCCC_UeeRelationship.htm 
Generating report on anon;=us to • \ecce htm\ononymoc.s.h~m 
67 lines appended from library file eccc::::inf.dat 
Pr-imary HTML output is in cccc.htm 
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Pt·im<~ry genet·ared HTML file' 
('{TC Software l\letrlcs Rtport 
l!rnrrattd Wrd Nov 4 21:19:08 1998 
Profert 'unmWI)' table nfltigh level m~a•urcs sunnn~d over all files proces~cd in the 
Summan· ·urrcnt run. 
Ob!tct fable of four ofth~ 6 mctncs propmcd by Chidamber and Kemerer in their various Oriented 
apcrs on 'a mctncs suite fur object orie-nted design'. Dt•lgn 
'tructurnl me tries based on the relationships of each module with olhcr:s. lncJu,les 
Structurul fiD-out (i.e. number of other modules the current module uses), fan-in (number of 
Metrics thcr modules which usc the cu·rcnt module), and the Information Flow measure 
Summan· uggestcd by Henry and Kafu1a, which combines these to gi\·c a measure of 
oupling for the module. 
Procedural 
able of procedural ,.easures (i.e. lines of code, lines of comment, McCabe's Metrics 
Summan· yclomatic complexity) summed over each module. 
Rclccted Extents of submitted source files wlticll the ~n~lyser was un~ble to parse. E•tcnts 
AboutCCCC description of the ecce program. 
Project Summary 
This table shows me~sures over the project as a whole. 
• NOM= Number of modules 
Number of non-trivial modules identified by the analyser. Non-trivial modules include all cla.sses, 
and any other module for which member functions arc identified. 
• LOC"' Lines of Code 
Number of non-blank, non-comment lines of source code counted by the analyser. 
• COM= Lines of Comments 
Number of!ines of comment identified by the analyser 
MVG =McCabe's Cydomatic Complexity 
A mell'iurc of the decision complexity of the functions which make up the pro!,-r-Jm.The strict 
definition oftltis measure is that it is the number of linearly independent routes through a directed 
ncyclic graph which maps the flow of control of a subprogmm. The analyser counts this by 
recording the number of distinct decision outcomes contained within each function, which yields a 
good appro~imation to the formally defined version of the measure, 
• L_C"' Lines of code per line of comment 
Indicates density of comments with respect to texutal size ofpmgmm 
• M_C"' Cyclomatic Complexity per line Of comment 
Indicates density of comments with respect to logical complexity of program 
• JF4 =Information Flow measure 
Measure of information flow between modules suggested by Henry and Kafura. The analyser 
makes an approximate count ofthis by cm.nting inter-module couplings identified in the modulr--
interfaces. 
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Object Oriented Design 
WMC ~Weighted methods per class 
The sum of a weighting function OI'CT the functions of the module. Two different weighting 
functions are applied: WMCI uses the nominal weight of 1 for each function, and hence measures 
the number of functions, WMCv uses a weighting function which is I for functions acccsstblc to 
other modules. 0 for private functions. 
• DIT ~Depth ofinltcntancc tree 
The length oftbc longest path orinhcritancc ending at the cum:nt module. The deeper the 
in hen lance tree for a module, the harder it maybe to predict its behaviour. On the other hand. 
increasing depth gi,·cs the potential of grcatcrtcusc by the cuncnt module of behaviour dcr.ncd 
for ancestor classes. 
• NOC-Numbcrofchildrcn 
The number of module> which inherit directly from the current modulo. Modcr~tc values ofth1s 
measure indicmc scope far reuse, however high •·a lues may indicate an inapptopnatc abstrJction 
in the design. 
• CBO =Coupling between objects 
The number of other modules which are coupled to the current module either :LS a diem or a 
supplier. Excessive coupling indicates wcukncss of module cnc.1psulation •md may inhibit reuse. 
The label cc!l for each row in this table pm•·idcs a lin~ to the module summary table in the detailed report 
"" 
Structural Metrics Summ~ry 
• 1'1 c l'an-in 
The number of other modules "luch I'"~' tnfnmtalu>n tnlu the current module. 
FO • FaTHtlll 
Tlt~ rtumbcr of other mnduk• mto wlllcl11hc currcnl module passes infonnation 
• IF4 -lnfnnuitlion FltlW mcusurc 
A compo51lc measure of,tructuml complc•ity, caktll.ttc<l "'the .<quare of the pruducl of the fan-m 
and fan-out of" single nwdt!lc. Proposed by I lcnry ""d Kafura. 
Note that the fJrHn :md fan-out ar~ calculated by cMmining the interface of each module. A> noted above, 
three 1·ariams of each <'ach of these mca.<tl!CS me prese-nted: u I restricted to the part of the interface 
which is I \'isiblc, a count whtch mcludcs + client module need> 
h ·' lr ·I h 
I 
Procedural Metrics Summary 
For descriptions of each of these mctrics sec the infonnation preceding the project summary tnb]e. The 
]abel cell for e~ch row in I his l~ble provides~ link to the functions t~ble in the detailed report for the 
Rejected Extents 
o e~teu\s were rejected in this run 
'" 
AboutCCCC 
The progrJm CCCC ;, ma<k a•·ailablc frcc!y and with NO W AII.RANTY in the hupc that n may he usdul. 
The ~omplctc source co<lc oft he ClttTcnl \·crsion of("('{'(';, a\·arlahlc fmm the CCCC humc pa~c al 
llll!'l:liwww Btc.ac .cow:m .l"<lu :tul-tlllllcf. 
The CCCC user> guide is :.v•ubhic at hnp:ltwww.r.,tc.:.cxu"a!U1!t•...;u•-'-tlrulcf-'cq;~..JI!d.!l!B- If ycu arc nn 
a machine where CCCC is imlallc,!, there may also he a local cnpy al nne nfthcsc loculmn.: 
~u>rllocalilih 1,ccclc<;•·c llg.lnm tonllni•·likc "''tem~l 
• c:lcccclcccc ug.htm I on IJOSI\\'indnw' w:~l~'l!.5.] 
The development ofCTCC has been performed 10 support research for the degree of MSc at Ed11h Cowan 
Uni1-ersity by Tim Linkfair. 
Users ofCCCC arc encouraged lo mail Tim Li!tkfair or vioil !b~Q"(:C ]>pi)~_ page, and also to encourage 
their friends to use ecce. 
The devel(lpmcnt ofCCCC was hea•·ilydependcnt on an ~xcellcnt tool called I'CLTS, the Purdue Compiler 
Construction Toolset. by Terence Parr. Will Cohen, !lank Dietz, Russell Quong and others, and now 
maintainc'<l by Tom Moog. Thanks also to Hcmmnn flueni, Dill McLean and L}nn Wilson for their 
conlribu! ions to ecce d e-el opmcnt 
0 
Detailed report on module 
CCCC Member 
Relationships 
Chfnls 
CV] 
ccc_db cc:312cccc_db.cc:JloJ 
Sup lien 
CCT _Module [CV] 
ecce db.cs=.c?E~ 
TCC_Rccord 
CCC db.h:l24 
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Functions 
" 
Appendix C: User Guide for CCCC 
User Guide for CCCC 
Table of Contents 
Introduction 
Report Contents 
Countinr- Methods 
Command line syntax 
ConfiPuration 
Gettin!! ecce 
Introduction 
CCCC is a tool forth~ analysis of source code in •·arious languages (primarilyC+-), which generates a 
repon in HTML format on \'arious mcasurcmcnLI of the code processed. Although the!(){)] was originally 
implemented tu process C++ and ANSI C, facilities ha•·c recently been added to "II ow Ju•·a ami Ada 95 
soun-e fi!es to be recognized and processed as welL The name CCCC stands for 'C and C +~Code Cnumcr', 
Mcasuremen\5 of source code of this kind arc generally referred tons 'sofll>.arc mctrics', or more precisely 
'software product me tries' (as the term 'softworc mctrics· also CO\'Crs mcasurcmcnl5 of the <oft wore process, 
which are called 'software process metrics'). Thc"rdS a reasonable c·onsensus among mnd..'!ll npminn 
leaders in the software engineering field that me~suremcnt of son1c kind IS probably a Good Thing, 
although there is less con sensu> on what is wonh measuring a11d what the mcasurcm~nts mean. 
ecce has l>cen dc,·clopcd as frcc\\arc. and is released in source code fonn, although plccompilcd l>inancs 
forlinux and Windows arc included in the distribution fm the con\'enicnce of users. Users arc encouraged 
to compile the pwgr:rm themsclws, and to modify the suurce to reflect their preferences and interests. 
The simplest way of using CCCC is just to nm it with the names of a selection of tiles on the command line 
like this: 
ecce my_types.h big.h small.h •.cc 
CCCC will opc'11 each of the files specified on the command line (u;ing standard wildcard rmccssing \\ere 
appropriate), and parse it using a parser selected to match the filename eMension. As the parser proces;es 
each file, recognition of certain constructs will cause records In he wrillcn into an internal database. When 
all files ha\'C l>cen processed, a report on the contents of the internal database will be generntcd in i-ITML 
fonnat. By default the IITML report is gcncrntcd to the file cccc.htm in the current \\Otking dircctOT)', 
although the output filename is configurablc. 
The report contains a number oftablcs identifying the modules in the files submincd and CO\'CTing: 
• measures of the procedural volume and complc~ity of each module and its functions; 
• measures of the number nnd type of the relationships each module is a party to either as a chcnt or 
11 supplier; 
• identification of any pans oft he source code submitted which the progr:rm failed to parse; and 
• a snmmaryreporl over the whole body of code pwccsscd of the measures identified above. 
Some of the data presented in the report may be displayed in an cmpha.1i~cd fom1 (either with a bold or 
italic fom, m witb a red or yellow back~mund). These arc items which have been identified us lying outside 
rJngcs whid1 ha\'c been laid down"-' desirabk for the particular items. A blJJd fun! or red back~round 
indicutcs a value which exceeds a thrcohnld dcfmed as bdng dangcruo• for that measure, while italic fonts 
un<l yellow backgrounds indicate values below the <Ianger threshold but still above a sc><:ond lower threshold 
which has been laid dmvn to indiclltC cm"c for concern. The two thr~sholds arc conflgurablc hy tl1c user of 
the tool: see the section below on cnnl1curing metric 1rcatmc111 for more details. 
Report Contents 
Tile reports gencmtcd byCCCC nonnally consist of the following parts: 
n project report which wntains four tables: 
project summary 
• 00 design metrics 
• procedural summary 
• structural summ~ry 
• extents rejected by tl1e parser 
• a module report per non-trhial module which contains three tables: 
module summary 
procedural detail 
• structural summary 
Tables generated 
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·alidil)'CIIeck on lhc rcporll\cncrall'<l ll1an a mclnc of1be cndc suhmillcd: 
f1bc amounl of code rcjcrl~d wa• nwrc than a .<mal! fraclinn (say 10%) of 
he· h>tal cudc procc.scd, ll1c mcanin!lfulne.s of !he numbers !lCIIcralcd hy 
h<.' run must k in douhL 
Counting methods 
C'CCC' implcmcms simple nl;:urithms 1n ca!cub1c each of !he measures prcscn1cd. The al!lnrilhm~ arc 
intended In prescm a useful apprmimation to the underlying quantities, ra1hcr than mcliculnusly c~act 
counting: in gcnerJl a;:rccmcnt with manual counts based rm the same definitions should agree wilh CCCC 
to wilhin 2-3%. If larger discrcpan01cs ore disco,·cre<l, or if this lc,·cl of agreement 1S nnl consulcrcd 
adequate. users are welcome to modify the ~nurcc code 10 1mplcmcn1 closer agreement, or w chanlle 1he 
counling beha,·inur to reflect a desired ha<~s ofcalculalion. TI1c ba<ic definition• of each count arc as 
follows: 
• Number of Module:; [~OM) 
ecce defines modules in tcnns of a grouping of member funclions: C++ classes and namespaces, 
Ja\"3 classes and interfaces and Ada paCkaJ!CS arc all defined a.1 modules. In addi1ion In this, 
funclions which. are not members of one nf1hese Slruclures are treated as belonging to an 
anonymous module. 
• Lines of Code (lOC') 
This count follo"'S the induslry standard of counting non-blank, non-comment lines of source 
code. Pr"Processor lines are treated as blank. Class and function dedar:uinns ~re counlcd, bul 
dcclaralions of global data arc i!,'rlOred. There may be some double cnunting of lines in class 
definitions as !he algorilhm lrcals the tolal o1·cr a module as the sum ofhncs belonging to the 
module itself and lines belonging to its member functions (the declarations and definitions of 
member functions in the body of the class definition will contribute to both counts). 
• Comment lines (e0:>.-1) 
Any line which contains any part uf a comment fori he language concerned is tremcd as a 
commenl byCCCC, and is allocalcd 10 the module and member of the ne~t following 'real' wkcn. 
This ensures thai leading comments ate lrcated as part oft he function or class definition which 
fotlows them. There is one c~ception to I his rule: !he Rational Rose design lool is known to insert 
directives into source Illes disguised as C'-<+ comments with the ptcfi~ '//lUI'. These arc nol 
counted as comments, however all otlter comment struclurcs arc. even iflhcre is no contenl wilhin 
the comment delimiters, or the content is commentc'd-oul source code. 
• McCabe's Cyclomalic Cnmplcxity[MVG) 
The fonnal definition f'f cydomalic complexity is that it is the counl oflincarly indcpc"lldent paths 
through a now ofconlrol grnph dcri\·ed from n subprogram. A pragmatic appmximnlion to this 
can be found by counting language keywords and opcrntors which introduce C\tra decision 
outcomes. This can be slwwn to be qoilc accuralc in mosl cases.ln !he case ofC•·I·, the count is 
incremented for each of the following tokens; 'ir,'whilc','for'.'switch','brcak','&&','JI' 
Note !hat tbc boolc~n operations introduce exira paths through the code because 1hc second 
apernnd mayor may not be cv•luated occnrding to the value of the first operand. Nolc also that the 
treatment ofswilch stalcmomts is problcmalic: il is quite common for multiple 'case' labels to be 
attached to the same block of code, so counting these mig hi overstate the value. Counting !he 
'break' tokens instead is better so long as their arc no case labels in the middle of the block of code 
which the break terminates. The moti,·e for counting the 'switch' token is to provide for the default 
case, which gives rise to a path whether or not the programmer defines a default label. Counting 
the break token in this way may distorl the count wit ere it is used in other conlcxls (i.e. to exit 
from n block). 
• Weighted melhods per class (WMC) 
This is a count of the member functions known to exist inn class. Knowledge of existence of a 
function is only gained fmm declarutions or definitions directly contained in files pmcesscd by 
ecce: Illes included by a preprocessor nrc ignored, nnd ecce docs not at prcsenl identify 
invocations of member or non-member funclions within procedural code. 
• Fan-In, F~n-Out (FI,Fk,Fiv,!'O,FOc,FOv) 
Traditionu!ly, usc relationships between modul~s were identified hy countin~; function invocations 
or access to module d<tlll in procc<lural code. CCCC identifies relationships only 11nough stmcturcs 
apparent in !be Jcfmi lions of the intcrf~ccs of C I I classc~ nr Java clas~cs or interface>. The 
specific relationships which can be detected ~re inheritance of a supplier das> by a client, 
containment of an in>tmtec of a supplier da<s in a client, and the existence of member functions of 
the clic"llt chts> which accept or return an instance of the supplier. 
While these rclatiun.>hips may seem unrelated on the invocation and module data counts, they arc 
likely to show a .mung eorclation hccause of the fact that in an object oriented environment, it is 
likely (but not inc•·itable) that th~ low-le1cl me relationships ofin1·ocation and direct access to 
data snuctures require an object of the ebss of the supplier module to l!c ~vailable. This 
availability can be lhrough inslonliation of an instance oft be supplier cbs.< within procedural code, 
but will often be due to the existence of one oft he higher level relationships described above. 
l11e counts ofFan-ln and Fan-Out arc regarded as a measure of the structural quality of a program, 
1\ith high values of either (and panicubrly high \"alucs of both within the same module) indicating 
increasfd risk of changes required in one module requiring changes across other modules. CCCC 
chooses 10 define the relationship coums in such a way that each supplier or client module is 
counted on I)" once. however many separate ways the relationship is detected. CCCC applies 
filtering to the relationships identified to distinguish between di ffcrcnt kinds of uses which may 
C3ri)" with I hem di ffcrcnt le,·cls of structurJI risk. There arc two r.Itcr:s: visibi lily and concreteness. 
The visibility filter removes from mnsideration relationships which arc known to be only 
accessible from the private interface of a module. Relationships wliich arc defined in the visible 
part oflhe interface can be exploited by clients of the current module, thus forcing those clients 
also to be clients of the current module's supplier. Visible relationships also increase I he range of 
operations 3\'ail~blc on an object. thus increasing the cognitive complexity of the interface from 
the point of view of a programmer required to use a module, 
The concreteness r.Jt~r removes from considcmtion relationships which do not create a 
dependency of the implementation of the client module on the implementation of the supplier 
class. D~pcndency-creating relationships increase tisk because they may not be cyclical, and thus 
inhibit the creation of other relationships. They also inhibit the ability of modules to be built 
separately, requiring rccornpilation oftl1c client module when the supplier clianges. Tl1c test for 
this filler in C++ is whctlier a forward declaration of the supplier class is adequate to allow the 
eli en I module definition to be compiled: containment and pammeler passing where the eli cut 
module is modified by a referential operator arc allowed in this case, containment or passing by 
value or inheritance are all dependency-creating. In Java, relationships except inheritance are 
treated as nun-dep-endency creating. 
• Number of Modules (NOM) 
All instances llfthe lUll owing syntactic constructs are treated as modules: C++ closscs and 
namespaccs; Jai'J clac•,,.,. and interfaces, Ada packngcs. There me contexts where the nnalyser 
detects something wl1ich may belong to one of these categories but may not. [n this case, the name 
is treated as a module name if and only if member functions arc identified for it. Fnnctions which 
do not belong to a module of one of the categories defined abo\'e arc treated as belonging to a 
single anonymous module: if any members arc identified for this module it io also count~d. 
Command-line syntax 
The following flags control the operation ofCCCC: 
• -h 
This option ~auscs ecce to display a usage message nnd exit without proces~ing any files. 
• -r <string> 
This flag controls which ofthe t~bles orthe ecce report arc genemted on a particular run. Sec the 
usage message output by ecce -h for up-to-date details of what reports me available. 
• -d <string"'" 
This flag turns on debugging output for different pat1s of the progmm. <string,_ is a sequence of 
letters which tum on optional debug output, including the following: 
'" 
1-lexcr 
• p·pm~cr 
• ~·extent~ 
{the extent option generates a text dump nfthe extent records uddcd to the CCCC intcnml 
d~tabasc in the flies ecce nmd.ext, ecce mcm,cxt :md ecce u.1c.cxt) 
Other debug output may be available according tO the vcr~ion: sec c;ccmain.cc for the full range 
of flags suppot1cd. 
·f <filename> 
This option allows a I istnf files to be processed to be sped fled in a me rather than listed 1111 the 
command line 
• -l<libdir> 
This option instructs ecce to usc a spcciflc directory for the configuration and support files used. 
If this option is sped fled the flies arc read from /usr/local/liblcccc on Unix systems and c:\cccc on 
DOS!Windows systems. 
• -x <lang> 
This option allows the user to specify which oft he supported parsers lo usc on the code submiued 
in a single run. This is only likely to be useful when the default mapping of file extensions to 
languages docs not corrtttly identify the appropriate language for a file. Supponed langu•ges arc: 
oH 
,,, 
• java 
• 3Ut0 
C ;md C++ share the same parser, although there may be different behaviour according to which is 
selected (either by spcciflcation using this option or due to flle extension processing). 
• -n <project name> 
This option allows the user to specify a name for the project wl1ich will be output into the header 
of the HTML repon generated. 
-o <output file name> 
This option allows the user to specify an alternate name for the repot1 generated by the analyser. 
The default output filename is cccc.htm. 
• -q 
This option causes CCCC to run in quiet mode, generating less debug output. 
The descriptions above are correct as of version 2.1.1. Additional functions may be available in that version 
or any other: please consult the source code file ccccmain,cc for full details of command line handling. 
Configuration 
CCCC can be configured by editing various configuration files, all of which arc found in the library 
directory described above. 
Treatment of metric values 
The file cccc_tmt.dat allows the user to configure the thresholds at which the HTML repot1 presents 
measures in different ways. The version of this file shipped with CCCC describes the configuration data 
and fonnat: 
: ccco_~mt.dat 
" configuration file for tr~a~ment of metric value• in ecce 
• # line• in thio file otarting with ·~· are treatec! as comments 
# all ether lines are treated •• defining a record in a tobl.e of 
# trea~ments for differen~ metrleo, which controls the displ.ay of 
n values of that mottle 
• 
,., ~ all metric values ar~ displayed using tho ClaBo CC<:C Metric, which may be 
·~ viewec! an ratio of t>~o integers aooodated with a chiracter string tog 
)) 
I( J! 228 
the denominator of tho ratio defaultn to l, ~llo~<lny ulhlple ""'""'"to 
be h•ndled by the UMI~ codo •• in UHed lor ratlo• 
the t~g a~oodated with 3 mutrlc in uoed ao <1 key to lookup" record 
deocdbing ,, policy for Ito d!oplay {claoo Met.-ic_Treatmentl 
the tieldo of each treatment record arc''" tollowu, 
TAO the •hort ~tdng of charactero uood ao the lookup ~cy 
Tl. n t,.'<l numeric threoholdo which are the lo·•er boundn for the ratio of 
the metdc'o numcrotor and denominator beyond which the 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. "' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
" 
" 
value lo treated ~• high or extreme by the analyocr 
theoe will be d(oplayed in o~ph•obed !onto, and if the brOW<Iet 
9upportn the aG<:Ol.OR •ttribut~. e~trome v~lueo wi 11 have a red 
badground, while high V"-lueo will ha·1~ a yellow background 
the intent ;o th•t high v~lue• should be t<oated an ouopic!ouo but 
~olerable in moderation, whorean extreme volueo ohould alrnoot always 
be regarded as defect~ (not necessarily thot yoll will fix them) 
a third threohold 1<hich suprcooeo cal~ul•tion ot ratloo where 
the numerator ie lo~er than tlT 
~he principal reoeon ~or doing this in to prevent ratioo like L_C 
being shown as "' {infinity) and dinplayed oo extrc•.o when the 
denominator is o, pcoviding the nun1erator is oufficiontly lo"' 
9Uitable valuee are probably olmllar to those for 11 
the width of tho metri~ {toto) number of dlgito) 
U Comment 
the predsion of the metric (digits aftH the decimal point) 
a free form field extending to the end of the line 
• UTAG 
LOCf 
~~ 
~" ~"' MVGm 
MVGp 
"" 
"' L:::c 
"' 
"'" 
"" 
" 
"' 
"" 
" ·~ 
'"' ·~ "~" ·~· 
n 
" ... 
999999 
" 
"' 999999 
999999 
' 
' 
" 
' 
' 
" 
' 
' 
" 
' 
' ... 
" 
" 
" ,, 
2000 
999999 
" 1000 
999999 
999999 
" 
" , 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 1000 
,, 
,, 
m• P Comment 
0 6 0 Lln~s of code/function 
Lin~s of code/module 
0 Lines of code/project 
cyclomatic complexity/function 
0 cyclomatlc complexity/~"dule 
0 cyclorr.•tlc complexity/project 
0 co ... ont lines 
MVQ/COH McCabe/comment line 
20 LOC/COM Lineo of code/co"""ent line 
Card ' Glaso suuctural complexity 
Card ' Glaoo Structural Complexity (visible) 
~ard & Glaoo Snuctural Complexity (concrete) 
0 Pan-in lovoralll 
0 Pan-in lvlolble uneo only) 
Fan-in lconcrece uses only) 
Pan-out (overall) 
0 Pan-out (vlolble uses only) 
Fan-out (concrete uoea onlyl 
0 Henry·Xafura/Shepperd meaeure (overall) 
H~nry·Kafura/Shepperd measure (visible only) 
0 Henry-Kafura/Shepperd measure (concrete only] 
Ignoring compiler-specific keywords 
Some C++ compilers define keywords addilionalto the ones supported by CCCC, for e~ample the 
keywords 'far' and 'nca~ which are used to specify size of pointers in the segmented 16 bit MS/DOS 
architecture. CCCC will nom1ally rccob'llize these keywords as identifiers, and may well be unable 10 parse 
some construciS as a result. If problems of this kind occur, it is possible to configure CCCC to ignore the 
offending keyword, by listing it in the configuration file cccc_ign.dat. 
Supporting information 
The report generated by CCCC contains a section of supporting information which is copied from the file 
ecce inf.dat. This file can be changed to present whatever information is required (e.g, make links point to 
Jocafcopy of manual, refer dire~:tly to informalion on melrics). 
"' 
Getting CCCC 
llte ""''place lu fun~ for lllfnnna!U>n ~houl ecce is !h~ ecce· li<>tnc pjlill'.J!! 
hll p: llw w " • [< I c .ac. '''!.'~ ;m~~,)u .au . 
Ren'!ll \'crsion.< nfCCCC arc usually a••atlab!e for dnwnlnad fmm 
f!p;{6~\}\' .fsl<:_.a•· S\>;\'"l,c<lu.;tu!puM!itllt·f. 
Significant nm pruJucuon 1·rn.inn~ ~tl' annnunccd itt !h\~ enmp.ln!lw:trc mca~ur~mcr11 USENET n~ws 
~p 
J 
'" 
Appendix D: Analysis of download logs 
for the project FTP area 
The table below was <1hstracted from raw data supplied by Cole Bergerson, 
who is webmaster for the host system. 
November 1997 to November 199B. 
The data covers the period 
I ftp/pub/tlittleffcccc_203. tar .gz 
/ftp/pub/tlittlef/cccc_203.zip 
/ftp/pub/tlittlefjcccc_204.lsm 
"' 
/~ub/tlittlef/LSM-TEMPLATE 
"" 
/pub/ t lit t l ef /NAMES 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-1. 0, tar. gz 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-2.1.1-dos.zip 
' 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-2. 1.1-src. tar, gz 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-2.1.1.bin ELF. tar gz 
" 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-2. 1. 1. src, tar. gz 
"' 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-2 .1. 1. zip 
151 /pub/tlittlef/cccc-2.1.2-dos.zip 
" 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-2.1.2-linux.tar.gz 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-2. 1. 2 -src. tar .gz 
--=----1 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-2.1.3-dos.zip 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-2.1.3-linux.tar gz 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc-2. 1. 3 -src. tar. gz 
m /pub/t 1 itt let /ecce 
' "' 
-doa.zip 
m /pub/tlittlef/cccc 
'· 
J. 1- linu><.te>r.gz 
'" 
/pub/t 1 itt 1 ef /ecce 
'· ' 
.4·src.tar.g7. 
'"' 
/pub/t l itt le(/o:ccc. lam 
n /pub/tlittlef/cccc_l91 . tar .g~ 
" 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc_193.tar.gz 
" 
/pub/tl ittlef/cccc_:<OO. 
'"' 
,, 
" 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc _ 200. zip 
' 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc_202 .tar ,, 
" 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc_202. zip 
" 
/pub/tli ttlef/cccc_203. tar .gz 
" 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc_203. dp 
" 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc_204. 
''" 
m /pub/tlittlef/cccc_204.tar.gz 
" 
/pub/tlitt.lef/cccc_204. zip 
" 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc_205, btm 
" 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc_205.tar.gz 
" 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc_205.zip 
m /pub/tlittlef/cccc_206.tar.gz 
"' 
/pub/tlittlef/cccc_206.zip 
"' 
/pub/tlittlef/pccts-1. 33, tar .gz 
"" 
/pub/tlittlef/pcctslJJ.zip 
1215 /pub/tlittlef/readme.txt 
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Appendix E: Questionnaire used for 
practitioner survey 
The survey of practitioners deflcribed in chapters 5 and 6 waa conducted 
over the Internet, using an HTML form as the survey instrument and 
collecting the results electronically. The HTML form used JavaScript to 
implement drop down list, check box and text data entry controls to allo·.., 
the respondent to enter his/her response to each question. These 
controls do not translate well into the current document, so no attempt 
has been made to represent them, however text has been added in italics 
to explain the input options presented to the respondent at each point. 
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Software Metrics Usage Survey 
The aim of this surwy is mll un!y to ubtam your uptmun~ on what is and is not u~eful in the ~dd of 
S(lftwar~ produ~t mc•tti~!. btl! 111~0 to <i!l<!rllpl to <!orrclatc tl10sc opininns with data about your wmking 
contc~t. The intention is to in•·cstigatc the hypothesis th"l different rncasurcs arc likely to be u•efulto 
people working in diffcrmt pmfc<1ioual and soe~al cnvironmcnt.l. The fonn consisl> of the following 
s.:.::1ions 
• some factual data about yourself 
employment sector, siLc of cmplo)'CT, ;·cars c•pcricncc, what kind of projects ;·ou work on, what 
responsibilities you have 
• your opinions about your own preferred ways of working 
• your opinions about conditions in your workplace 
your opinions on a number of issues relating to software mctrics 
general questions about usc ofmotrics 
spcci~c questions on lOC'IMVG 
specific question~ on Henry and Kafma's information flow metrics 
specific questions on Chidamber and Kemerer's metrics suite for 00 design 
• specific questions on modified metrics reported by CCCC 
• a free format field for any comments you ha•·e 
Apart from the first and last sections, all questions on the form arc in the format of a statement. For each of 
these statements there is an input clement which allows ~·ou to indicate your feelings on a live point scale 
from "strongly agree" through "neutml" to "strongly disagree". lf)·ou ha•·e difficulty applying any question 
to your context, please reply "neutrJI". You may usc the free fonnat field at the end to comment on any 
areas where you wish to amplify your feelings. 
The survey is part of the same research project as the de\·elopment ofti1c freeware ecce metric analyser 
tool. Many of the questions relate to metrics which CCC'C calculates, but prior usc ofCCCC (or indeed any 
automated metric gathering tool) is not a prerequisite for completion oftl1c questionnaire. Tlwre arc I 0 
questions on features ofCCCC itself to which respondent< with no experience of the tout should probably 
answer 'neutml'. 
There is a field in the first section to allow you to enter a return em~il address. If this is completed one or 
more reports on the outcomes of the survey may be mailed to you 11hen the data has been gathered and 
processed. No O!her usc of these email addresses will be made by the rcseJrch team, and all raw data 
gathered will be treated in strict confldencc. Acceos to the raw data will be restricted to the researcher. his 
supervisor and the e~amim·rs appointed to assess the project. 
The form may appear to be"excessiw in length: there arc 45 statement questions plus the factual ones at the 
beginning and the frcc·format field at the end (both of which me completely optional). On the other hand, 1 
don't need people to think too i1ard about the questions, as the first answer which comes in to your head is 
more useful than one you have had to think hard about. If you try to spend 10 seconds or less on each 
statement question, you should flnd the fonn comfortably completed in under 15 minutes. 
Thanks in advance for your help 
Tim Littlefair 
Important Note 
The survey fonn depends on JavaScript being enabled to work. 
If JavaScripl is not enabled on your browser, expect some very strange results. 
"' 
Each qut•.~liun lws em a.~.wdatt•d idt•trtifit•r wbich is rt.re1/ d.ft'\1'/wn· in tlw curn•ntthesi.f, 
am/ is tlisploycd fin italics witlriii.HJIIUrt' brackets}. 1'1rt•St' iih•lltifiers \i't•re 1wl visihh• in 
the 111i\IL IW.I"iotr oftlwfol"m. 
Factual data about yourself 
" 
swlu• (oprionul) fi:.".\1/'STAT} " 
" soflwure dcvelopmt:nl ( 
" 
1 il ,, 
ill ,, 
,, 
For each of the remaini11g •·ection.r up to thej'r<•efumr commenljie/d a/lin• em/ aftlre qucstio111oaire, <'<Jell 
stolemcnllnbulated olmrgsi<lea drop-down list comrol which ollows rhe user 10 .rdccl a response from the 
set 'Disagree Strongly!D/wgree/Neutrof/Agree/Agro•e Strmlgfy'. Option 'Neu/ro/' is illitia/(1' Jt'i<'Cierl. 
Opinions on your preferred ways of working 
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,, 
Opinions on your professional and social environment 
My wor~ploc~ ~llC<llllli!(CS dc\·clopc•rs to choos~ lhc•r own tools /fllj 
My workplace •·aloes talent higher I han confomuty fl/2j 
My worlpla,·c giws nrc suffim•nt ftc..:dum fiiJJ 
My workplace gi•·cs some of my Cllllcugucs tuo much frccdnm f/Uj 
My "orkplacc upphcs ( te~hmcal) TCI'icw Techniques 1U gno1l crfccl f f/5/ 
Opinions on metrics and metrics issues 
General Issues 
Questions Relating to Procedural Metrics 
The following questions relate to the following metrics: 
• Lines of Code (LOC) 
• McCabe's Cydomatic Complc.\ity (MVG) 
Questions Relating to Structural Metrics 
The following questions relate to the following mclrics: 
I 
2JO 
I 
Questions Relating to Object Oriented Metrics 
The following <lliCstions relate to the folhllllllg rnclnc' whid< arc all pari ofChidamhcr and Kcmcrds 
Metrics Suite tilr Objed Uri,•rtt<·d lksign: 
• Wei glued Methods per Class (\V,\1{') 
[WMC' '"'l".""' -,, uoighhng funrliun.th• m<"t commonly '"'d is cunstJ~t "eight of one unit per 
function, denoted W~l('l J 
!-!umber ofeluldrcn (:\OC) 
Depth of lnhcntancc '1 rcc (lllT) 
Coupling bet"''"" Objcm tt'llO) 
·forCbss(ltH') 
I 
Questions Relating to modified metrics omd other features ofCCCC 
The follouing quC'JUOn~ relate 10 the nmol mctncs calculated bylhe CCCC metric analysis 100! including: 
Fl. FO and IF4 rr.odified to account only for \'!S<ble >clationships (FI,·, fh·. [f4••J 
Fl. FO and lF4 modified to account only for non·abstrnd rclaltomhips {Fie, FOe, JF4c) 
• WMC for •·isible methods (W~IC\') 
~~~~~~§~~i: feu lures of the CCCC tool \\htch arc mtendcd to make il easier to understand 
Please add your comments here 
A IIIIis p.~int the form contaim•d <J mu/ti/rnejree.Jornwtt<'-'1 t•ntry/kld. TIJ<• fidd supported J'Croflil<g, 
af/ouing long commell/5 to be t•ntaed. Ti"'·"' commcnl.<flJrm tlreiJO.!is vf Appemlix G. 
Appendix F: Raw survey data 
This appendix t<lbulates the raw responBas of the 24 survey respondents to 
all questions apart from the email address <~nd the free format comment. 
The email address information will not be disclosed, the comments are 
reproduced (lightly edited to remove identifying information) in the 
Appendix G. 
Each respondent'S answers appear as a single column in the table which 
appears over the next pages. Each respondent has a nine-digit 
identifying number (assigned by the CGI script which p~ocessed the 
questionnaire form data). The following codes are used to represent the 
options offered to the respondent: 
• INCOME: p,private Sector; E~Educator; G-Governrr.ent; a-other 
• EMPSTAT: c-contractor; E-Employee; TmEducator; R-Researcher; 
s,student; u-unemployed; O•Other. 
• EXPYRS: 1-0 to 1.99; 4r2 to 4.99; 9•5 to 9.99; 14-10 to H.99; 99ml5 
or more; X·prefer not to say. 
• Series X, Y, and Z are boolean questions, 1 represents true, C 
represents false. 
• Series A, B, C, 0, E, F, <1nd G are agreement scale questions, 
lmDisagree Strongly; 2mDisagree; 3-Neutral: 4•Agree; 5-Agree Strongly. 
2J6 
Table 27: Raw data from quealionnalre 
survey 
'" 
'" 
,, 
; ; 
Appendix G: Responses to free-format 
question on survey 
The following sections reproduce all of the free-format comments supplied 
by questionnaire respondents. They have been edited lightly to remo·1e 
minor spelling and gratm1atical errors, and to expunge any identifying 
details, in keeping ~o~ith the promises of confidentialitY which were made 
in the text of the questionnaire. 
These comments are presented as evidence on practitioners' opinions about 
code measurement in general and the analyzer program produced as part of 
this project in particular. 
while others raise criticisms. 
Some of the comments are complimentary, 
I have yet to try CCCC hence "neutral" on the technical aspects in the 
final set of questions. 
I'm doing PhD research at university, and I'm involved in various small 
software projects (free software). My current area of research is 
finding the right distribution b(;Undaries for a given program by static 
analysis of a program's source code. 1 am looking at software metrics, 
which originally come from the field of software quality assurance, as a 
possible hint for predicting the communications patterns at run-time. 
However, I don't h11ve any concrete results in this area, yet. 
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In my vm·ious software projects, J Lind mysel! using LOC rather 
frequently, but none of the more complex measures. I'm particularly 
doubtful ilbout llUIO\erical riltio!l between lines of code and lines of 
com,nent. In my experience, some cc.de can do without any comments at all 
(in fact, they would rather harm the undarstilndir.g, becauae they might 
get out of sync, etc.); whereas other code needs A LOT of comments to be 
maintainable. 
Thanks a lot for providing ecce to the Internet community; it might prove 
very useful for me in the future. Good luck for your future work. 
Sorry but I have not enough experience in ecce usage to respond to all of 
the questions. 
The last time I used ecce on my project, many line were uncounted. 
note my project is using extensive template libraries and code. 
I am trying the new version as soon ao possible. 
My platform is NT 4.0 and development tools visual Cu. 
We do not yet have enough information on the uoe of metrics here because 
we are only now beginning to use them. 
We may have more meaningful information for you in a few months. 
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am not very useful to the survey. am now retirc;d mnl do llOrne 
shurewure progr<:Hnming, but I did work in the field for 40 yei1rs {really, 
~tarting with plugbo<Jrd programming of the IBM 604). have produced, 
alone and within a progr<Hnming team, ma.ny millions of LOC. So I have 
answered some questions for current, some for the past - not very useful 
for you. 
A small observation. have produced and used myself, written contracts 
for the development and use of metric tools, and been privy to the tool 
use in a number of large software houses. Everybody has them, everybody 
uses them. No one can prove that they <Jre of any use. 
One major study covering millions of LOC on communication/telephone 
switches which were developed unde~ very exacting data logging found that 
the only metric lout of -20) that had any significant correlation was LOC 
to cost - the bigger the code, the more expensive. 
significance. 
Nothing else had any 
Now everyone has his favorite, and his justific<Jtion story, as did this 
company since they spent hundreds of millions of dollars collecting this 
data, it drove their process. But they proved that it was worthless for 
the purpose they w<Jnted /cost/time/testing/error estimation). But do not 
let me discourage you, they are still collecting their data, and still do 
not know what to do with it. 
Answers are probably slightly odd, since I used to use some metrics, and 
found them useful in a non-formal way as " good way of finding problem 
areas of code. However in my current employment I have berm utuck uaing 
VB (Arggh. Hate h.~te) and havn't seen much in the w<~y <..f useful toolu. 
Still hope your survey is useful. 
Some metrics are not c<~lculated for JAVA code, in the version of ecce 
that I currently have. 
ecce is a wonderful effort and I hope to see it flourish. I however, 
found several defects in ecce for java ... e.g., counting return as a 
decision point and not counting catches. 
MSVC++ buildable version ... 
I would also like to have a 
In relation to the metrics I would much prefer the Shepperd modifications 
to Henry-Kafura. See Fenton and Pfleeger's Software Metrics: a rigorous 
and practical approach. pgs 314-316 
I would also like to see LCOM and the Basili-Hutchens measure ... 
The most important. thing I would like is a way to feed the calculated 
measures to a spreadsheet or databane t<:l create sunu11aries and charts. 
My current job is as an instructor and programming isn't a large portion 
of my job tasks. however, we keep looking for good tools to apply to 
student code and suggest for student use. 
metrics. 
I teach a short block on 
First, I am sorry to fill out your form so lately. 
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1\l>Jo, I'm quite bu,;y right now and coulnd not "relearn" enough about 00 
1netrica. I am sorry .1bout: that. 
I hope your project is going well. 
Good job. Although J think soft. metrics are extrernemly dangerous, 
especially as a way to measure a programmer's performance, they are 
necessary for dealing with and manipulating a code product as a whole. 
CCCC is clearly a low-overhead tool and, as such, doesn't show as much 
power as the heavily funded packages available. But, it seems solid and 
is definitely useful. 
This is a very useful tool we have been using un a project. It is an EC 
funded project which is going to help our Company to improve our 
estimating ability on object-oriented projects. 
What we have done is taken past projects, a C++ and a java project. Run 
ecce on the source code and used the results to feed into the Predictive 
Object Points estimating method. This calculated the number of object 
points, which we then compare to the actual effort taken to complete the 
project and come out with an Effort per Object point value. This is then 
used on future projects where we estimate the functionality in tenns of 
object points and the total effort for the project by multiplying then 
with the effort per object point. 
The only thing that would have been excellent is a distinction of the 
type of function we need this to feed it into the estimating method. The 
types we need an' Constructors - methods whlch inotantlal:e an object, 
Deatnlctorn me1hod11 which delltt·oy an object, Modifieru rnethod!l which 
change the still<' of ,m object dnd lter.ltanJ - methods which acceauea <>ll 
pat·ta o[ ,m object tn ,, well dcfLnPd onl••r. 
H we had this >ntonr~<.ltion we would be able to accurately calculat" the 
weighted methode pet· class to feed into the algorithm for POPe. 
Other than that the ecce did not work on java fil"s that are about 6~J.: on 
MSDos it had to be run on Unix. 
Let me know if you are more interested in what we are doing and I am 
happy to give you more information. 
I was shocked when I fow1d ecce as it produced the exact output I was 
looking fc·rl 
I wish I could compile a 32-bit version under NT using Borland, M<;VC++, 
or Cygnus GNU-Win32, 
I'd really like to have buttons above the columns in the different 
tables. Pressing the button would sort the rows by that column - most 
likely in deacenrling order. 
Now thio io really dreaming, but how about generating data that would let 
an external program generate a directed graph showing the coupling 
between modules? 
Would it be haJCd to add a Python parser'/ 
Thanks fot· the tool, .md good luck in youJC msearch. 
,, 
' 
CCCC does not evan mE>asure the •.cc files that are the components of 
CCCC.EXE. All of the above statements of the ~urvey have the following 
caveat: If the code to be measured is sufficiently simple that cccc.EXE 
can tokenize and parse the code, the metrics are useful and inteJCeBting. 
I found only about 15\ of our 1.5 Million lines of code at my former 
employer, measurable by ecce. EXE. The compiler language definition 
provided in cccC.EXE is incomplete. The language definition is 
technio::ally neither C nor C++, but a rather restricted subset of those 
langt!ages. 
I am not disapPointed with ecce. EXE though. How much can a person 
complain about a software package he did not pay for? I also realize 
that the problem of measuring code is no simpler and no harder than 
compiling the code. M<::l approximately lOOK lines of C code were 
measured. Neue were measured before. 
I also enjoyed the tangential research I embarked on into the wild world 
of compiler design and language translation. I would never have ventured 
into this area without the impetus of measuring our code. 
Appendix H: Materials from the Code 
Review Experiment 
The following pages contain the cover pages £or each of the three groups 
in the experiment, followed by one of the five samples of code as it 
appears in the group 2 materials (i.e. prefaced by a metrics report). In 
the group 0 and 1 materials, the source code for this sample .;ppears 
without the metrics report. 
The Microsoft Word and Postscript files for each of the three materials 
sets available 
http://www. fete .ac. cowan. edu, au/ -tlittlef/CodeReviewExperiment. html. 
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'I \. 
Please ~a<l the instmcliuns below, cmnplctc the review c~crcisc :md thc11 r~~ ur 1""1 lhh P~l:r only to 
llr Thomas O'Neill 
School ufCompUI<'f llll!l lnlilm\allun Science 
Edith Cowan Uni•·crsity 
llradford Street 
MOUNT L.A \\'LEY f>050 
WESTERN AliSTRAUA 
Fa' number: (I [)j) preti, fur ) our lnc:ounn) + f•l S lJ3 70 f1 1 on 
OR edit the page mal email h> ttm_hulcfair(lr hotmail.wm 
SOFTWARE ENG!NEERIN(i SIMiJl~l\"f'E!lRif\riEW EX"r"E'R"IM=EcN~T-.--------­
PhD project ofTnn Liulcfair. snpcni"·d by Thomas O'Neill 
You ha•·e \'Oluntccrcd to par11Crp"tc m thts c~pcnmcnt, which is described on the [ntcmcl at the location 
h!tp:/IWWI< .fSIC.;tC.C0\1 an.ctlu.au/-t[jtt[cf, Cll.\ld~Y> icwE lpcrirncnl.hlln[ 
Brid\:;, the c.•pcrimcnt consists of a sunulatcd sortwarc rode rcvicl', in whi~h the ~ubject is asked to 
evaluate a sample of source code agamst a ~hon chcocklist ofpolcnllal quality problems. The subject is 
a~kcd to classify each cla.'i.' in the code SJmplc as bcmg c11hcr at risk from each issue. or free of risk. 
You haYe been allocated to gro11p 0. who are asked to complete the simulated rc\"iew exercise in time 
comfonnblc to them. 
Please enter your classitications on the table below, using an X to mark the conjunction of a quality issue 
and a cbss whi~h you judge to be at risk in that regnrd. At the conclusion oft he exercise, please record the 
octual time taken to the nearest minute. 
PLEASE TAKE AS LONG AS \'OU NEED TO PERFORM TilE EXERCISE TO TilE BEST OF 
YOUR ABILITY. You may examine the classes or issues in any order you sec fit Please be prepared 10 
spend up to one hour on the exercise. lfat the end of this lime you have still not had tnnc to examine some 
issues or some closscs,just leave them unmarked. 
Please indicate cla.ss class class class cbss 
classes at risk of each LeamSneen TcstScrccn VocabEielllcnt Vocabulary WclcomcScrcen 
issue with an 'X' 
-·-E~cessive length 
Excessive decision 
~omplcxily 
Inadequate 
commenting 
Cohesion too low 
Coupling too high 
Respond tnt's email address:------------ ___ _ 
Time taken to complete exercise: ______ minute-s 
2.'iH 
Dr Thuma.< O'Ncrll 
~khool ufCnmpul•·r dnd lnli>rrna!wn Scrcncc 
Edith Cm,au \lm,~rsr!y 
Bradrmd S!tc'Cl 
MOUNT LAWLEY 61150 
WESTERN ,\USTR,\l.IA 
Fa~ number: {Ill[) prclh for }OUtlncatron) ' 61 S 'l.l70 6100 
OR co.lit the pa~,tc and cmatlro um ,hllldarr(" hutmarLcom 
so'fi-'W-AR_I_O ENtiiNEER6:U-Si:\IUL\Tt~-D-I<-EV-ft~WE:xi•E100<1cMoE"N"'Tc.-----­
PhD proj<'<:l of Tim Uuldarr, supc"rscJ by Tlmmas O'Nc111 
You ha,·e \'Oiuntccrc'<ltn panrcipatc m thts c.1pcnmcnt. "hich ts described on the Interne! at the location 
hUn:llw\\w.fstc.:rc.co.:;.:m_c,[\1,:J!L::!Ii_[t[t:filil_dt~<::;.I~\PCrirnsnt.html 
Brieny. !he c~pcnment consists of a srmul~tcJ soft"arc code review, in which !he subject is asked to 
e,·aluatc a sample of source code agatn>t d shun checklist of potential quality problems. The subject is 
asked to classrfy each ..lass in the code sample us being ctthcr at ri;~ from each rssuc. or free of risk. 
You ha1·e been allocated to g10up I, "ho arc us~ed to complete the simulated re\·iew exercise under a 
se•·ere time constrain!. 
Please enter your classifications on the !~ble below. ustng an X to mark the conjoncno11 of a quality issue 
and a class \\hich ;·oujuo.lge to be at risk tn that regard. At the conclusion of the exercise. please rcrord the 
actual time taken to the nearest minute. 
PLEASE PERFORM TilE EXERCISE TO TilE BEST OF YOUR ADII.ITY I:"''SIDE A STRICT 
TIME LIMIT Of' IS MINUTES. You may eumine !he classes or issues in any order you sec fit. lf(m 
is ~cry likely) the time limit e.•pircs before you haYc had time to examine some issues or some classes, just 
leave them unmarked. 
Please indicate class class class class class 
dasses a! risk of each LcamScrccn Tes!Scrcen VocabElcment Vocabulary WelcomcScrcen 
issue with an 'X' 
. 
Excessi1·e length 
Excessi1·e decision 
complexity 
Inadequate 
commenting 
Cohesion too low 
Coupling too high 
Respondent's email address:---------------
Time taken to complete exercise:----- minutes 
l'lense rend the inslfuctionr. below, complete the review c~crcisc und then rall or pu.<t II• I• page only to 
DrThom:1s O'Neill 
School of Computer and Information Science 
Edith Cowun University 
Bradford Street 
MOUNT LAWLEY 1!050 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
F:t~ number: (!DD prefix for your location) l- (>I 8 9370 6!Q[l 
OR edit the page m1d email to ti111_littlcfair@hotmnil.com 
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING SIMULATED REVIEW EXPERIMENT· 
PhD proj~oc\ of Tim Littlefair, supervised by nomas O'Neill 
You have volunteered to participate in tl1is experiment, which is described on tl1c lntemet at the !<>cation 
hltp:l/www.fste.ac.cowan.edu.au/-tlittlefiCodcRc,·icwExpcrimcnt.htmj 
Bricny, the experiment consists ofn simulated software code review, in which the subject is asked to 
evaluate u sample of source code against a short checklist of potential quality problems. The subject is 
asked to classify each class in the code sample as being either at risk from each issue, or free of risk. 
You have been allocated to group 2, wl1o arc asked to complete the simulated reVICW exercise under a 
severe time constraint, but with the availability of automatically genemtocl repol\5 on numeric allributcs of 
the code to be reviewed. 
Please enter your classifications on the table below, using an X to mark the conjunction of a quality issue 
and a class which you judge to be at risk in tlw! regard, At the conclusion of the ellerrisc, please record the 
actual time taken to the nearest minute. 
PLEASE PERFORM THE EXERCISE TO TilE BEST OF YOUR ABILITY INSIPE ASTRICT 
TIME LIMIT OF 15 MINUTES. You may examine the classes or issues in any order you see fit. lf(n> 
is very likely) the time limit expires brforc you have bad time to examine some i»ues or some classes, just 
leave them unmarked. 
Please indicate class class class class class 
classes at risk of each Learn Screen TestScreen VocabElcmcnt Vocnbubry WclcomcScrccn 
issue with an 'X' 
Excessive length 
E~ccssive decision 
complcllity 
fnadequate 
commenting 
Cohesion too low 
Coupling too ltigh 
Respondent's email address:----------------
Time taken to complete exercise:------ minutes 
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Definitions and Declarations 
Description 
efinition TestScreen, java: 13 
" 
0 2 
Functions 
TeetScreen. java: 40 
TeetScreen. java 99 
TeetScreen. java: 167 
Relationships 
Clients Suppliers 
253 
ulor[V) 
)i 
" 
cmbervariable Tutor.java,15 
25< 
ctinnEvenl [VJ 
omml P"'"mcter :J_:o~tS~r:_o:;n .j?~il ;,~9. 
otionlistcncr [CVJ 
'mplcmcon1.> TeAtScrccn.j~'!_;_}]_ 
IJutton [V] 
f'ember vmiablc TestSc~G_fl_~j~_;:~-=--1! 
fembervmiablc TestScrr:_~j_'!Y_~ 
fcmber variable Test Screen. java' 30 
fember variable Test screen. java' 31 
Label [V] 
fcmbcr variable Test Screen. java: 18 
f'cmbcr variable TestScreen. java: 19 
fembcr variable Test Screen. java: 21 
fember variable TestScreen. jilva '22 
Langua~;eTutorFrnmc [CV] 
"lends Test Screen. java' 13 
member variable Test Screen. java: 3 3 
fcmbcr variable Test Screen. java, 34 
onnal parameter TestScreen. j a·ra: 167 
onnal parameter TestScreen. java: 167 
cxlArca [V] 
f'cmbcr variable TestScre_en ,j_a_'{?_C~.~ 
exlficld [V] 
ember variable TestScreen. java: 15 
ember variable TestScreen. java' 25 
ember variable TestScreen. java, 26 
VocabE!cment [V] 
ember variable Test screen java: 36 
Vocabulary [V] 
onnal parameter TestScreen. java: 173 
Window Listener [CV] 
implements TestScreen. java: 13 
i• 
File Uamot 'l'estn~reen.java 
Author• s.Weboter 
Hcdified H/ll{9U 
'/ 
import java.awt.•: 
import java .awt .event. •; 
public claoo TeotScteen e><tendo LanguageTutorFrame imp!ementn ActlonLlotener, 
WlndcwLiotener 
I 
TextField renultTP ~new TextPleldllOJ; 
Text Area hintTA • new TextArea("", 2, 10, Te><tAreo. SCROLLBARS_I/0!1~1; 
Label reoultL • new Label (•reoult"); 
Label hlntL • MW Label!"l!int•); 
Label sourceL 
Label tnr•,etL 
ne>< Labell"source"l; 
"""' Labell"ta'1!et"J; 
TextField oourceTF: new Textrleld(IO); 
TextField targetTP =new TextFJoldllOJ; 
eutton qultBunon ~ new llutton("Q·"ic 'I; 
BUtton learnButocn ~ new Buttoni"Learn"J: 
Button nextButton • new lluttoni"Next•); 
sutton hintUUtton • new Buttoni"Hint Pleaoel"); 
LanguageTutorf'rame learnScreenT; 
LanguageTutorf'ramo tentScreonT; 
V<>ca~~lement thoEiement; 
boolean firsti'!eaaage • true; 11 allown alternate conciliatory menage dinplays 
public TestScreenll 
I 
nuper(); 
netShel600, 420); 
oetLayout (null); 
add(sourceL); 
sour eeL. netBound• ( 40, GO, 100, 20 I ; 
add (aourceTFJ; 
sourceTF. aetBoundn (40, e 0. 210, 40) ; 
add(targotL); 
tarqetL. ootEoundo (40, 160, 100, 20 I 1 
add(tnrgetTP); 
targetTP. aetBounds (40, 180, 210, 40) ; 
add (qultButton); 
qui tButton. sotEoundn (20 , 320 , 60 ,60) ; 
add(learnEutton); 
learnButton. oetBoundo ( 120, 320, 60. 60 I ; 
add (nextOutton); 
no~tButton. setBoundn (220, 3 20, 60, 60 1 ; 
add (renultL) 1 
re~uH~.MtEoundo lloO. 60. 100, 20); 
add I renu I tT~I : 
t·eou l tTP. •et 1\oundo I lOU. "o. 260. ~ 0 I ; 
odd(hintnuttonl; 
hint Button. net Uoundn IJOO • 1 BO, ~ 60. ~ 0 I ; 
add(hint~l; 
l!intL. net aoundo (J oo. JOO • 1 oo. 201 1 
~ddlhlntT/11: 
hintTK.oetaoundo ooo. no. 200.601 1 
qui tButton. addAct ionLi ot ener I thlo I ; 
learnButton. add~~t ionLi st ener I thl n) ; 
next Button. addA<:t ionLintener I thio) ; 
targetTF .add/l<:tionLintener lthiol; 
hintButton. addAct ionListener 1 t hio) ; 
oddWindowL\stonorlthinl; 
·~, 
public voi<l acdonPorformediActlonEvent evtl 
I 
String next = evt.getActionCommandiJ; 
if lnext.equals(•Quit"ll 
I 
System. exit 101, 
I 
If I next .equolsi"Learn"ll 
I 
thh.hide(); 
leam!lcreenT.showl); 
I 
if (next.equalo("ll~xt")) 
I 
I 
II retdeve a new VocabElernent from the Vocabulary 
theElement • theVocab. getRand001Element () ; 
thetlement.newHintSequence II; 
II <:ilaplay the Vocab!:lement 
sourceTF .setTut ltheElement .sotSourcellord()); 
II clear all other text fieldo 
hintT/1. setrext I"" J; 
targetTP .aet1"ext 1""1 ; 
reaultTP. aet1"ext 1""1 ; 
H (next.equalBI"Hint Pleaael'll 
I 
I 
II check that there io a eurrent element 
HitheElernent !• null) 
I 
II cheek that there are hlnto to give 
If ltheElement.moreDieplayHintStringoll) 
I 
I 
hintTA. oet1"ext (theElement . getNextoloplayHintString Ill ; 
else 
I 
hint1"/l.oet1"exti"No further hinto ore ntored"l; 
It (evt.getsource() •• target1"P) 
I 
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f1 co~.pare wl~h ~he oourc~ ancl uend a meooage 
lr I theE lemont .getT,1rgetWord II .equalu ltor9et'J'I' get Text II II 
I 
I 
eloe 
I 
lloay ~<ell done 
reoultTF.oetTexti"Well don~, that lo conectl"l; 
1/oay try again In one of two w.wu 
if lfirotMeooagcl 
I 
eloe 
I 
"""ultTF .oHText ("Sorry, pleaoe try •<:Jain"); 
firotMeooage • faloe; 
reoulnF .senoxt ("Go on ny •<:Jain•); 
flutMeosage • ''""' 
II end aoticnPerformed 
public void oetSoreenoiLanguageTutorPrame learn, LanguageTutorPrame test) 
I 
learn.SoreenT • learn; 
teotSoreenT • tent; 
public void oetVooabulary(Voeabuhry 
I 
I 
II end Teotscreen 
theVocabl 
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Appendix I: Statistical Worksheets 
The statistical wockshcetg used in the processing of the diJta fJCom the 
code review experiment are presented on the following p;~geo. 
25B 
Table 28: Derivation of Correct Responses 
Oeri>ation of Correct Responses 
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N..arest value for sum of positive responses to target is 7, for threshold 2.50 => we select tii;, threshold 
! i : J ' ) I 
ocR(q) .111.1', ·I 1 r 
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1 n<s WOtl<sheet shows lhe logic lor lhe derivation of notionat·correcr answers from the group o responses. The firsl table shows the count or positive responses for ead1 que~bon from group 
o respondents. We sum these counts and then dWide by lhe potential number of pcsrlive responses to obtain a target proportion of quesbons whid1 we WlSh to clasSify po"'~'·ely. This 
proportion is lllen con•erted to an inle-g€f number of questions. 
111e next table shows llle effect of classifying questions as positive or negatJve according to whelher llle CPR(O,q) is greater than a threshold T, with t11e T var;ing from -o.s [all quest>ons will 
be cl3ssffied positive) to -tli.S {all ques~ons w~l t>e classified 0"'£1atWe). For ead1 value ofT. the number of questions cl3ssified posili•e is shown. 
Finatly, the value ofT is selede-d whid1 gWes a cnunt or questions dassified positive as close as ~ssible to the tar9e~ and the question dassi~c:ations for this thres1;1old are d<Sp~;:e~ 
"' 
third labllo as the derived correct response {OCR) for each question. Tile varues in this table are ~nown as DCR(q), for example DCR(9) is the derived correct response lo question 9. whoch ; 
ha. to 00 0 1.e. n tive . 
Table 29, ROC Analysis for Group o 
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ThCs worksheet shows the calc:ulation of the Receiver Opera~ng Characteristic (ROC) statis~cs for the group 0 respondents. 
0 
' 
-
The ROC sta~stics are calculated by using the responses of the group lo dassify questions as P'JSitlve or negative by applying a varjOng lhreshold on The number 
cf respenses required to classify a question as positive. 
A1 eadlleval of the threshold, tile response to eat:ll quesucn is class1f"'d as TP, TN. FP, FN, then the f2lse pos1tJve fraC!Jon and lhe true positr.te fnH:Iion are 
calculated using the formulae FPF,.FPIIFP+ TN) and TPF"TP!(TP+FN) 
'Fmally, the components of the area under lhe ROC curve are cak:ulaled using the 1rapszium method. These components are shown in the column headed AUC, 
and their sum, wtlidl Cs the area under lhe curve calculated lor lll<s meth_"!!_i!L~b.~ ~!!!!.•c"''''"''m~ocl "~''~~lo'm'"'·--- ______ _ 
2Gl 
Table 30' ROC Analysis for Group 1 
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Table 31: ROC Analysis for Group 2 
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Table 32: Chi-squared analysis 
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12.44441 
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"~ 
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0.9623 
' 
(t!l-1e)"2 (t!l-fe_"2)1fe 
0.3066 0.0248 
5.9753 0.1059 
5.9753 0.3841 
0.3066 0.0198 
0.3086j 0.~198 
5.9753 0.0847 
5.9753 0.3073 
0.3086 0.0159 
0.9623 
aili<:al value of chi-squared @ O.OSievel cf prctla~lity = 7.820Q:(Sprinlhall. 1993. p 486) 
-,. W9 accept the nuU hypolhesls. there is oo significant diffefenoe between groups 1 and 2 
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